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Abstract
The primary goal of this work is to develop, validate, and apply a new technique for mapping
the high-latitude ionospheric plasma ow (convection pattern) from velocity measurements
routinely performed by the Super Dual Auroral Radar (SuperDARN) network of high fre-
quency (HF) radars. The currently employed FIT technique relies heavily on assumptions
that are not always justiable. A spherical cap harmonic analysis (SCHA) technique, tradi-
tionally used in handling geomagnetic eld data, is introduced for mapping the high-latitude
ionospheric convection pattern based on SuperDARN velocity measurements. The SCHA
technique does not require contributions from a statistical model which is dependent on the
magnitude and orientation of the interplanetary magnetic eld (IMF), and does not conne
the high-latitude ows to a specic region based on magnetic latitude.
Several steps are taken to validate the SCHA convection mapping technique. First, it
is demonstrated that the SCHA technique can reproduce an arbitrary pattern based on sim-
ulated data modied by a random noise component. SCHA maps of the global scale plasma
ow pattern for various IMF conditions are next shown to be consistent with expectations
for patterns reported in the literature. SCHA maps are compared to ion drifts measured by
the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites and with convection vectors
inferred by merging SuperDARN measurements at beam crossings. The SCHA technique is
shown to perform comparably to the FIT technique over regions of good data coverage. The
SCHA technique provides a better representation of the ionospheric convection pattern for
regions with limited data coverage and over regions of highly variable ow, particularly near
the equatorward edge of the mapping region.
SCHA analysis of SuperDARN data to create convection maps is expanded to include
magnetometer measurements of the perturbation magnetic eld. Plasma ow is determined
from magnetometer data by combining the equivalent current determined from the external
component of the perturbation magnetic eld with a model of the ionospheric conductivity.
The SCHA technique is used to investigate the reconguration of the convection pattern
and changes to the cross polar-cap potential (CPCP) associated with a sudden transition in
ii
the vertical component of the IMF from stable positive to stable negative values. For such
events, the FIT technique might misrepresent the convection pattern if the tting is domi-
nated by the a-priori statistical convection model. Both magnetometer and SuperDARN data
sets are examined. The IMF transition wavefront impinges upon the magnetosphere near
the 10 MLT sector; perturbations are clearly seen on the dayside with a 10 minute delay
on the nightside. This translates into a dayside-to-nightside progression of the ionospheric
response observed in the magnetic perturbations and SuperDARN velocities, contrary to
what was reported for a number of other events in the literature. The foci of the new dawn
and duskside convection cells are shown to steadily shift toward the dayside (over a period
of 10-12 minutes, beginning 4-6 minutes after the onset of the ionospheric response) and do
not `snap' to their nal position. Once the convection foci reach a nal location, the overall
convection pattern enhances for a period of 25 minutes. These results support the idea
that the ionospheric convection response to a southward turning of the IMF is a two-stage
process; (1) an initial dayside-to-nightside progression of the observed ionospheric response
and a reconguration of the convection pattern, and (2) the subsequent intensication of the
convection pattern.
An additional investigation is performed to determine whether the polar cap north
(PCN) magnetic index is satisfactory for estimating the CPCP and average cross polar cap
ow velocity (CPCV). A roughly linear increase of both the CPCP and CPCV with PCN is
found for 0  PCN  4, with a tendency for saturation for PCN > 4. The CPCP calculated
using the SCHA-technique is found to be larger than that calculated using the FIT-technique.
PCN is concluded to be a good proxy for the CPCV and CPCP for 0  PCN  4.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The interaction between plasma continuously streaming out from the Sun (solar wind)
and its embedded interplanetary magnetic eld (IMF) with the Earth's magnetic eld and
atmosphere is a key process in space weather which has become an important issue as it af-
fects a wide range of technologies and infrastructure on the ground and in space. Energetic
particles from the Sun interact with the Earth's magnetic eld, so they are energized and
precipitate into the upper atmosphere increasing ionization in the atmosphere from 100 to
1000 km above the Earth's surface. These high energy particles also aect satellites causing
incorrect operation or equipment damage that can put the satellite out of operation. Ra-
dio waves used for communication systems or GPS navigation are aected by the increased
ionization which can cause a disruption of the communication or navigation systems. Pre-
cipitating particles, in combination with electric elds, create strong currents at a height of
 100 km; these currents produce perturbations of the Earth's magnetic eld. Magnetic
disturbances associated with the Sun-Earth interaction may directly aect operations that
rely on the geomagnetic eld, such as magnetic surveys, directional drilling, or compass
use. Geomagnetically induced currents in long conductors such as power lines and pipelines
can cause power system outages or pipeline corrosion. These examples, which illustrate the
widespread eects of space weather, demonstrate the importance of studying the interaction
between the Sun and the Earth.
Activity originating from the Sun is transmitted to the Earth by the solar wind and
results in a redistribution of particles and the establishment of electric currents in the magne-
tosphere and ionosphere. Changes in ionospheric processes are reected in the high-latitude
plasma ow, currents, and conductivity that may be measured by various ground-based and
satellite instruments. Plasma circulation, or convection, in the ionosphere follows regular
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patterns dependent on the polarity and strength of the individual components of the IMF.
Sudden changes in the polarity of the y and z components of the IMF (By and Bz, re-
spectively) result in a reconguration of the ionospheric convection pattern. The transition
between quasi-steady state convection patterns is not well understood and will be examined
in this thesis following a description of the relative regions and processes which occur in the
near Earth space.
In the following sections a short description of the solar wind, magnetosphere, and
ionosphere is provided following the works of Hargreaves (1992), Kivelson and Russell (1995),
and Baumjohann and Treumann (1997).
1.1 Solar wind and the magnetosphere
The Sun continuously ejects a stream of highly conducting plasma known as the solar wind.
As the solar wind ows radially outward from the Sun, the solar magnetic eld lines asso-
ciated with the plasma are dragged along, creating the IMF. The pointing direction of the
IMF is dened using the geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system where
the x-axis points sunward, the z-axis is parallel to the Earth's magnetic dipole, and the
y-axis completes a right-handed coordinate system, see Figure 1.1. In the time it takes the
solar wind to travel from the Sun to the Earth ( 1011 m), the magnetic eld is only able
to diuse a fraction of that distance ( 103 m). The IMF is therefore thought of as being
`frozen-in' to the solar wind. Typical IMF values are 1-10 nT and solar wind particle density
and speeds are 5 cm 3 and 400 km/s, respectively.
As the solar wind travels outward from the Sun, it encounters the Earth's geomagnetic
eld, which can be approximated by a dipole eld with an axis tilted  11 from the Earth's
spin axis. The dipole geomagnetic eld (B) is (Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997)
B(r; ) =
0ME
4r3

 2 sinr^ + cos^

; (1.1)
where ME = 8:05  1022 Am2 is the Earth's dipole moment, and 0 is the magnetic per-
meability of free space. Since the magnetic dipole axis is tilted with respect to the Earth's
spin axis, equation (1.1) is expressed in the geomagnetic coordinate system, as opposed to
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Figure 1.1: Magnetospheric cross-section in the north-south plane with the solar-
magnetospheric coordinate system overplotted (adapted from original schematic by K.
McWilliams).
the geocentric or geodetic coordinate systems (see Appendix A.1 and A.2) where r is the
radius from the center of the Earth,  is magnetic latitude, and B is independent of magnetic
longitude . The solar wind is unable to penetrate the geomagnetic eld and instead distorts
it creating a cavity called the magnetosphere. Figure 1.1 schematically depicts the magne-
tosphere and surrounding environment. The front-side magnetosphere has a rounded shape
and extends to 10 Earth radii (RE) on the dayside, whereas the magnetotail is elongated
and extends to 50-100 RE on the nightside.
As the solar wind ows toward the Earth, the magnetosphere blocks its path and a
shock wave, or bow shock, is established 2-3 RE sunward of the outer region of the magne-
tosphere, called the magnetopause. The solar wind is slowed down to subsonic speeds by
dissipating the kinetic energy of its particles at the bow shock. The solar wind then en-
ters the magnetosheath, which is the region between the bow shock and the magnetopause.
Plasma in the magnetosheath may directly enter the magnetosphere at the cusp.
3
Figure 1.2: Major regions and processes occurring in the course of quasi-viscous interaction
of the solar wind and magnetosphere (Kelley , 1989).
The solar wind interacts with the magnetosphere through the processes of quasi-viscous
interaction and reconnection. In quasi-viscous interaction (Axford and Hines , 1961), the
solar wind ows around the egg-shaped magnetosphere dragging along the IMF, see Figure
1.2. Energy and momentum are transferred from the solar wind to the outer magnetosphere
causing anti-sunward ow in the boundary layer of the enclosed plasma. Because the system
is closed, the ow reverses in the magnetotail causing plasma to move toward and around
the inner magnetosphere (circular region). Energy and momentum of the sunward motion
of the inner edge of the outer magnetosphere is transferred to the outer edges of the inner
magnetosphere. This ow reverses on the dayside, causing anti-sunward ow in the central
region of the inner magnetosphere.
Reconnection involves the interconnection of IMF and geomagnetic eld lines. Re-
connection regions dier depending on the orientation of the IMF with respect to the ge-
omagnetic eld lines and will be discussed according to the descriptions of Watanabe and
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of (a) Dungey and (b) interchange reconnection processes. IMF,
open, and closed magnetic eld lines are shown in blue, green, and black, respectively.
Additional purple arrows indicate the solar wind ow. Regions where reconnection occurs
are indicated by yellow shading. See text for explanations.
Sofko (2008). For southward IMF (Bz < 0), the Dungey (Dungey , 1961) reconnection pro-
cess occurs; see Figure 1.3a. In Figure 1.3a (i), the southward oriented IMF line (blue)
approaches the northward (Bz > 0) oriented geomagnetic eld line (black) at the front-side
magnetosphere. The geomagnetic eld lines are closed as both ends are connected to the
Earth. When the anti-parallel lines meet, the net eld goes to zero and the IMF and geo-
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magnetic eld lines interconnect in the reconnection region (yellow shading) to form an open
magnetic eld line (green) in either hemisphere. Each open magnetic eld line has one end
in the solar wind and the other attached to the Earth's magnetic eld lines in either the
northern or the southern hemisphere, as shown in Figure 1.3a (ii). The newly formed open
eld lines are carried by the solar wind into the magnetotail, where they reconnect to form
a closed geomagnetic eld line, which has essentially been transported from the front-side
magnetosphere to the magnetotail, and a separate IMF line traveling away from the Earth
(shown in Figure 1.3a (iii) and (iv)). After reconnection, the stretched geomagnetic eld
lines in the magnetotail move back toward the Earth, causing particles in the magnetotail
to be accelerated Earthward.
When the IMF is directed northward, the interchange reconnection process illustrated
in Figure 1.3b occurs (Watanabe and Sofko, 2009). Figure 1.3b (i) and (ii) show the rst
step of the interchange cycle. Northward oriented IMF eld lines (blue) approach and drape
around the front-side magnetosphere. Both the IMF and geomagnetic eld lines are oriented
northward in the reconnection region previously discussed in the Dungey reconnection pro-
cess, so reconnection does not take place here. Instead, the IMF eld line reconnects with
an open magnetic eld line (green) from the magnetotail in the high-latitude region, forming
an overdraped open magnetic eld line wrapping around the front-side magnetosphere and
a new IMF magnetic eld line (Figure 1.3b (ii)). In the second step of the interchange cycle,
Figure 1.3b (iii) and (iv), the overdraped open magnetic eld line encounters and reconnects
with a closed magnetic eld line from the magnetotail to create a closed magnetic eld line
in the front-side magnetosphere and an open magnetic eld line in the magnetotail.
The outer magnetosphere is separated into regions based on the average plasma den-
sity and energy of the particles populating that region (see Figure 1.1). The outermost
region of the magnetotail, called the plasma mantle (not shown), is populated by particles
with energies of 30-150 eV and has a density of 0.1-10 cm 3. The mantle surrounds the
sparsely populated (< 0:1 cm 3) north and south magnetotail lobes. Both the plasma man-
tle and tail lobes lie on regions of open magnetic eld lines. The northern and southern tail
lobes are characterized by geomagnetic eld lines pointing toward and away from the Earth,
respectively.
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The magnetotail is separated into northern and southern regions by the plasma sheet,
which is surrounded by the plasma sheet boundary layer. The plasma sheet is centered
near the equatorial plane with its inner edge at 7 RE at midnight. Particle density in
the plasma sheet is about 0.1-1 cm 3, and it is comprised mostly of H+ ions and electrons.
Typical particle energies lie between 0.1 keV and 10 keV with an average energy of 0.6 eV
for electrons and 5 keV for protons (Hargreaves , 1992). The plasma sheet has a thickness
of 1-5 RE and extends between the dawn and dusk region. Periods of increased convection
cause an inward (Earthward) motion of the plasma sheet. Some of the energetic particles
moving Earthward from the plasma sheet become trapped in magnetic eld-aligned regions
called radiations belts which extend from 1000 km above the Earth's surface to a distance
of  6RE. Radiation belt particles have energies in the 10-100 keV range. These particles
gyrate about the magnetic eld, bounce between hemispheres, and drift azimuthally about
the Earth with ions and electrons moving in opposite directions. The relative drift between
charged particles forms a westward owing ring current at a radial distance of 4-6 RE.
Magnetic eld lines within the radiation belts are closed.
Closer to the Earth is another closed-eld line region called the plasmasphere which
contains a cold (1 eV), dense (103 cm 3) particle population. The magnetic eld in the
plasmasphere can be approximated as a dipole with plasma roughly co-rotating with the
Earth. The outer boundary of the plasmasphere, the plasmapause, is typically located
between 3 and 4 RE, depending on the relative strength of plasma co-rotating with the
Earth and convecting Earthward from the magnetotail.
1.2 Ionosphere
Above an altitude of 70 km, photoionization, recombination, and transport processes pop-
ulate the upper atmosphere with ions and electrons forming a neutral plasma called the
ionosphere. The weakly ionized plasma is organized into distinct layers shown by the verti-
cal electron density prole, Figure 1.4. The D region is the lowest and peaks at an altitude
of 90 km, with an electron density of ne  104 cm 3. The E region peaks at 110 km with
ne  105 cm 3. At approximately 250 km, the F region peaks with an electron density of
7
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Figure 1.4: Ionospheric electron density proles at mid-latitudes for day and night at
sunspot maximum and minimum (adapted from Hargreaves (1992)).
ne  106 cm 3. During the day the F region peaks at 170 km (F1 region) and 300 km
(F2 region).
1.2.1 Formation of the ionosphere
In the E region the photoionization of N2, which is abundant at these altitudes, by ultraviolet
radiation leads to an accumulation of NO+ and electrons through an interchange reaction
involving O. At night, a lack of photons signicantly reduces ion production, and the E region
disappears as ions and electrons are removed through recombination reactions. At F-region
altitudes, there is little N2 due to rapid diusion, and O particles dominate. Photoionization
reactions therefore cause an accumulation ofO+ and electrons, forming another distinct layer.
Although ionization also decreases at night, the F region does not disappear like the E region.
Another source of ionization is the precipitation of energetic (> 1 keV) particles. En-
ergetic particles colliding with neutral particles may cause the separation of the neutral
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particle into a positive ion and a secondary electron, provided the energy of the colliding
particle exceeds the binding-energy of the neutral. For an oxygen atom, the binding-energy
is 35 eV (Rees and Luckey , 1974). A single energetic particle may cause the ionization
of multiple neutral particles before losing its energy. In addition, the secondary electrons
produced in the collisions may have enough energy to ionize additional neutrals. Sources of
energetic particles include auroral electrons (see Section 1.3) and protons ejected from the
Sun during solar ares. Ionization by energetic particles tends to dominate on the nightside
where photoionization rates are reduced, and at high-latitudes where the magnetic eld lines
guide precipitating particles into the ionosphere.
1.2.2 Ohm's law for ionospheric plasma
Ionospheric plasma is aected by the background electric (E) and magnetic (B) elds. The
general equation of motion for ionospheric ions and electrons is (Kelley , 1989)
mi;e
dvi;e
dt
= qi;e [E+ vi;e B] mi;e(i;e)n (vi;e  Un)meei (ve   vi) 
r (ni;eTi;e)
ni;e
; (1.2)
where the subscripts i and e denote ions and electrons, m is the particle mass, v is the uid
velocity, q is the charge, (i;e)n is the ion or electron collision frequency with neutrals, ei is
the electron-ion collision frequency, Un is the neutral wind velocity, T is the temperature
(in units of energy), and n is the particle density. In the third term of the right hand
side, the positive and negative sign applies to ions and electrons, respectively. In the cold
approximation (Ti;e=0 eV) for the bottom of the F region ((i;e)n  ei) and neglecting the
eects of the neutral wind (Un=0 m/s), equation (1.2) becomes:
mi;e
dvi;e
dt
= qi;e [E+ vi;e B] mi;e(i;e)nvi;e: (1.3)
For stationary conditions (
dvi;e
dt
= 0), the vi;e is given by
vi;e =

2i;e

2i;e + 
2
(i;e)n
vE
EB
jEB j +

i;e(i;e)n

2i;e + 
2
(i;e)n
vE
E?
j E? j +

i;e
(i;e)n
Ejj
B
Ejj
j Ejj j ; (1.4)
where 
i;e is the ion or electron gyrofrequency dened by 
i;e =
qi;eB
mi;e
. In the F region,
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the electron and ion collision frequencies with neutrals are to the order of 10 s 1 and 1 s 1,
respectively. The electron and ion gyrofrequencies are of the order of 107 s 1 and 102 s 1,
respectively. In equation (1.4), the electric eld can have components perpendicular (E?)
and parallel (Ejj) to the magnetic eld. Speed vE is the magnitude of the drift experienced
by the particles in a collisionless plasma in the presence of constant electric and magnetic
elds and is dened as
vE =
EB
B2
; where vE =
E?
B
; (1.5)
and vE is independent of charge. In the F region n  
, and equation (1.4) is reduced
to
v = vE
E? B
j E? B j +
n


vE
E?
j E? j +


n
Ejj
B
Ejj
j Ejj j : (1.6)
According to the rst term in equation (1.6), F-region ions and electrons move in the
same direction, or convect, in the EB direction. In contrast, the second and third terms
in equation (1.6) show there is a relative drift between ions and electrons along the electric
eld and along the magnetic eld; ions move faster than electrons along the electric eld,
and electrons move faster than ions along the magnetic eld.
The relative drift between ions and electrons in the ionosphere results in the ow of
current having a current density of
j = envd; (1.7)
where e = 1:602  10 19 C is the charge of an electron, vd = vi   ve is the relative drift
between ions and electrons, n = ne = ni is the electron and ion particle density, and j has
units of A=m2. The current density can be represented by components and written as Ohm's
law
j =   E; (1.8)
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where E is the electric eld in units of V=m and  is the conductivity tensor in units of S=m
(Hargreaves , 1992)
 =
0BBB@
P H 0
 H P 0
0 0 jj
1CCCA ; where (1.9)
P =
en
B
 j 
i j in

2i + 
2
in
+
j 
e j en

2e + 
2
en

; (1.10)
H =
en
B
  
2i

2i + 
2
in
+

2e

2e + 
2
en

; and (1.11)
jj = e2n

1
miin
+
1
meen

: (1.12)
The various components of the conductivity tensor describe currents in the ionosphere. The
Pedersen (P ) and Hall (H) conductivities describe the currents in the E? and E?  B
directions, respectively, whereas the parallel conductivity (jj) describes the current along
the magnetic eld. Figure 1.5 shows the P , H , and jj conductivity proles.
In the high latitude ionosphere the magnetic eld lines are almost vertical and, to a
rst approximation, E? is height independent. The height-integrated Pedersen (P ) and
Hall (H) conductances are introduced as
P =
Z
Pdz; and (1.13)
H =
Z
Hdz (1.14)
to represent the two dimensional horizontal sheet of current perpendicular to the magnetic
eld in the form
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les
(adapted from Baumjohann and Treumann (1997)).
J? =
Z
j?dz =
  E?; (1.15)
where  is the 2 2 conductance tensor given by
 =
0@ P H
 H P
1A ; (1.16)
where P and H are in units of S. Equation (1.15) may also be written as
J? = PE?   H (E? B)
B
: (1.17)
In the absence of measurements, or to obtain a general picture, the ionospheric conduc-
tance may be approximated using conductance models such as the Hardy (Hardy et al., 1985;
Hardy et al., 1987) or the Fuller-Rowell Evans (Fuller-Rowell and Evans , 1987) conductance
models.
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1.3 Ionospheric currents and the aurora
The strength of ionospheric currents depends on conductance, which is in turn proportional
to the electron density (equations (1.7)-(1.12)). Ionospheric currents are therefore stronger
in regions of high electron density.
Energetic electrons precipitating into the ionosphere collide with neutral particles in
the atmosphere. The result is an ionization reaction in which the energetic electron loses
35 eV (Rees and Luckey , 1974), and a neutral particle may be excited to higher energies
and emit a photon as it decays to the ground state causing optical emissions which lead
to spectacular auroral light displays. The auroral green (557.7 nm) and red (630.0 nm)
lines of atomic oxygen are commonly observed auroral colors. The region within which the
auroral arcs are most frequently observed is called the auroral oval. The auroral oval forms
a band-like structure about the poles of the northern (aurora borealis) and southern (aurora
australis) hemispheres (see green shading in Figure 1.7 to follow).
During disturbed magnetic periods, the aurora becomes active and the auroral oval
expands equatorward. The region poleward of the auroral oval is called the polar cap. It is
widely believed that the equatorward edge of the polar cap coincides with the open/closed
boundary of the magnetic eld lines so that magnetic eld lines within the polar cap are
connected to the magnetotail lobes or the solar wind.
Particle precipitation enhances conductivity in the auroral oval. Therefore, ow of the
high-latitude ionospheric current is concentrated in the auroral oval, forming the auroral
electrojet current. Eastward and westward electrojets ow in the dusk and dawn sectors,
respectively, carrying a total current on the order of 106 A. The electrojets ow at E-region
altitudes and create signicant magnetic disturbances on the ground. During a substorm,
there is increased particle precipitation in the auroral region and an enhancement of the
auroral electrojet current.
Coupling between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere is achieved by the ow of
eld-aligned currents (FACs) along magnetic eld lines. FACs exist in two bands located
in the auroral region, see Figure 1.6. Typical FAC current densities are a few A=m2. The
inner region of current is called the region 1 (R1) FAC; R1 currents ow into the ionosphere
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Figure 1.6: Distribution of eld aligned currents for (a) quiet and (b) active magnetic
periods (Iijima and Potemra, 1978).
on the dawnside and out of the ionosphere on the duskside. In contrast, the currents in the
outer region, region 2 (R2) FACs, ow into the ionosphere on the duskside and out of the
ionosphere on the dawnside.
1.4 Ionospheric convection pattern
At high latitudes, plasma convection is predominantly driven by electric elds established
due to the interaction between the IMF and the Earth's magnetosphere. Plasma motion
in the magnetosphere is mapped down to the ionosphere and may be interpreted through
observations of the ionospheric convection pattern. Studying plasma convection patterns
at the ionospheric level will therefore lead to a better understanding of how the solar wind
interacts with the magnetosphere.
Statistical convection models have been developed from satellite, magnetometer, and
radar data to generalize the ionospheric convection pattern based on the magnitude and
polarity of the IMF (Hairston and Heelis , 1990; Rich and Hairston, 1994; Papitashvili et al.,
1994; Weimer , 1995; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald , 1996; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald , 2005;
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Cousins and Shepherd , 2010). The conguration of the ionospheric plasma ow is well es-
tablished for periods where the orientation of the IMF is in a quasi-steady state pointing
southward. The situation is more complicated for a northward-oriented IMF, and the trans-
formation of the ionospheric convection pattern during a sudden change in the orientation
of the IMF is not well documented.
1.4.1 Case of southward IMF
When IMF Bz < 0, the Dungey reconnection process (see Section 1.1) occurs and newly
reconnected magnetic eld lines travel anti-sunward across the polar cap, and the associated
electric eld Epc points from dawn-to-dusk. Because magnetic eld lines are equipotential
to a rst approximation, Epc is mapped down to the polar ionosphere, causing anti-sunward
plasma ow in the central polar cap region. In the magnetotail, as plasma ows sunward
toward and around the Earth (after magnetotail reconnection), the corresponding electric
elds, Ea, in the magnetosphere are mapped to the dawnside and duskside ionosphere at
lower latitudes and drive plasma back toward the Sun. Electric elds Ea and Epc create
a two-cell convection pattern in magnetic latitude (MLAT) / magnetic local time (MLT)
coordinates, Figure 1.7a. Convection cells resulting from Dungey-type reconnection processes
produce convection cells which cross the open-closed eld line boundary. When the IMF By
component is small (close to 0), the convection cells are roughly symmetric. Variations in
the IMF By alter the symmetry of this pattern; in the northern hemisphere if By is positive,
the dusk cell dominates, and if By is negative, the dawn cell dominates.
1.4.2 Case of northward IMF
When the IMF is oriented northward, the interchange reconnection process occurs. The
corresponding pattern of convection consists of several cells (Rei and Burch, 1985;Watanabe
and Sofko, 2009). Figure 1.7b shows a four-cell convection pattern hypothesized for a strongly
northward IMF Bz with By ' 0 nT. The two-cell convection pattern characteristic for periods
of southward IMF (shown in the outer regions) are joined by a pair of interchange or reverse
convection cells on the dayside.
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Figure 1.7: (a) Ionospheric electric elds (Ea, auroral zone; Epc, polar cap) and typical two-
cell convection pattern for the high latitude ionosphere for a southward IMF and By ' 0. (b)
Four-cell convection pattern for a strongly northward IMF and By ' 0. The green and grey
shading in both diagrams indicate the auroral oval and polar cap, respectively. MLAT/MLT
coordinates are used.
The formation of the reverse convection cells may be explained by examining the lo-
cation of the footprints of the open and closed eld lines illustrated in Figure 1.3b. The
open eld line in Figure 1.3b (i) maps to the polar cap. Through reconnection, this open
eld line becomes the overdraped eld line in Figure 1.3b (ii), corresponding to a sunward
motion of plasma in the polar cap region. Further reconnection in Figure 1.3b (iii) causes
the formation of a closed eld line. This process corresponds to a sunward motion across
the open/closed eld line boundary. At the same time, the open magnetotail line shown in
Figure 1.3b (iv) becomes the open eld line shown in Figure 1.3b (i), corresponding to a
sunward drift of plasma in the polar cap region.
It is also possible for the outer two-cell portion of the convection pattern to be com-
pressed toward the nightside, rather than span the entire dawn and dusk sectors as shown.
For example, Figure 1.8 shows the 4-cell convection pattern derived by the Super Dual Au-
roral Radar Network (SuperDARN) radars for a period of strong northward IMF for a two
minute interval beginning at 17:04 UT on February 02, 2002.
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Figure 1.8: Four-cell convection pattern inferred from SuperDARN data for a period of
strong northward IMF on February 02, 2002 at 17:04 UT. Contour lines indicate the elec-
trostatic potential (E) using a 6 kV contour spacing. The plus and cross signs indicate
maxima and minima in E and mark the foci of the normal (red) and reverse (blue) dawn
and duskside convection cells.
As for the case of southward IMF, the shape of the convection pattern is dependent on
the polarity of the IMF By and the magnitude of the IMF Bz (see Rei and Burch (1985)).
When By is positive, the inner morning cell dominates and when By is negative the inner
dusk cell dominates. When Bz is only weakly dominant, the inner cells merge into one large
cell with westward owing plasma for By > 0 and eastward owing plasma for By < 0. In the
interchange reconnection cycle, interaction between the IMF and lobe magnetic eld lines
create convection cells that cross the open-closed eld line boundary twice in one cycle. In
the opposite hemisphere a small convection cell located entirely within the closed eld line
region is formed due to interaction between the lobe and closed eld line.
1.5 Objectives of this undertaken research
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a versatile technique for monitoring the
high-latitude ionospheric convection based on SuperDARN velocity measurements. In the
past, various techniques have been developed for mapping convection based on radar, magne-
tometer, and satellite observations. Even after many years of study, there are still unresolved
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questions and disagreements between the results of the dierent mapping techniques. This
is due to limited data, plus distortions introduced by the constraints applied by current
mapping techniques. Although the lack of data issue has not been completely surpassed,
the situation has improved with an increase to the number of ground-based magnetometers,
SuperDARN radars, and satellites in critical locations. Goals for meeting this objective are:
1. To critically review existing convection mapping techniques to expose their deciencies
and shortcomings, focussing on the SuperDARN radar network and the FIT convection
mapping technique, which is currently the most popular method.
2. To develop spherical cap harmonic analysis (SCHA) techniques for mapping the iono-
spheric convection pattern without applying constraints typical of the FIT convection
mapping technique.
3. To validate SCHA convection estimates through comparison with Defence Meteorolog-
ical Satellite Program (DMSP) ion drifts, convection estimated by merging co-located
SuperDARN line-of-sight velocities from multiple radars, and FIT convection esti-
mates.
The second objective of this thesis is to examine the possibility of adding magnetometer
data in mapping the high-latitude ionospheric convection pattern. Regardless of the tting
technique used, as the number of measurements within the mapping region decreases, the
reliability of the convection map that can be produced is reduced. It is therefore highly
desirable to involve supplementary data sets. Goals for meeting this second objective are:
1. To critically review existing techniques and propose a new technique that would infer
plasma convection patterns from magnetometer data.
2. To map convection with magnetometer measurements and with a combined data set
of radar l-o-s velocity and magnetic eld measurements.
The third objective of this thesis is to use the convection mapping techniques developed
to investigate the reconguration of the ionospheric convection pattern from one steady state
to another following a sudden southward transition in the IMF. In the past, convection
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transitions were studied separately by radars and ground-based magnetometers. The result
is two separate scenarios of the convection reconguration process. Goals for meeting this
objective are:
1. To examine radar and magnetometer data sets independently to investigate the iono-
spheric signatures of a southward IMF transition.
2. To examine characteristics of the ionospheric convection pattern determined from a
joint velocity and magnetometer data set to provide further insights on the associated
convection reconguration.
1.6 Outline
In Chapter 2, SuperDARN is introduced as the primary instrument for monitoring the iono-
spheric convection pattern, and a detailed review of current convection mapping techniques
is provided. In Chapter 3, spherical cap harmonic analysis is introduced for tting observa-
tions over a limited region to avoid problems caused by adding constraints to force smooth
tting over the entire high-latitude region. This new technique is compared with observations
and to previous mapping techniques for periods of both large-scale and spatially conned
data coverage. In Chapter 4, magnetometers are discussed for monitoring and mapping
the ionospheric convection pattern and techniques for mapping electrodynamic properties
based on the observed perturbation magnetic eld are presented. Techniques for combining
magnetometer and SuperDARN data for convection mapping are introduced. In Chapter
5, magnetometer and SuperDARN measurements are studied to examine the evolution of
the ionospheric convection pattern in association with a southward turning of the IMF to
describe the mechanism of the convection reconguration. In Chapter 6, a brief summary
and conclusions are presented and suggestions for future research are made.
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Chapter 2
Monitoring ionospheric convection with
the SuperDARN radar network
Measurements of the ionospheric plasma ow are made with a variety of instruments
including drift meters on satellites, ionosondes, and ground-based radars. To map the evolu-
tion of the ionospheric convection pattern, global coverage and a high temporal resolution,
of the order of < 5 minutes, are required. Satellite orbits enclose the entire Earth, making
measurements every few seconds (or faster) (for example, the DMSP satellites). However,
over the period of several minutes an individual satellite only covers a small range of lati-
tudes along a single path, and it is not possible to obtain an instantaneous snapshot of the
ionospheric convection pattern over the entire high latitude region. Ionosondes are capable
of producing EB vectors with resolutions of  1 minute, but stations are limited in num-
ber, especially at high latitudes. Due to its large eld of view and 1-2 minute resolution,
SuperDARN is eective for observing the evolution of the ionospheric convection pattern.
In this Chapter, the ability of SuperDARN to map ionospheric convection is reviewed.
2.1 SuperDARN HF radars
SuperDARN is a network of high frequency (HF) coherent scatter radars designed to contin-
uously monitor the high-latitude ionosphere (Greenwald et al., 1995; Chisham et al., 2007),
see Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Coherent scatter radars transmit radio waves into the ionosphere and
examine the return signal or echo scattered o physical structures, such as wave-like pertur-
bations in the electron density called irregularities. The SuperDARN HF radars are sensitive
to irregularities elongated in the magnetic eld direction, and for eective backscatter, the
radio wave fronts should propagate perpendicular to the Earth's magnetic eld.
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Figure 2.1: Fields of view of the (a) northern and (b) southern hemisphere SuperDARN
auroral radars in geographic coordinates.
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Figure 2.2: Fields of view of the PolarDARN and StormDARN radars in geographic coor-
dinates.
In the F region, ionospheric irregularities are due to the gradient drift instability. The
gradient drift instability is excited where there is a plasma gradient set perpendicular to both
the electric and magnetic eld directions. A sinusoidal perturbation in the electron density
in the direction of the electric eld can grow due to the charge separation that develops in
the electric eld direction caused by the dierence in the electron and ion Pedersen drift.
Excited perturbation of the electric eld drives plasma in a region of low-density plasma into
a high-density region, and plasma in a region of enhanced plasma density into a low-density
region. Such a redistribution enhances the contrast between the background plasma density
and the density in the perturbation, implying growth of the irregularity.
The SuperDARN radars operate in the HF (8-20 MHz) band. At these frequencies,
radio waves experience signicant refraction in the ionosphere and meet the orthogonality
condition at a broad range of heights, from 90 to 500 km. For HF backscatter to occur, the
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Table 2.1: SuperDARN radar locations, boresite direction, and data availability.
Radar Geographic Geographic Boresite Availability
Station Latitude Longitude Direction Start Date
(N) (E) ()
Goose Bay 53.32 -60.46 5.0 June 1983
Kapuskasing 49.39 -82.32 -12.0 September 1993
Saskatoon 52.16 -106.53 23.1 September 1993
Stokkseyri 63.86 -22.02 -59.0 October 1994
Hankasalmi 62.32 26.61 -12.0 April 1995
Pykkvibaer 63.77 -19.20 30.0 December 1995
Kodiak 57.60 -152.19 30.0 January 2000
Prince George 53.98 -122.59 -5.0 March 2000
King Salmon 58.68 -156.65 -20.0 October 2001
Wallops Island 37.93 -75.47 26.14 June 2005
Rankin Inlet 62.82 -93.11 5.71 May 2006
Hokkaido 43.53 143.61 30.0 November 2007
Blackstone 37.10 -77.95 -32.0 February 2008
Inuvik 68.42 -133.50 29.47 August 2008
Fort Hays East 38.86 -99.39 45.00 January 2010
Fort Hays West 38.86 -99.39 -25.00 February 2010
Christmas Valley East 43.27 -120.36 54.00 November 2010
Christmas Valley West 43.27 -120.36 -20.00 November 2010
Halley Bay -75.52 -26.63 165.0 January 1996
Syowa East -69.01 39.61 106.5 February 1997
Syowa South -69.01 39.61 165.0 February 1997
Sanae -71.68 -2.85 173.2 January 2000
Kerguelen -49.35 70.26 168.0 June 2000
TIGER Bruny -43.38 147.23 180.0 January 2001
TIGER Unwin -46.51 168.38 227.9 November 2004
McMurdo -77.88 166.73 263.4 January 2010
Falkland Islands -51.83 -58.98 178.2 February 2010
Zhongshan -69.40 76.40 72.5 2011
ionospheric irregularity should be of a specic size: irregularity =
radar
2
(Fejer and Kelley ,
1980). Since the radars operate at 8-20 MHz, they can see scatter from irregularities with
8-19 m wavelengths.
Each SuperDARN radar sequentially scans through 18 beam positions over a period
of 1 or 2 minutes with a dwelling time of 3 or 7 seconds in each beam. The Wallops Island,
Blackstone, and two Christmas Valley radars use 24 beam positions and the two Fort Hays
radars use 22 beam positions. Radar beam directions are separated by 3:24 (3:86 for the two
Fort Hayes radars) and the azimuthal range of the combined beams is  52. Measurements
are performed in 75 range gates spaced by 45 km beginning at an initial range of 180 km.
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The SuperDARN network currently includes 18 (10) radars located in the northern
(southern) hemisphere. The majority of these radars monitor auroral zone latitudes. The
radar locations and elds of view of the auroral zone radars are illustrated in Figure 2.1 a
and b. In recent years, additional radars have been installed at polar (PolarDARN) and
sub-auroral (StormDARN) latitudes to increase radar coverage. These radar locations and
elds of view are illustrated in Figure 2.2. A list of radar locations and boresite directions
is given in Table 2.1. Typically, the altitude-adjusted geomagnetic (AACGM) coordinate
system is used when discussing SuperDARN measurements and SuperDARN data products
(see Appendix A.3).
2.1.1 SuperDARN radar propagation modes
Radio wave propagation is dependent on the distribution of electron density in the iono-
sphere. The distribution of the electron density aects the propagation path of the radio
wave. A minimum of ne  1 1011 m 3 is required to ensure radio waves refract in such a
way that they are orthogonal to the magnetic eld (Danskin et al., 2002). The distribution of
the electron density must also be favorable for the establishment of gradients to stimulate the
gradient drift instability; echo occurrence rates tend to be reduced in the summer months as
solar irradiance tends to smooth density gradients so that fewer irregularities are produced
(Danskin et al., 2002). D-region absorption occurs when particle precipitation penetrates
to the D-region ionosphere enhancing ionization and reducing the power of the radio signal
from the E and F-region ionosphere. Sometimes, very strong densities in the E region cause
over refraction, preventing signals from penetrating to the F region.
There are several paths by which a transmitted radio wave may propagate toward the
scattering region. Figure 2.3a shows a simple propagation path where the signal travels
directly to the scattering region and back (Chisham et al., 2008). This mode is called 1
2
-
hop E-region or F-region scatter, depending on the region from which the waves scatter.
The black dashed line represents a vector in the radial direction passing from the Earth's
center through the scattering region. The distance along the ground between the base of
this vector and the radar indicates the ground range. The black ray path shows the straight
line propagation path between the radar and scattering region and is called the virtual path.
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Figure 2.3: Propagation paths for (a) 1
2
-hop propagation for a at Earth, (b) 1
2
and (c)
1 1
2
-hop propagation for a spherical Earth. Black (red) solid lines indicate virtual (real)
propagation paths. Black (red) dashed line is perpendicular to the surface of the Earth
passing through the virtual (real) scattering point (Chisham et al., 2008).
The length of this line is called the range, and the angle between the propagation path and
the ground is called the elevation angle. The red line represents a more realistic propagation
path where refraction of the signal in the ionosphere has been taken into account. In Figure
2.3b, the same is shown, but for a spherical Earth. Figure 2.3c shows a 1 1
2
-hop propagation
path for a spherical Earth where the radio wave bounces from the ionosphere to the ground
to the scattering region, and back. Multiple-hop propagation may occur between the ground
and the ionosphere as well as between dierent layers of the ionosphere.
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Figure 2.4: Possible propagation paths for E-region (blue) and F-region (red) scatter for a
at-Earth model.
The location of a scatter point, as indicated by the ground range, is calculated based
on the at-Earth model. Chisham et al. (2008) show that for a spherical Earth, the virtual
scattering point is not located directly above the real scattering point (see Figure 2.3b), and
discus how this changes the calculation of ground range. They suggest that the assumption
of a at-Earth model may cause errors of up to 400 km in the range calculation at far ranges.
For observations in a given beam/gate, it is desirable to know whether the scatter
originates from the E or F region. This can be estimated from the elevation angle, see
Figure 2.4. For scattering at a given range and height, the elevation angle for 1
2
-hop F-region
scatter is larger than for 1
2
-hop E-region scatter, and the elevation angle for 1 1
2
-hop scatter
is larger than for 1
2
-hop scatter from the same scattering region.
Figure 2.5 shows an example of the statistical distribution of elevation angle in terms
of range for all Rankin Inlet radar observations in 2007. The total number of occurrences
of elevation angle was counted in 0:5 increments for each beam/gate of typical ionospheric
scatter. Criteria characterizing typical ionospheric scatter include echo power > 3 dB, ve-
locity magnitude > 50 m/s, and a positive spectral width of < 500 m/s. The data set is
considerable, containing 62.6 million observations. At ranges of 180 km to  700 km there is
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Figure 2.5: Probability distribution of elevation angle in terms of range for the Rankin
Inlet radar for observations in 2007.
a narrow band of scattering for elevation angles of 10 (for higher ranges) which sweeps up to
 30 as range decreases. There is a second band of scatter spanning from  10 for ranges
> 1500 km to  25 at ranges of  600 km. The low range scattering region is likely due
to 1
2
-hop E-region scatter while the high-range scattering region is most likely due to 1
2
-hop
F-region scatter. There is no clear cut o in terms of solely range or elevation angle that can
be used to separate E and F-region scatter, instead both variables must be considered. As a
generalization for the Rankin Inlet radar, scatter for ranges <700 km may be considered to
originate from the E region and scatter for ranges >700 km may be considered to originate
from the F region.
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Note that not all echoes scatter from the ionosphere. Echoes may instead reect from
the Earth causing ground scattered echoes. Ground scattered echoes are characterized by
low velocities (< 50 m/s) accompanied by low spectral widths (< 20 m/s). Velocity and
spectral width are determined from the autocorrelation function generated at each range
gate and radar beam, as discussed in the next section.
2.1.2 FITACF approach to determining echo parameters
The SuperDARN radars emit series of radio wave pulses to determine the power, Doppler
velocity, and spectral widths of echoes. This is accomplished by digitizing and processing the
return signal of a pulse sequence into an autocorrelation function (ACF). Figure 2.6 illustrates
the pulse sequence currently used (personal communication with Kathryn McWilliams).
Eight pulses of length l = 300s (corresponding to a range gate size of 45 km) are emitted
at 0, 14, 22, 24, 27, 31, 42, and 43 units of lag time t = 2400s. Because the radar cannot
transmit and receive signals at the same time, there are missing lags for lag number 6, 23,
25, 26, 30, and 32-41. For a 7 s dwell time in each beam position, the pulse sequence is
repeated 70 times and averaged into the ACF to increase the signal to noise ratio.
The Doppler velocity of an ionospheric echo may be determined by considering the
Doppler frequency of the return signal. Consider the equation for Doppler frequency
fDoppler = fs

v  vo
v  vs

; (2.1)
where fs represents the frequency emitted by the source, v is the speed of the signal in
the medium, vo is the velocity of the sensor, and vs is the velocity of the source. An
ionospheric irregularity (observer) moving with velocity vo toward a stationary ground-based
radar (source), emitting a signal with frequency fradar, observes a signal frequency of
firregularity = fradar

v + vo
v

: (2.2)
The signal scatters o the irregularity and returns to the radar. Now consider the irregularity
(source), still moving at speed vo, to be emitting a signal (firregularity) toward the stationary
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Figure 2.6: The 8-pulse sequence currently used by SuperDARN.
radar (observer). The frequency observed by the radar is
f 0radar = firregularity

v
v   vo

= fradar

v + vo
v   vo

; (2.3)
where equation (2.2) has been substituted. The Doppler shifted frequency fD is then given
by
fD = f
0
radar   fradar
= fradar

v + vo
v   vo   1

' 2vo
c
fradar: (2.4)
In equation 2.4 the speed of the signal in the ionospheric medium v has been substituted
with c, where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and c >> vo. By rearranging equation
(2.4), the velocity of the irregularity is given by
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Figure 2.7: (a) Real and imaginary part of the ACF. (b)Magnitude of the FFT of the ACF
with velocity (vertical line) and spectral width (horizontal line) obtained using FITACF
overplotted. (c) Rate of change of the phase angle. (d) ACF power decay for exponential
() and Gaussian () least-square ts (Villain et al., 1987).
vo =
wDc
4fradar
; (2.5)
where wD = 2fD has been introduced, and wD can be determined from the ACF.
Figure 2.7 shows an example of how the ACF is analyzed in the FITACF approach
(Villain et al., 1987). Figure 2.7a plots the real and imaginary components of the ACF
against lag number. The real component (R) of the ACF is a maximum at lag zero. The
smallest lag numbers are therefore the most important as they dene the basic shape and
decay of the ACF. The imaginary component (I) of the signal is oset from the real part
by the phase. The phase angle, k = arctan(
I
R
) is plotted in Figure 2.7c (jumps of 2 have
been accounted for). The phase angle decays linearly with slope wD, which, when found,
may be used to calculate the Doppler velocity vo from equation (2.5).
The power and spectral width of the return signal are determined by modeling the
decay of the ACF, which is assumed to follow either a Gaussian () or exponential ()
distribution. Figure 2.7d plots the signal power decay tted with both exponential and
Gaussian approximations. Using an exponential approximation, the distribution is of the
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form
P () = Pe
  ; (2.6)
where P represents the maximum backscattered power, and  is the lag number. The
constant  is determined using a least-squares t, and used to calculate the spectral width
v of the spectrum from
v =
c
2fradar
: (2.7)
Using the Gaussian approximation, the distribution is of the form
P () = Pe
 22 ; (2.8)
where P is the maximum backscattered power, and the spectral width is given by
v =
c
fradar
p
ln 2
: (2.9)
Figure 2.7b graphs the magnitude of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the ACF shown in
Figure 2.7a. The vertical line indicates the mean Doppler velocity determined from Figure
2.7c using equation (2.5). The horizontal line indicate the spectral width determined from
 (Figure 2.7d).
2.2 SuperDARN HF velocity and EB plasma drift
Irregularities in the F-region ionosphere are expected to propagate with a velocity close to
the E  B drift of the bulk plasma (Greenwald et al., 1995). SuperDARN was originally
intended to measure F-region scatter, and it is therefore expected that the radar measures
the l-o-s component of the EB drift. Past validation work has been performed to conrm
this statement through comparison of the SuperDARN l-o-s velocity to observations made by
concurrently operating instruments. Such work has been presented in Drayton et al. (2005)
and Drayton (2006).
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Baker et al. (1990) investigated the validity of the SuperDARN observations by com-
paring velocities measured at Halley with ows observed by the DMSP ion drift meter. For
one satellite pass, they showed that radar velocities and ion drifts were comparable, with a
tendency for radar velocities to be smaller than satellite ion drifts for magnitudes of >600
m/s (their Figure 3). In past papers, joint SuperDARN and incoherent scatter radar (ISR)
observations were considered (Milan et al., 1999; Davies et al., 1999, 2000; Xu et al., 2001;
Danskin, 2003). These comparisons also showed an overall agreement between data sets,
but with a noticeable data spread. For some events, almost perfect agreement was reported
(Davies et al., 1999; Danskin, 2003) while for others signicant systematic dierences were
obvious (Xu et al., 2001; Danskin, 2003). For example, Xu et al. (2001) reported a general
underestimation of the velocity magnitude by SuperDARN compared to ISR measurements.
Drayton et al. (2005) and Drayton (2006) performed a more systematic comparison
between the l-o-s velocity measurements and DMSP ion drifts. Events were chosen for
periods of joint SuperDARN and DMSP observation and measurements were compared at
the raw data level. SuperDARN l-o-s velocities were considered provided the echo power was
> 3 dB, the spectral width was < 500 m/s, the velocity error was < 150 m/s, and the velocity
magnitude was > 50 m/s to eliminate untypical echoes. Events were also discarded if the
DMSP ion drifts indicated a transition in the polarity of the velocity to avoid discrepancies
caused by the dierent spatial resolution of the instruments.
The comparison was performed by considering events where the DMSP satellite crossed
several beams of an individual SuperDARN radar eld of view at right angles so that the
SuperDARN and the cross-track component of the DMSP measurements were aligned. The
DMSP ion drifts were mapped down from a measurement height of 840 km to an iono-
spheric altitude of 300 km, which is the assumed height of SuperDARN F- region scatter,
by reducing the magnitude of the ion drift by  11%, as estimated by Sofko and Walker
(2006). The original comparison by Drayton et al. (2005) did not consider this eect, and
therefore reports ndings which are slightly dierent from those in Drayton (2006), which
are presented below. All DMSP velocities within a 45 km radius of a given l-o-s velocity were
averaged together for comparison with the l-o-s velocity provided the standard deviation of
the averaged value was < 150 m/s, and the azimuths of the l-o-s measurement and the aver-
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Figure 2.8: Distribution of the (a) magnetic local time and AACGM magnetic latitude
for (b) the northern and (c) the southern hemisphere for SuperDARN echoes selected for
comparison with DMSP measurements (Drayton, 2006).
aged vector were within 5. Measurements were considered for the Hankasalmi, Pykkvibaer,
Stokkseyri, Saskatoon, and Kodiak radars in the northern hemisphere and the Halley, Sanae,
Syowa South, and Syowa East radars in the southern hemisphere, and for the DMSP F12,
F13, and F15 satellites.
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 provide statistical characteristics of radar echoes considered in this
comparison. There were echoes in most MLT sectors (exception in the 04-08 MLT sector)
and at magnetic latitudes (MLATs) of 64-83 in the northern hemisphere and 67-81 in the
southern hemisphere, Figure 2.8. The average echo power was 19 dB signal-to-noise ratio,
Figure 2.9a. A velocity span of 0-1000 m/s was achieved with a mean velocity magnitude of
330 m/s, Figure 2.9b. The average spectral width was 140 m/s, Figure 2.9c, and echoes
were observed between ranges of 400 km and 2600 km with an average range of 1330 km,
Figure 2.9d. These values are typical for F-region SuperDARN echoes (e.g., Hamza et al.,
2000; Lacroix and Moorcroft , 2001; Villain et al., 2002; Danskin, 2003).
Figure 2.10 shows a scatter plot of the SuperDARN l-o-s velocity versus the DMSP
cross-track ion drift for 209 events and 746 points of comparison (Drayton, 2006). Points
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Figure 2.9: Distribution of the SuperDARN radar (a) echo power, (b) velocity magnitude,
(c) spectral width and (d) range for all events selected for comparison with DMSP (Drayton,
2006).
are clustered about the diagonal bisector indicating good agreement between measurements.
The correlation coecient and the slope of the best-t line relating the SuperDARN and
DMSP velocities are R = 0:91 and m = 0:84, respectively. Note that velocity errors were
considered in the determination of the best-t line following the methods of Press et al.
(1992), but error bars have not been indicated in the diagram for ease of viewing. These
results indicate a reasonable linear relationship between SuperDARN and DMSP velocities.
Drayton et al. (2005) and Drayton (2006) conclude that since the comparison was
performed for multiple radars over a wide range of MLATs and MLT sectors, SuperDARN
and DMSP observations may be merged into a common data set for periods of smooth spatial
and temporal variability of the ow. They further hypothesize that the data spread shown
in Figure 2.10 may be explained by the dierent spatial and temporal resolutions of the
instruments, as will be discussed below.
The spatial resolution of the SuperDARN and DMSP instruments dier. The DMSP
instrument produces average measurements every 4 seconds. At an average speed of  7:5
km/s, this corresponds to an average spacing of 30 km between measurements. In contrast,
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Figure 2.10: A scatter plot of the Hankasalmi, Pykkvibaer, Stokkseyri, Saskatoon, Kodiak,
Halley, Sanae, Syowa South, and Syowa East l-o-s velocity versus DMSP F12, F13, and F15
cross-track ion drift for 209 events at radar ranges of 517-2857 km where the azimuthal
dierence between measurements was < 5. The equation of the best-t line (blue line) and
correlation coecient of the data are indicated (Drayton, 2006).
the SuperDARN radar cells are 45 km apart in range with widths varying from 30 km to 160
km at ranges of 500 km to 2800 km, which is the range of radar measurements considered
in the comparison shown in Figure 2.10. For typical ranges of comparison, the DMSP
instruments are capable of observing more variability in terms of the spatial structure of
the ow than the SuperDARN radars, which may account for some of the discrepancies in
Figure 2.10.
Further discrepancies may be explained by temporal variability in the plasma ow.
For each event, the DMSP track took 1-6 minutes to cross a given radar eld of view. The
comparison was performed using a 1-2 minute radar scan having a start time which began
closest to the time the DMSP track crossed the central radar eld of view. Throughout this
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1-6 minute interval, the DMSP measurements are static, as each measurement is taken at a
specic instance in time. However, if the plasma ow changes at a faster rate, the radar scan
at the start of the DMSP crossing may be considerably dierent from the radar scan at the
end of the DMSP crossing which could introduce regions of poor agreement for comparisons
performed away from the central crossing point.
Although Drayton et al. (2005) and Drayton (2006) concluded there was reasonable
agreement between concurrently measured SuperDARN and DMSP measurements of the
plasma ow, they also acknowledged a tendency for the SuperDARN l-o-s velocities to be
smaller than the DMSP ion drifts. Similar conclusions were drawn from a comparison of
SuperDARN data with ISR (Xu et al., 2001) and Canadian Advanced Digital Ionosonde
(CADI) ionosonde (Xu, 2003) measurements. A more recent validation comparison was
performed in Koustov et al. (2009) for the Rankin Inlet (RKN) PolarDARN radar. RKN
velocities were compared to measurements from the Saskatoon SuperDARN radar, CADI,
and DMSP. In agreement with previous comparisons, they concluded that the RKN l-o-s
velocities agree with observations from both CADI ionosondes and DMSP satellites, but
there is an underestimation of the SuperDARN measurements with respect to the other
instruments.
The underestimation eect is a widely documented phenomenon, as is evident by the
comparisons cited above. Some factors contributing to a reduction in the SuperDARN veloc-
ity include the assumption that the ionospheric index of refraction is n = 1 when calculating
the l-o-s velocity, and contamination of F-region scatter with E-region and ground scattered
echoes. Gillies et al. (2009) and Ponomarenko et al. (2009) hypothesize that velocity un-
derestimation is due to neglecting the index of refraction of the F-region ionosphere when
measuring the SuperDARN l-o-s velocity. In Section 2.1.2 the echo Doppler velocity was
found to be vo =
wDc
4fradar
, an equation that was derived by assuming the speed of the radio
wave signal in the ionospheric medium v was equal to the speed of light c. Gillies et al.
(2009) state that HF radio wave propagation is dependent on the index of refraction in
the ionosphere, and that a substitution of v = c
n
, where n is the refractive index in the
medium, should be used. They develop a technique for estimating the index of refraction
from the elevation angle measurement of the returned radar echo and nd typical values of
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n = 0:8  1:0, and argue that using n = 1 causes an overall underestimation of the Doppler
velocity measured by SuperDARN. For a subset of events from the comparison by Drayton
(2006) in which the elevation angle could be determined, Gillies et al. (2009) recalculated
the l-o-s velocity and repeated the comparison. The correlation coecient for the reduced
data set before and after the elevation angle correction remained constant at R = 0:92.
However, the slope of the best-t line to the data set improved from m = 0:74 to m = 0:83
after the correction. Although the elevation angle correction did not solve the problem of
SuperDARN velocity underestimation, it did improve the agreement between data sets.
Gillies et al. (2010) compared SuperDARN and European Incoherent Scatter (EIS-
CAT) velocity measurements for 1995-1999. Similar to the DMSP comparison results, Su-
perDARN measurements were shown to be correlated with, but underestimate, the EISCAT
measurements (R=0.91, m=0.78). Gillies et al. (2010) show that if the index of refraction
is corrected by incorporating ne (determined using either an elevation angle approximation,
model, or direct measurement) the underestimation is improved by as much as 14%. Gillies
et al. (2011) concludes that the remaining disagreement is due to small-scale dense struc-
tures in the scattering region which cause local enhancements in ne, and devise a method
for calculating the index of refraction based on SuperDARN measurements which accounts
for the SuperDARN underestimation.
Unlike F-region irregularities which are expected to propagate at the rate of the EB
plasma drift, E-region irregularity velocities can saturate at the ion acoustic speed (e.g.,
Nielsen and Schlegel , 1985). The dierence between E and F- region scatter is apparent in
the results of Koustov et al. (2005) and Drayton (2006). Koustov et al. (2005) compared the
l-o-s velocity determined from E-region scatter as observed by the Stokkseyri SuperDARN
radar with the DMSP cross-track ion drift. The slope of the best-t line to the data set was
m = 0:24 indicating poor agreement between SuperDARN and DMSP observations, which
strongly contrasts the slope of m = 0:98 determined for a similar comparison in Drayton
(2006) for F-region scatter observed by the same radar.
Unfortunately, SuperDARN measurements occasionally suer from E-region contam-
ination when E-region echoes with saturated velocities are received through multiple hop
propagation at ranges where F-region echoes are expected (Milan et al., 1997; Lacroix and
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Figure 2.11: The same as in Figure 2.10 but for (a) SuperDARN velocities > 500 m/s, and
(b) DMSP velocities > 500 m/s (Drayton, 2006). Vertical and horizontal bars indicate the
error in the SuperDARN and DMSP measurements.
Moorcroft , 2001). Milan et al. (1997) found signatures of E-region contamination at far
ranges (> 2000 km) for the Pykkvibaer radar in the form of a clustering of points at low
spectral widths (< 200 m/s) and ion-acoustic speeds (see their Figure 10). Lacroix and
Moorcroft (2001) performed a statistical study of the Pykkvibaer radar for F-region ranges
(range > 1755 km) and found a similar contamination of E-region or ion acoustic echoes at
shorter ranges.
Drayton (2006) assessed the contributions of E-region contamination to their data set
of 746 points by rst limiting the comparison to observations having SuperDARN velocities
of > 500 m/s to ensure the velocities were not saturated. The resulting comparison is shown
in Figure 2.11a. The slope of the best-t line to the data set is m=1.07, which is closer to
m=1 than the original comparison where m=0.84. Drayton (2006) repeated the comparison
by limiting the results to DMSP ion drifts of > 500 m/s to observe the distribution of the
SuperDARN l-o-s velocities. Figure 2.11b shows the results of the comparison. There are
a number of points showing SuperDARN l-o-s velocities of 400 m/s, corresponding to the
approximate ion-acoustic speed. This suggests that a number of the points of comparison
shown both in Figure 2.11b, and therefore Figure 2.10, correspond to SuperDARN echoes
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reected from the E region, rather than the F region, as anticipated. The assessment sum-
marized in Figure 2.11 therefore suggests that E-region contamination is a factor in the
underestimation reported.
Another possible cause for underestimation of SuperDARN velocities is contamination
from ionospheric echoes with ground scattered signals. The presence of ground scattered
signals may be determined by examining the FITACF for each individual l-o-s velocity,
which is beyond the scope of the present study.
Despite the assumption of n = 1 and the possible contamination by both E-region
and ground scattered echoes, the relatively good agreement observed between SuperDARN
l-o-s velocities and satellite, ISR, and ionosonde observations suggests that in general, the
SuperDARN radars reasonably measure the EB plasma drift, and that the SuperDARN
l-o-s velocities are appropriate for determining the high-latitude convection pattern.
2.3 SuperDARN convection mapping techniques
Although each SuperDARN radar typically has data in a number of beams and gates, each
measured Doppler velocity is a l-o-s component of the full E  B plasma drift vector. To
infer the total vector of plasma ow from SuperDARN data, methods of combining individual
measurements to obtain two-dimensional maps have been developed.
2.3.1 Data pre-processing
The l-o-s velocities derived using the FITACF approach are too noisy for direct mapping
of the ionospheric convection. A method for smoothing and ltering the data has been
developed by Ruohoniemi and Baker (1998).
The l-o-s velocities are median ltered based on the surrounding (in time and space)
measurements to reect a smoothed overall convection pattern. Observations in cells classi-
ed as ground scatter and in cells having velocity error estimates > 200 m/s are discarded.
For each cell of interest, ci, occurring at scan ti, a data set is generated including observa-
tions from the 3  3 region of cells centered on ci for the three scans centered at ti. The
median value of the data set is assigned to cell ci. The uncertainty in each calculated ve-
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locity is determined by calculating the standard deviation of the data set used for median
ltering, discarding any points > 2 standard deviations from the mean of the data set and
re-calculating the standard deviation.
The data are next averaged into a grid of equal area cells, with averaged gridded
velocities placed at the centers of the grid cells which are separated by a distance equivalent
to 1 of MLAT in order to create a more even distribution of points. A given grid cell is
only assigned a velocity provided at least 25% of the measurements possible in that cell
returned a velocity value. Figures 2.12 a and b show an example of median ltered and
gridded observations, respectively, for a two-minute interval (one scan) on December 19,
2002 starting at 08:00 universal time (UT). Once the data pre-processing is complete, the
resultant gridded l-o-s velocities are used to generate maps of the ionospheric convection
using either the merge or FIT technique.
2.3.2 SuperDARN merge technique
Careful analysis of Figure 2.12b shows grid cells containing multiple gridded l-o-s velocities
due to the overlapping elds of view of the SuperDARN radars. The full convection vec-
tor may be determined from the overlapping l-o-s components using the merge-technique
(Cerisier and Senior , 1994; Chisham et al., 2002). Each gridded l-o-s velocity represents a
component of the full convection vector at that point for a given radar. By knowing the
magnitude and azimuth of multiple l-o-s velocities in a given grid cell, simple geometry de-
termines the magnitude and azimuth of the full convection vector in that cell. Figure 2.13
shows a grid cell with two overlapping velocities v1 and v2, which make up two components
of the full convection vector v. If k^1 and k^2 represent unit vectors in the l-o-s direction, the
magnitude of v1 and v2 are found from (Cerisier and Senior , 1994)
v1 = v  k^1 (2.10)
v2 = v  k^2: (2.11)
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Figure 2.12: (a) Median ltered, (b) gridded l-o-s, (c) merged, and (d) FIT convection
(Kmax=8 and FIT = 55
) velocities for observations on December 19, 2002 at 08:00-08:02
UT in the northern hemisphere. In (d), contour lines indicate the electrostatic potential at a
6 kV spacing, and the red plus sign and cross indicate the maximum and minimum potential,
respectively. MLT and MLAT labels in (a) may be applied to (b), (c), and (d).
The full two-dimensional velocity vector v is solved from equations (2.10) and (2.11)
as
v =
[v1   v2(k^1  k^2)]k^1 + [v2   v1(k^1  k^2)]k^2
1  (k^1  k^2)2:
(2.12)
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Figure 2.13: Illustration of the derivation (merging) of the full convection vector v from
l-o-s velocities v1 and v2 measured in two dierent directions.
To get a large-scale picture of the convection ow, observations from all available
velocities must be considered. For the example presented in Figure 2.12b, 1094 individ-
ual gridded l-o-s velocity measurements are reduced to 175 merged velocity vectors. Fig-
ure 2.12c illustrates the convection determined from the merge technique. These veloc-
ities represent pairings between the Kodiak/Prince George, Saskatoon/Kapuskasing, and
Pykkvibaer/Hankasalmi radars. Although the merged convection velocities are determined
directly from the gridded l-o-s velocities, the limited number of overlapping grid cells, and
therefore the limited number of convection vectors, does not provide a complete or detailed
picture of the global convection pattern. Another technique, called the FIT technique, was
developed to alleviate this problem.
2.3.3 SuperDARN FIT technique
The FIT technique is a method by which SuperDARN gridded l-o-s velocities are used to infer
a convection pattern over the entire convection zone (Ruohoniemi and Baker , 1998; Shepherd
and Ruohoniemi , 2000). Figure 2.14 illustrates a thin spherical shell of radius r representing
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Figure 2.14: Representation of the ionosphere as a thin spherical shell of radius r. The
convection zone (dark grey shading) is bounded by FIT . Line-of-sight velocity vectors v are
measured at magnetic co-latitude  and longitude .
the ionosphere where gridded l-o-s velocity observations v are made at magnetic co-latitude
 and longitude . The dark shading indicates the high-latitude convection zone bounded
by co-latitude FIT , which must be pre-determined prior to processing (approximately 
30 45 magnetic co-latitude). Co-latitude FIT is determined based on the distribution and
magnitude of the l-o-s velocity observations by selecting the largest boundary containing all
gridded l-o-s velocities greater than 100 m/s (Ruohoniemi and Baker , 1998). Alternatively,
FIT might be estimated based on observations from another instrument. For example, Rich
and Hairston (1994) dene the boundary of the ow based on observations of the ion drift
measured by the DMSP satellites. For a given satellite pass, measurements centered around
50, 55, 60, and 65 are tested to see if the magnitude of the horizontal component of the
ow is < 200 m/s, the magnitude of the vertical component of the ow is < 350 m/s, and
that the standard deviation of the velocities in either component is < 77:4 m/s. The most
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equatorward latitude meeting these criteria is selected as the equatorward boundary of the
ow.
The coordinates of the input gridded l-o-s velocities are conned to the high-latitude
convection zone poleward of FIT . The velocity coordinates are then redistributed (`stretched')
across the entire spherical Earth and a spherical harmonic analysis (SHA) technique is ap-
plied to generate a convection map which is then reassigned (`un-stretched') to the high-
latitude region.
The redistribution of data points is performed by multiplying the co-latitude of the
input vectors with a stretching factor  to obtain a new co-latitude, 0,
0 = ; (2.13)
where  = 180=FIT is the stretching factor.
To map the ionospheric convection pattern, the input velocities are related to the
electrostatic potential as follows. The electrostatic potential, E, may be represented by a
series expansion (Ruohoniemi and Baker , 1998)
E(
0; ) =
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
[Akm cos(m) +Bkm sin(m)]P
m
k (cos 
0); (2.14)
where Pmk (cos
0) represents the associated Legendre function of the rst kind of integer
degree (k) and order (m), Kmax is the maximum degree, and Akm and Bkm are constant
coecients for each degree/order pair.
Electrostatic potential is related to the electric eld (E) by
E =  rE; (2.15)
which is in turn related to velocity through
v =
EB
B2
; (2.16)
where E and v represent the electric eld and velocity on a spherical shell and B is the
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dipole magnetic eld given by B =  Br^. The magnitude of B is given by
B =
1
2
B0

1  3h
RE
p
1 + 3 cos2 ; (2.17)
where h is the radar scattering height for F-region scatter, RE is the Earth's radius, and
B0 = 5:810 5 T is the magnitude of the Earth's magnetic eld at the magnetic pole in the
northern hemisphere on the surface of the Earth. Note that work is currently being done to
replace the dipole magnetic eld used in the standard FIT technique with the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) (personal communication with Robin Barnes). Such a
change has already been implemented in Cousins and Shepherd (2010) and in this research.
The magnetic eld is therefore determined from the IGRF magnetic eld components using
B =
q
B2N +B
2
E +B
2
V ; (2.18)
where BN , BE, and BV represent the north, east, and vertical components of the IGRF
magnetic eld (Haines , 1988; Blakely , 1995)
BN =  
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0

RE
RE + h
k+2
[gkm cos(m) + hkm sin(m)]
dPmk (cos )
d
; (2.19)
BE =  
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0

RE
RE + h
k+2
[gkm sin(m)  hkm cos(m)]mP
m
k (cos )
sin 
; (2.20)
BV =  
KX
k=0
kX
m=0

RE
RE + h
k+2
[gkm cos(m) + hkm sin(m)] (k + 1)P
m
k (cos ); (2.21)
where k and m represent the degree and order of the spherical harmonic expansion, gkm and
hkm are expansion coecients for each degree/order pair, and the unstretched coordinate
system is used. Coecients gkm and hkm have been determined at ve year increments from
1900 to 2010 to a maximum degree of Kmax = 10 for 1900-1995 and Kmax = 13 for 2000-
2010. Up to date IGRF magnetic eld coecients are available online from the International
Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) at
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http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/IAGA/vmod/igrf.html.
Electric eld is calculated by breaking equation (2.15) into components:
E =   1
r sin 0
dE
d
=
1
rsin0
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
[Akm sin(m) Bkm cos(m)]mPmk (cos 0) (2.22)
E =  1
r
dE
d
=
 1
r
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
[Akm cos(m) +Bkmsin(m)]
dPmk (cos
0)
d
: (2.23)
The velocity v is found from equation (2.16) as
v =
E
B
^   E
B
^; (2.24)
where ^ and ^ are unit vectors in the  and  directions.
Substitution of equations (2.22) and (2.23) into equation (2.24) results in an equation
for velocity using spherical harmonics that depends on the Akm and Bkm coecients:
v =
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
[Akmsin(m) Bkmcos(m)]
B
mPmk (cos
0)
rsin0
^
+
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
[Akmcos(m) +Bkmsin(m)]
rB
dPmk (cos
0)
d
^: (2.25)
The component of the velocity in the l-o-s direction is given by
vi  k^i = vi cos i + vi sin i; (2.26)
where k^i =   cos i^ + sin i^ is the unit vector along the l-o-s direction, and i represents
the azimuth of the l-o-s velocity vlosi . The tting coecients Akm and Bkm are determined
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by minimizing the equation (Ruohoniemi and Baker , 1998)
2 =
NX
i=1
1
2i
(vi  k^i   vlosi)2; (2.27)
where i is the error in vlosi . The minimization is performed using singular value decompo-
sition (Press et al., 1992; Brandt , 1998). Once Akm and Bkm are known, velocity, electric
eld, and potential may be described anywhere on the sphere.
Figure 2.12d shows an example of the electrostatic potential and convection velocity
(at the location of input data points) for Kmax = 8 and FIT = 55
. Contours are spaced
every 6 kV and the plus sign and cross indicate the location of maximum and minimum
potential, respectively. The convection pattern is two-celled with anti-sunward ow directly
along the noon-midnight meridian, consistent with what is expected for the IMF during this
time period (By  0 nT, Bz < 0 nT, 6 < Bt < 12 nT). Although the direction of the
ow determined by the FIT technique agrees with that determined by merging vectors, the
magnitudes of the ow do not agree on the dayside. The merged vectors report anti-sunward
directed ows of as high as 1200-1500 m/s whereas the FIT vectors indicate magnitudes of
800 m/s. Such dierences might be explained by constraints applied to the FIT technique.
2.4 Constraints to the FIT technique
Although SuperDARN has a large eld-of-view, there can still be gaps in the data due to a
lack of radars or poor signal propagation conditions. Adding additional velocity vectors to
the input gridded l-o-s velocity data set prior to processing helps to constrain the shape of
the convection pattern in regions not constrained by data.
Heppner and Maynard (1987) used electric eld measurements from the Dynamics
Explorer 2 satellite to study the location of the convection boundary. They determined the
boundary was circular on the nightside, and contracted poleward on the dayside. Shepherd
and Ruohoniemi (2000) noticed that the circular convection boundary imposed by FIT tends
to produce reasonable ow on the nightside, but indicates ows at unrealistically low latitudes
on the dayside. To correct this, they introduced the use of a Heppner and Maynard Boundary
(HMB) to dene the lower latitude boundary of the convection following the observations
of Heppner and Maynard (1987). An HMB is applied to the data set by lling grid cells in
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Figure 2.15: Sample statistical model convection pattern. Contours indicate E at a 6 kV
contour spacing. The plus and cross signs represent the maxima and minima E. Colored
vectors show sample model vectors, and the red line indicates the HMB.
the region between the low-latitude circular boundary and the HMB with ll-vectors having
magnitudes of 1 m/s and azimuths of 45 to indicate there should not be ow in this region.
Each HMB ll vector is assigned an error of 200 m/s. In Figure 2.15 the HMB is indicated
by a red curve, and the blue dots equatorward of this curve indicate the grid cells containing
ll-vectors to constrain the ow. The latitude of the HMB (HMB) in terms of MLT is given
by
HMB =
8>>><>>>:
FIT : 0 < MLT < 5; 19 < MLT < 24
FIT + l

1 + cos
 

8 (MLT   11)

: 11 MLT  19
FIT + l

1 + cos
 

6 (11 MLT )

: 5 MLT < 11
(2.28)
where FIT is the latitude associated with co-latitude FIT , and l =
FIT
30  5:5. Co-latitude
FIT therefore refers to the co-latitude at which the HMB crosses the midnight MLTmeridian.
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In addition to ll-vectors dening an HMB, it is standard practice to add velocity
vectors from a statistical convection model to the input data set. Two statistical convec-
tion models have been generated based on SuperDARN observations. The rst is based on
six years of observations from the Goose Bay SuperDARN radar (Ruohoniemi and Green-
wald , 1996). The second is based on ve years of observations from 9 northern hemisphere
radars located at King Salmon, Kodiak, Prince George, Saskatoon, Kapuskasing, Goose Bay,
Pykkvibaer, and Hankasalmi (Ruohoniemi and Greenwald , 2005). Despite the diering data
sets used to generate the convection models, Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (2005) indicate a
general agreement between the more recent 2005 model and the original 1996 model based
on both the shape of the overall convection pattern and the magnitude of the cross polar cap
potential (CPCP). Unfortunately, the more recent model was lost (personal communication
with J. M. Ruohoniemi), and it is necessary to use the original 1996 model (Pettigrew et al.,
2010).
Ionospheric convection is highly dependent on the strength and polarity of the By and
Bz components of the IMF. The model convection patterns are therefore sorted according
to the orientation and magnitude of the IMF in the y   z plane (in GSM coordinates). The
IMF magnitude in the y-z plane (Bt) is broken into three groupings for 0-4 nT, 4-6 nT, and
6-12 nT for IMF clock angles ( = arctan
h
By
Bz
i
) of [0; 45; 90; 135; 180; 225; 270; 315]
22:5. During the completion of this thesis, another SuperDARN-based convection model
was published by Pettigrew et al. (2010) and Cousins and Shepherd (2010) which further
separates the convection pattern by hemisphere for various solar wind, IMF, and dipole
tilt-angle conditions, and creates a dynamic convection model.
Before the raw l-o-s observations from multiple years of observation are used to deter-
mine the model convection pattern, they are smoothed and ltered using techniques described
in Section 2.3.1. Gridded l-o-s velocities within each grid cell are then grouped according
to magnetic azimuth at 10 intervals centered at 0;10;20;30, etc. Each grouping
is averaged to create a series of average gridded l-o-s velocities within each bin. An input
data set comprised of these gridded l-o-s velocities along with HMB ll-vectors for the de-
sired value of FIT is created and mapped using the FIT technique described in the previous
section to create a statistical convection model.
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Figure 2.16: SuperDARN statistical convection model for various polarities of IMF By
and Bz for periods of 0 < Bt  4 nT, generated for FIT = 30 and Kmax = 8. Convection
contours are drawn in 6 kV increments and the red plus and cross signs indicate the location
of the maximum and minimum potentials, respectively.
Figures 2.16, 2.17, and 2.18 illustrate the statistical convection patterns for various
magnitudes and polarities of the IMF with contributions from an HMB. Table 2.2 lists the
magnitude of the CPCP calculated for each map. As an example, the maps have been
generated with FIT = 30
 and Kmax = 8. The SuperDARN statistical convection model
clearly shows a two-celled convection pattern for IMF Bz < 0 evolving to a three and four-
celled pattern as Bz becomes positive. This pattern is more pronounced as Bt increases.
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Figure 2.17: Same as Figure 2.16, but for periods of 4  Bt  6 nT.
Once coecients have been determined for the statistical model convection pattern,
velocity vectors are calculated and added to the velocity data set that needs to be constrained.
The fewest number of model vectors required to constrain the t is determined and coordinate
locations are distributed about the entire high-latitude region according to the methods of
Ruohoniemi and Baker (1998) and Haines (2007b). First, the stretched co-latitude spanning
from  = 0 180 is divided into Kmax+2 intervals. For Kmax even, the interval at  = 90 is
divided into 2Kmax intervals of evenly spaced longitude. Moving out from the equator, each
subsequent interval is divided into 2 fewer intervals of longitude. Coordinate values are not
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Figure 2.18: Same as Figure 2.16, but for periods of 6  Bt  12 nT.
assigned at the poles. The coordinates are then stretched back to the high-latitude region.
The result is a data-set of Kmax (3Kmax + 2) =2 coordinates. The procedure is identical for
Kmax odd, except the stretched co-latitude is broken into Kmax + 3 intervals resulting in
a total of (3K2max + 4Kmax   3) =2 coordinate locations. The black contours in Figure 2.15
represent one such convection pattern for a period of IMF Bz < 0, By  0, and 6  Bt  12
nT processed using Kmax = 8. The colored vectors pointing along the contours in Figure
2.15 indicate the coordinate locations and model velocity vectors for Kmax = 8.
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Table 2.2: CPCP (in kV) for the SuperDARN statistical convection model for various
strengths and polarities of the IMF Bz.
IMF IMF Bt Bt Bt
By Bz (0-4 nT) (4-6 nT) (6-12 nT)
< 0 < 0 49 57 65
> 0 < 0 54 62 78
< 0 > 0 27 30 34
> 0 > 0 29 27 23
 0 < 0 55 67 73
 0 > 0 22 18 16
> 0  0 42 45 47
< 0  0 39 44 53
The error assigned to the statistical model vectors (m) is (Ruohoniemi and Baker ,
1998)
1
2m
=
1
N
NX
i=1
1
2i
; (2.29)
where N is the number of gridded l-o-s velocities. A correction to the error is made through
multiplication by Kmax
4
(Shepherd and Ruohoniemi , 2000). For higher orders, the number of
model vectors used to constrain the t is larger, and the convection pattern is more dependent
on the model vectors than for lower orders. This correction factor decreases dependence on
the model vectors at higher orders.
Once the model velocity vectors and the HMB ll-vectors are determined, they are
divided into north/south and east/west components for inclusion in the velocity data set.
2.5 SuperDARN convection velocity and
measurements by other instruments
The FIT technique is currently the most commonly used approach for mapping ionospheric
convection based on SuperDARN measurements. This section will involve an examination
of the ability of the FIT technique to accurately map ionospheric convection based on
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comparisons with DMSP measurements of the full convection vector as well as a discussion
of the constraints applied to the FIT technique.
Xu et al. (2008) compared two-dimensional convection vectors derived using the FIT
technique based on SuperDARN measurements to two-dimensional ion drifts determined
from the cross-track and along-track component of the ion drift observed by DMSP satellites.
They found good agreement between convection vectors in terms of convection azimuth
(R = 0:84 and m = 0:96), but not in terms of magnitude (R = 0:53 and m = 0:29). They
conclude that the SuperDARN FIT technique is able to determine the general direction of the
ow, but tends to underestimate the magnitude of the ow. They attribute discrepancies to
diering spatial and temporal resolutions of the instruments, and processes associated with
the FIT technique, including pre-processing of the l-o-s velocities into gridded l-o-s velocities.
Fiori et al. (2010) examined a subset of 57 northern hemisphere events from the original
SuperDARN l-o-s velocity versus DMSP comparison performed in Drayton et al. (2005)
and Drayton (2006) and presented in Section 2.2. For this subset, R = 0:88 and m =
0:74. Although their analysis was for the specic purpose of validating a new approach
for convection mapping, they also present results for the FIT technique with FIT = 30

and maximum plotting degree Kmax = 6 for the corresponding two-minute intervals. Here
the data set will be analyzed with Kmax = 4 for direct comparison with the results of Xu
et al. (2008). Using a similar comparison technique as in Drayton et al. (2005) and Drayton
(2006), all DMSP velocities within either a 45 km (or 55 km if there are too few data points)
radius of a given SuperDARN grid point were averaged together for comparison with the
corresponding convection vector. Figures 2.19 a and b show the results of a comparison of the
magnitude and azimuth of the convection vectors. For convection azimuth, observations are
mostly clustered about the central bisecting line and the slope of the best-t line to the data
set is m = 0:77. The correlation coecient is somewhat low at R = 0:48 due to a number of
points indicating opposite directions of the ow. Even though these points do not dominate
the plot, they do lower the value of the correlation coecient; if they are instead removed
(as was done in Xu et al. (2008)), the correlation coecient and slope increase to R = 0:92
and m = 0:87. The slope of the best-t line relating the convection magnitude is somewhat
reduced (m = 0:41), and the correlation coecient is R = 0:62. These results agree with
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Figure 2.19: Scatter plots of the (a) velocity magnitude and (b) azimuth of the plasma
ow inferred from SuperDARN l-o-s velocities using the FIT technique with Kmax=4 and
DMSP ion drifts. The equation of the best-t line (heavy blue line), correlation coecient,
and number of points of comparison are indicated.
those of Xu et al. (2008), and indicate excellent agreement for the FIT-derived convection
vectors in terms of azimuth, but a general reduction in terms of convection magnitude.
The slope of the best-t line to the convection magnitude is somewhat lower than the
original l-o-s comparison (m = 0:41 compared to m = 0:74). Such a reduction is likely
due to the overall smoothing performed by the FIT procedure. Despite this reduction, the
correlation between the data sets, and the excellent results in terms of azimuth suggests
the FIT-derived convection is in reasonable agreement with DMSP observations of the ion
drift. These results are not surprising, as the DMSP passes in the original comparison were
chosen during periods of low spatial and temporal variation of both SuperDARN and DMSP
observations. In addition, passes were chosen during periods where the corresponding radar
indicated good coverage for F-region echoes, so that a large number of vectors would be
available to constrain the convection over the region of comparison at auroral latitudes.
Such conditions oer the best opportunity for agreement, and it is therefore likely that
discrepancies are due to internal processes of the FIT technique.
Such a comparison between DMSP and raw SuperDARN l-o-s or convection velocities
has not been performed during periods of variable convection. Once the frequency of the
ow variability increases, dierent resolutions between the radar and satellite instruments
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cause disagreement between concurrent observations, and an inter-instrument comparison
would likely show poor results.
In Section 2.2, E-region contamination was discussed as a possible source of error
contributing to the general underestimation of the plasma ow measured by SuperDARN
compared to that measured by the DMSP satellites. In generating the convection maps used
to perform the comparison shown in Figure 2.19, ltering was not performed to remove con-
tributions from E-region echoes. It should therefore be determined if E-region contamination
inuences the overall convection pattern. As was discussed in Section 2.1.1, E and F-region
echoes generally originate at short and far ranges, respectively. One way to determine the
eects of E-region contamination would be to compare convection maps generate based on
all available echoes versus convection maps generated with F-region echoes for the same time
period.
Two sets of convection maps were generated in 4-minute intervals using the FIT tech-
nique with constraints from a statistical model and an HMB with Kmax=6 for the entire
day on March 03, 2002, October 21, 2001, October 22, 2001, and January 25, 2000. These
dates were chosen due to the large number of echoes available within each 4-minute interval
(generally >1000). The rst set of convection maps were generated based on all available
measurements for all northern hemisphere radars, and the second set of maps were generated
based solely on echoes from ranges of > 700 km, representing F-region echoes. Figure 2.20a
shows the CPCP determined based on E and F-region echoes versus the CPCP determined
from F-region echoes. Convection maps were considered provided there were > 300 echoes
from the F region and at least 50 echoes from the E region. The resulting comparison has 697
points which corresponds to approximately 46 hours of observation. The points are clustered
about the diagonal bisector of perfect agreement. The correlation coecient to the data set
is R=0.98, and the slope of the best-t line is m=0.93. The average dierence between the
CPCP values is < 4 kV with a maximum dierence of 19.8 kV. Based on these results, it
is clear that for well constrained events dominated by F-region echoes, E-region echoes have
little inuence on the overall convection pattern.
Events for this comparison were chosen for periods of large echo coverage. During
such intervals, the echoes are dominated by F-region echoes. For these events, there were
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Figure 2.20: Scatter plots of the CPCP based on SuperDARN measurements from (a)
E and F-region scatter and (b) E-region scatter only versus the CPCP determined using
F-region scatter only. Convection was mapped using the FIT technique with contributions
from a statistical model and an HMB. Maps were generated in 4-minute intervals for March
03, 2002, October 21, 2001, October 22, 2001, and January 25, 2000.
generally 400-1600 F-region echoes, compared to 50-170 E-region echoes. Although it is a
highly unlikely occurrence, it is possible for a data set to be dominated by E-region echoes.
This hypothetical situation may be replicated by generating convection maps based on the
E-region echoes only. Figure 2.20b shows the CPCP determined based solely on E-region
echoes versus the CPCP determined from the F-region echoes. In general, the CPCP for the
E-region maps is <80 kV, and there is poor correlation between the E and F region results
(R=0.37).
Although it is unlikely for a data set to be dominated by E-region echoes, such a
situation may be avoided by requiring convection maps contain some minimum number of
echoes. Throughout this thesis, a minimum of 300 echoes will be required for generating
convection maps to ensure F-region domination.
2.6 Summary
The comparisons discussed in this Chapter indicate the SuperDARN l-o-s velocity provides
a reasonable estimate of the ionospheric plasma ow. However, convection derived using
the FIT technique indicates an overall reduction of the velocity magnitude in comparison to
direct observations from the DMSP satellite. This reduction may be attributed to processes
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internal to the FIT technique, such as the forcing of the convection and electrostatic potential
to zero at FIT , the addition of a statistical model and HMB to constrain the t in regions
lacking observations, and truncation of the series expansion used to represent the electrostatic
potential.
The FIT-technique obtains a global solution for the convection pattern based on a t-
ting of both measurements and statistical model data. Such parameters as the total CPCP
are estimated and applications that require a solution for the convection everywhere are
satised. However, the reproduction of convection details over localized regions is compro-
mised by the global constraints, e.g., a local observation of a high speed channel might be
suppressed in the global tting due to a lack of supporting measurements from surrounding
regions.
In the next Chapter, spherical cap harmonic analysis (SCHA) is introduced as a new
approach for analyzing SuperDARN data. The SCHA technique focuses on regions of dense
measurements and generates a solution that is locally more optimal. It does not address the
situation in the ows beyond these regions nor attempt a complete mapping over the entire
convection region, unless there is a sucient population of observations across the entire
convection zone. The scopes of the FIT and SCHA techniques are dierent, although there
is broad overlap in their purposes. Results from Chapter 3 have been published in Fiori
et al. (2010).
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Chapter 3
SCHA of SuperDARN observations for
generating maps of ionospheric convection
Spherical cap harmonic analysis (SCHA) has been used in a wide range of applications
involving spherical geometries, including mapping electrostatic potential, geomagnetic elds,
and ionospheric current systems (Haines , 1985b; Haines , 1988; Haines and Torta, 1994;
Weimer , 2005; Green et al., 2006a,b). Here, SCHA will be applied to map ionospheric
convection.
Consider a set of observations of the ionospheric plasma drift roughly conned to an
arbitrarily located spherical cap of half-angle (or cap-size) c. Recall Figure 2.14 which
represents the geometry of a spherical shell on which the l-o-s velocity v is observed at
magnetic co-latitude and longitude (, ) within the convection zone bounded by FIT .
Figure 3.1 shows a spherical cap centered over the region of observations. The coordinates
of the velocity vector v are re-dened as (', ') with respect to the central coordinates of
the spherical cap. See Appendix A.4 for a description of the spherical cap coordinate system
and the coordinate transformation from spherical cap to north-pole centered coordinates.
3.1 Theory of SCHA
To map the ionospheric convection pattern, gridded l-o-s velocities are rst related to the
electrostatic potential. The electrostatic potential, E, may be represented by a series
expansion (Haines , 1985a; Haines , 1988; Haines , 2007a; Ruohoniemi and Baker , 1998)
E(
0; 0) =
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
[Akm cos(m
0) +Bkm sin(m0)]Pmnk(m)(cos 
0); (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Geometry of a spherical cap (dark shading) of cap size c within the convection
zone illustrated in Figure 2.14. Observational points (white dots and lines) have coordinates
dened in terms of the spherical cap co-latitude and longitude (', ').
where Pmnk(m)(cos 
0) is the Associated Legendre Function of non-integer degree nk(m) and
integer order m, where k is the integer degree-index, Kmax is the maximum degree-index,
and Akm and Bkm are constant tting coecients for each degree-index/order pair.
The associated Legendre functions are dened as a power series (Haines , 1988)
Pmnk(m)(cos ) =
1X
j=0
Aj(m;n) sin
2j


2

; (3.2)
where Aj(m;n) is given by
Aj(m;n) =
8<: Kmn sinm  : j = 0Aj 1(m;n) (j+m 1)(j+m) n(n+1)j(j+m) : j > 0 (3.3)
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and Kmn is a normalization constant. For m = 0 then K
m
n = 1, whereas for m 6= 0 then Kmn
is given by either
Kmn =
2
1
2
2mm!

(n+m)!
(n m)!
 1
2
(Schmidt normalization) (3.4)
or
Kmn = ( 1)m
1
2mm!

(n+m)!
(n m)!

(Neumann normalization): (3.5)
In practice, a truncation limit of 60 terms is applied to the power series in equation 3.2
(Haines , 1988).
Equation (3.1) is similar to equation (2.14) for mapping electrostatic potential us-
ing SHA employed in the FIT technique, except the integer degree k is replaced by the
non-integer degree nk(m). Fitting coecients Akm and Bkm are determined as before by
following equations (2.15)-(2.27) using the unstretched spherical cap coordinate system and
the electrostatic potential described in equation (3.1).
The series expansion of E(
0; 0) in equation (3.1) represents a solution to Laplace's
equation found by the method of separation of variables and by solving eigenvalue problems
subject to boundary conditions (Haines , 1985a; Haines , 1988; Haines , 2007a). The rst
boundary condition requires continuity in longitude so that both E(
0; 0) and its derivative
have equal values at 0 and 0 + 2 for an arbitrary 0, restricting m to be both real and an
integer. The second boundary condition requires regularity of the potential at the spherical
cap pole such that
E(0; 
0) = 0; m 6= 0 (3.6)
@E(0; 
0)
@0
= 0; m = 0; (3.7)
which ensures E(
0; 0) is independent of 0 at the spherical cap pole. This condition is
satised by using Associated Legendre Functions of the rst kind and excluding those of the
second kind. The nal boundary condition requires
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E(c; 
0) = f(0) (3.8)
@E(c; 
0)
@0
= g(0); (3.9)
where f(0) and g(0) are arbitrary functions. Therefore both E(0; 0) and its derivative
must be arbitrary at 0 = c. In Haines (1985a) it is shown that this boundary condition is
met by choosing nk(m) such that
Pmnk(m)(cos 
0)j0=c = 0 k  m = odd (3.10)
dPmnk(m)(cos 
0)
d0
j0=c = 0 k  m = even; (3.11)
forming two sets of basis functions having a real degree nk(m) which is not necessarily an
integer.
To solve for nk(m), consider P
m
nk(m)
(cos 0)j0=c and
dPm
nk(m)
(cos 0)
d0 j0=c in equations (3.10)
and (3.11), which are oscillating functions of nk(m) given m and c. The nk(m) values
represent the roots of equations (3.10) and (3.11). The degree index k starts at m and is
incremented every time a root to either equation (3.10) or (3.11) is found. In this way, the
dierence k m uctuates between even and odd values as Pmnk(m)(cos c) uctuates between
a maximum and zero amplitude. Figure 3.2 shows an example of Pmnk(m)(cos c) versus nk(m)
for m=0 and c = 10
, 20, and 30. Zeroes and peaks in the functions correspond to
solutions of nk(m) for equations (3.10) and (3.11), respectively. By solving equations (3.10)
and (3.11) for every combination of k and m, the non-integer values of nk(m) are determined
and may be used to solve for the tting coecients. Table 3.1 provides an example of the
nk(m) values for all combinations of k and m for c = 30
. Both Haines (1990) and Amm
and Viljanen (1999) point out that since nk(m) > k (see Table 3.1), the SCHA technique
uses higher order Associated Legendre functions than the SHA technique, and is therefore
able to achieve a higher spectral resolution than SHA.
Sometimes it is physically signicant to set E(
0; 0) = 0 kV at c, for example, if
the spherical cap is centered over the north pole and the boundary of the spherical cap
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Figure 3.2: Associated Legendre function Pmnk(m)(cos c) versus non-integer degree nk(m)
for m=0 and c = 10
, 20, and 30.
Table 3.1: nk(m) for c = 30
.
m
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0.00 - - - - - - - - -
1 4.08 3.12 - - - - - - - -
2 6.84 6.84 5.49 - - - - - - -
3 10.04 9.71 9.37 7.75 - - - - - -
4 12.91 12.91 12.37 11.81 9.96 - - - - -
k 5 16.02 15.82 15.62 14.92 14.18 12.13 - - - -
6 18.94 18.94 18.58 18.22 17.39 16.50 14.29 - - -
7 22.02 21.87 21.72 21.25 20.76 19.81 18.80 16.42 - -
8 24.95 24.95 24.69 24.42 23.84 23.24 22.19 21.07 18.55 -
9 28.01 27.90 27.78 27.42 27.05 26.38 25.69 24.55 23.31 20.66
overlaps with the boundary of the high-latitude convection zone, or c = FIT . This can be
accomplished by calculating nk(m) with equation (3.10) alone (SCHA-1) (see also Weimer
(2005) for an example of the SCHA-1 technique applied to map the electrostatic potential).
However, if the value of the potential at the boundary of the spherical cap is unknown
(for example, FIT is unknown), or the region of observation does not reasonably ll the
convection zone, then both equations (3.10) and (3.11) should be used to determine nk(m)
(SCHA-2) using an appropriate spherical cap centered over the data. Once the nk(m) are
determined, SCHA may be used to solve for the velocity, electric eld, and electrostatic
potential at any point on the spherical cap.
To summarize, to generate a convection map with the SCHA mapping technique, one
has to: (1) Collect and pre-process velocity observations as described in Section 2.3.1. (2)
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Select the central coordinates of the spherical cap. If the observations are reasonably uniform
this is accomplished by nding the average coordinates of the observations. (3) If the central
coordinates are not located at the North Pole, the observation coordinates and azimuth must
be redened with respect to the center of the spherical cap (see Appendix A.4). (4) Select
c such that the angular distance between the edge of the spherical cap and the outlying
observation points does not exceed the average angular spacing between observations. Note
that if FIT is known, it may be desirable to map the entire convection zone using SCHA-1
for a spherical cap centered over the pole with c = FIT . In such a case, it is allowable to
have a larger gap between the observations and the boundary of the spherical cap due to the
constraints of a zero potential boundary applied in the SCHA-1 technique. (5) Determine
the nk(m) terms using either the SCHA-1 or SCHA-2 technique. (6) Calculate the tting
coecients as described.
3.2 Spatial resolution of the SCHA technique
For an accurate portrayal of the ionospheric plasma ow, convection should only be mapped
where it is adequately constrained by measurements. An algorithm has been developed to
determine the mapping `region of constraint'. The minimum wavelength min that can be
accurately mapped for a given data set is approximated by (Bullard , 1967)
min =
360
nk(m)
= 4c
Kmax
= p; (3.12)
where the substitution nk(m) = (90Kmax)=c has been used (Haines , 1988), c is the an-
gular radius of the spherical cap, Kmax is the maximum degree-index and order of the t, p
represents the number of observations that must be present on a given wavelength to accu-
rately map that wavelength, and  is the angular spacing between uniformly distributed
observations. Observations are generally not evenly distributed and the value of  may
instead be used to dene a region of reliability surrounding the measurement coordinates
within which the convection is considered to be well constrained. For each data point a circle
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of radius
 =
4c
pKmax
(3.13)
is dened. If there are at least p observations within that circle, then the electrostatic
potential and velocity vectors are plotted within the region. The result is a convection
map which only displays convection contours and convection vectors in a region adequately
constrained by observations.
From equation (3.13), it becomes apparent that the region of constraint dened by  is
entirely dependent on a reasonable choice of both p and Kmax. The SuperDARN statistical
model has been calculated for Kmax=6 (Ruohoniemi and Baker , 1998; Ruohoniemi and
Greenwald , 2005). Values of Kmax=4-8 will therefore be used. Narrowing down a value for
p is more complicated, and not easily automated. For a purely theoretical distribution with
measurement coordinates evenly distributed about the entire spherical cap, p=2 is sucient
provided the measurements are separated by a distance no greater than . For a more
realistic data set with irregularly spaced observations, a larger value of p is more appropriate
to ensure an accurate t. Choosing a low value of p will articially inate the value of 
so that the region of constraint contains convection having unphysical structures due to a
lack of constraint from measured data, whereas choosing a large value of p will decrease
the region of constraint so that convection features are not shown. Bendat (1958) suggests
that for data with noise, a value of p=10-20 is appropriate. Unfortunately, the changing
distribution of SuperDARN measurements makes it dicult to narrow down a choice of p.
Based on a visual examination of numerous convection maps, it has been determined that
the region of constraint is best-dened using p=6 for typical distributions of SuperDARN
data.
To test the SCHA-1 and SCHA-2 procedures, a test convection pattern is adopted to
represent a very basic two-celled pattern with and without ow across the boundary of the
spherical cap.
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Figure 3.3: Arbitrarily generated convection patterns represented by contours of the elec-
trostatic potential E with a spacing of 6 kV. The plus and cross signs indicate maxima and
minima in E. In (a) the full convection vectors associated with the convection pattern are
plotted on an evenly spaced grid with a separation of  = 2. In (b) the l-o-s component of
the full convection vectors associated with the convection pattern is plotted at the location
of SuperDARN measurements on January 03, 2001 at 01:14-01:16 UT.
3.3 Mapping model convection patterns using
SCHA-1
The contour lines in Figures 3.3 a and b show an arbitrarily generated convection pattern
which lls the entire convection zone bounded by FIT = 30
 co-latitude and has closed
contours at FIT . In Figure 3.3a, the full convection vectors associated with this pattern
are indicated over an evenly spaced grid with points separated by  = 2. `Observations'
were simulated by adding noise to these vectors by adding a random term sampled from a
normal distribution of mean = 0 m/s and standard deviation  = 50 m/s for the velocity
magnitude and mean = 0 and  = 15 for the azimuth. The simulated observations were
used as inputs to the SCHA-1 mapping technique for a spherical cap centered on the North
Pole with c = FIT to re-create a map of the ionospheric convection for all values of Kmax
between 2 and 10.
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Figure 3.4: SCHA-1 mapping (for c = 30
) of the convection vectors shown in (a) Figure
3.3a for Kmax = 5 and (b) Figure 3.3b for Kmax = 3. Noise was added to the original
convection vectors to create simulated vectors prior to using the SCHA-1 technique (see
text). (c) Distribution of the dierence or residual value between the original (grey) and
simulated (white) convection and mapped convection shown in (a). (d) Distribution of
the dierence or residual value between the theoretical convection and mapped convection
sampled in regularly spaced intervals across the entire map shown in (b).
Figure 3.4a shows the resultant convection pattern for Kmax = 5, which appears to be
almost identical to the pattern shown in Figure 3.3. The ability of the SCHA-1 technique
to re-create the original convection pattern may be evaluated by comparing the output
convection vectors to both the original (before noise) and simulated (after noise) vectors.
Figure 3.4c shows a distribution of the residual (input-output) values, where the input values
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are the north/south and east/west components of the original (grey) and simulated (white)
vectors and the output values are the corresponding components of the output convection
pattern shown in Figure 3.4a. The width of the distribution of the dierence between original
and output values is reduced compared to the distribution of the dierence between simulated
and output values (o = 14:4 m/s versus s = 75:8 m/s). This indicates that despite the noise
added to generate the simulated observations, the SCHA-1 technique was able to reproduce
the original convection pattern.
It should be noted that Kmax = 5 produced the narrowest original and simulated
distributions, suggesting it is the most appropriate choice to model the data set. Convection
patterns for Kmax < 5 were similar in appearance, but more smoothed, resulting in a wider
distributions with slightly lower velocity values (for Kmax = 3, o = 18:3 m/s, s = 78:1
m/s). For Kmax > 5, the contours in Figure 3.4a become distorted as the procedure was
more aected by the noise added to the distribution rather than the underlying convection
pattern, again producing wider distributions (for Kmax = 8, o = 24:2 m/s, s = 76:1
m/s). These results show that for an appropriate choice of Kmax, the SCHA-1 technique can
accurately map a known convection pattern based on a uniform distribution of simulated
observations.
In reality, observations are not so evenly dispersed about the spherical cap and mea-
sured vectors are often only available for one component of the 2-dimensional horizontal con-
vection vector. To represent a more likely distribution, observed convection vectors should
be determined at the coordinates of possible observation locations. As an example, Figure
3.3b shows the l-o-s component of the full convection vector associated with the arbitrarily
generated convection pattern shown in Figure 3.3 a. The velocities were calculated at the
coordinates of 887 gridded l-o-s velocities observed on January 03, 2001 from 01:14-01:16
UT. Noise was added to the calculated l-o-s velocity magnitudes to create simulated inputs
for the SCHA-1 mapping technique. The resultant convection map for Kmax = 3 is shown
in Figure 3.4b.
Determining the best value of Kmax for mapping convection based on a non-uniform
data set was more complicated as a comparison between input and output vectors could
only be made at the data coordinates, completely disregarding the rest of the convection
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pattern. As Kmax increased, the dierence between the simulated l-o-s velocities and the
output convection projected in the l-o-s direction decreased, but the convection pattern
took on an increasingly complicated pattern with multiple unphysical cells forming in the
regions not populated by data. Such cells form when the  characterizing a region of
patchy observation is greater than the resolution implied by the tting procedure. Instead,
a comparison was made between the original convection pattern along an evenly spaced grid
as shown in Figure 3.3a, and the convection pattern shown in Figure 3.4b calculated at the
same coordinates using the SCHA-1 tting coecients. The width of this distribution was
a minimum for Kmax = 3 ( = 40:4 m/s) and is shown in Figure 3.4d.
Results shown in Figure 3.4 indicate that the SCHA-1 technique can accurately map
convection for a distribution that is closed at the boundary of the spherical cap when the
input data are either uniformly distributed or conned to the coordinates of possible radar
observations.
3.4 Mapping model convection patterns using
SCHA-2
To determine the ability of the SCHA-2 technique to map convection when c does not equal
FIT and the convection contours are not necessarily closed, simulated observations discussed
in Section 3.3 at magnetic latitudes of < 75 were discarded and convection re-calculated
using the SCHA-2 approach for a spherical cap again centered over the pole. Figure 3.5
shows the results of using SCHA-2 with c = 15
.
In Figure 3.5a, convection is mapped based on 164 uniformly distributed input values.
The best t was found for Kmax = 3. The resultant convection pattern is almost identical
to the input pattern shown poleward of 75 in Figure 3.3a. The residual distributions shown
in Figure 3.5c are centered at zero with o = 26:6 m/s and s = 102:4 m/s. For the pattern
based on a non-uniform distribution of observations (538 points),  = 13:4 m/s (Figure 3.5
b, d).
These results indicate the SCHA-2 technique accurately maps convection for a distri-
bution that is open at the boundary of the spherical cap when the input data are either
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Figure 3.5: Contours of E with a 6 kV contour spacing determined using SCHA-2 mapping
for c = 15
 based on convection vectors shown in (a) Figure 3.3a for Kmax=3 and (b) Figure
3.3b for Kmax = 2 at co-latitudes poleward of c. Plus and cross signs indicate maxima and
minima in E. Noise was added to the original vectors to create simulated vectors prior to
using the SCHA-2 technique (see text). (c) Distribution of the dierence or residual value
between the original (grey) and simulated (white) convection and mapped convection shown
in (a). (d) Distribution of the dierence or residual value between the theoretical convection
and mapped convection sampled in regularly spaced intervals across the entire map shown
in (b).
uniformly distributed or conned to regions of reasonable radar coverage. Now the SCHA
technique has been tested in theory, it must be examined for representing real convection
patterns based on actual measurements, because in reality, convection patterns are much
more complicated having multiple structures which range in size.
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3.5 SCHA tting of SuperDARN data
The goal of this section is to map convection based on SuperDARN observations for known
orientations of the IMF. Choosing an appropriate value for Kmax is dicult, as the true
convection pattern is not known, and the number and distribution of data points varies
widely. For all mapsKmax = 4 will be used to map convection on a spherical cap centered over
the geomagnetic pole in the northern hemisphere with c = 30
, and a masking algorithm will
be used to dene a region of constraint within which the electrostatic potential and velocity
vectors will be plotted (see Section 3.2). Convection vectors are plotted at the location of
input measurements to illustrate the spread of data. For the maps produced in this section,
data coverage is extensive and the Nyquist wavelength (p = 2) was chosen to best represent
the data. A higher value of Kmax may be used to plot more detail in the convection pattern,
but Kmax = 4 is sucient to map the general shape of the convection pattern.
To show how the SCHA-2 technique performs for typical IMF conditions, convection
was mapped for 4 dierent orientations of the IMF By and Bz. Magnetic eld traces, as
observed by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite were examined for periods
of steady IMF By and Bz conditions where the SuperDARN radars concurrently observed a
high echo occurrence rate (> 500 gridded l-o-s velocities). The propagation delay between
the satellite and magnetopause were calculated using the methods of Weimer et al. (2003)
and Weimer (2004). Observations were considered for Bz < 0 and By < 0 on January 21,
2001 at 16:50-16:52 UT, for Bz < 0 and By > 0 on January 20, 2001 at 16:20-16:22 UT, for
Bz > 0 and By < 0 on December 01, 2001 at 20:16-20:18 UT and for Bz > 0 and By > 0
on March 11, 2002 at 22:52-22:54 UT. Figure 3.6 shows the convection maps for these 4
combinations of the IMF By and Bz polarity. Convection vectors are plotted at observation
coordinates to indicate the ow direction and data distribution.
In Figures 3.6 a and b, convection is plotted for periods of IMF Bz < 0 for By < 0
and By > 0, respectively. Both patterns are two-celled with strong sunward ow in the
auroral regions of the plot closed by anti-sunward ow over the polar cap. When By < 0,
the anti-sunward ow is directed from  13 MLT to  05 MLT indicating a dominance of
the dawnside cell, whereas for By > 0, the convection ows from  09 MLT to  20 MLT,
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Figure 3.6: Contours of E with a 6 kV contour spacing determined using SCHA-2 for
Kmax = 4 for events and IMF conditions of (a) January 21, 2001 16:50-16:52 UT, Bz < 0,
By < 0, (b) January 20, 2001 16:20-16:22 UT, Bz < 0, By > 0, (c) December 01, 2001
20:16-20:18 UT, Bz > 0, By < 0, and (d) March 11, 2002, 22:52-22:54 UT, Bz > 0, By > 0.
MLT and MLAT labels in (a) apply to (b), (c), and (d). The plus and cross signs indicate
the maxima and minima E associated with the normal convection pattern.
and the duskside cell dominates. In Figure 3.6c, Bz > 0 and By < 0. The convection pattern
is four-celled. The outer dawn and dusk convection foci are centered at  75 MLAT and
approximately 04 and 22 MLT, respectively. These cells indicate anti-sunward ow over the
polar cap closed by sunward directed ow over the auroral regions. There are two inner
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reverse convection cells with foci centered at  85 MLAT and 13 MLT and at 80 MLAT
and 08 MLT. The reverse convection cells indicate sunward directed ow along the  10 MLT
meridian and a dominance of the reverse dusk cell over the reverse dawn cell. In Figure 3.6d,
Bz > 0 and By > 0. The convection pattern is similar to that shown in Figure 3.6c, except
the sunward directed ow associated with the two reverse convection cells on the dayside is
located just past 12 MLT, indicating a dominance of the reverse dawn cell over the reverse
dusk cell.
The convection patterns generated using SCHA-2 illustrated in Figure 3.6 are consis-
tent with known characteristics of plasma circulation for Bz < 0 (Rei and Burch, 1985)
(see Section 1.4.1) and Bz > 0 (Rei and Burch, 1985; Watanabe and Sofko, 2009) (see Sec-
tion 1.4.2), and with data-based models of ionospheric convection (Heppner and Maynard ,
1987; Foster et al., 1986; Weimer , 1995; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald , 1996; Ruohoniemi and
Greenwald , 2005), suggesting the SCHA-2 technique performs well when the IMF is in a
quasi-steady state and the SuperDARN coverage is good.
Periods of such good coverage are not typical, particularly at solar minimum. To see
how the SCHA-2 technique performs for periods of limited data coverage, consider the event
of September 28, 2005 where a stream of fast ow was observed by the Tiger/Unwin radar
pair (Makarevich et al., 2009). For the two-minute interval 09:28-09:30 UT, 137 observations
are limited to a spherical cap of half-angle c = 9
 centered at magnetic latitude and longitude
of  66 and 236, respectively. Figure 3.7a shows the SCHA-2 convection map generated
for Kmax = 4. The ow is primarily westward, with a meridional component near 60

MLAT. There are two peaks in the ow of  1100 m/s and 700 m/s located at 70 and 63
MLAT. These ows are reasonably high, and the question of how accurate they are arises.
To determine the ability of the SCHA-2 technique to represent the real convection pattern,
a comparison with observations from another instrument should be considered.
In the following Sections, the ability of the SCHA-2 convection mapping technique to
map ionospheric convection is examined. SCHA-2 convection maps are compared to the ion
drifts concurrently measured by the DMSP satellites, and to convection maps derived using
both the merge and FIT techniques.
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Figure 3.7: (a) SCHA-2 convection for Kmax = 4, c = 9
 on September 28, 2005 for
the interval 09:28-09:30 UT. Contours of E are spaced at 6 kV. (b) Corresponding merged
SuperDARN velocities and the DMSP cross-track ion drifts observed at 09:24-09:30 UT
(grey).
3.6 Validation by comparison with DMSP
ion drifts
In Section 2.5, a comparison showing agreement between SuperDARN l-o-s velocities and the
cross-track component of the ion drift observed by the DMSP satellites was discussed (see
Figure 2.10). For a subset of those events for the northern hemisphere radars, the slope of the
best-t line to the data and correlation coecient were m = 0:74 and R = 0:88, respectively.
For this subset, maps of the SuperDARN-derived convection pattern were generated using the
FIT technique with constraints from a statistical model and an HMB using FIT = 30
 and
Kmax = 4 and convection vectors were compared to the two-dimensional ion drift observed
by the DMSP satellites during the corresponding interval (see Figure 2.19 and corresponding
text). A similar comparison, which is discussed below, was performed based on SuperDARN-
derived convection maps generated using the SCHA-2 technique with c = 30
 and Kmax=6.
Figure 3.8 shows the results for a comparison of the magnitude and azimuth of the
convection vectors. For convection azimuth, the points are clustered about the diagonal
bisector and the slope of the best-t line to the data set is m = 0:78. The correlation
coecient is somewhat low at R = 0:55 due to a number of points indicating opposite
directions of the ow. If these points are removed, the slope and correlation coecient
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Figure 3.8: Scatter plots of the two-dimensional (a) velocity magnitude and (b) azimuth
of the plasma ow calculated from SuperDARN l-o-s velocities using the SCHA-2 technique
with Kmax=6 and DMSP ion drifts. The equation of the best-t line (blue line), correlation
coecient of the data set, and number of points of comparison are indicated.
increase to m = 0:88 and R = 0:91. The statistics for the scatter plot of the convection
magnitudes are somewhat reduced compared to the plot for azimuth; m = 0:49 and R = 0:51.
The correlation between data sets in terms of azimuth is improved compared to the
original subset of the l-o-s comparison (m = 0:74 and R = 0:88). However, the comparison in
terms of magnitude indicates an overall reduction in the magnitude of the convection deter-
mined using the SCHA-2 technique. Similar results were found in the comparison between
ion drift vectors observed by the DMSP satellites and the convection vectors determined
using the FIT technique (see Section 2.5). It is likely that the reduction in the velocity
magnitude is due to gridding of the raw l-o-s velocity and internal processes of the SCHA-2
technique, such as the smoothing introduced by limiting the t to Kmax=6.
As was discussed in Section 2.5, a comparison was not performed during intervals of
high ow variability, as during such periods the diering spatial and temporal resolutions of
the instruments would exaggerate the disagreement that would be observed between data
sets. As an example, in Figure 3.7b the DMSP cross-track ion drifts (grey vectors) corre-
sponding to the 2-min convection maps in Figure 3.7a are plotted. Although both instru-
ments indicate a double peaked ow structure, the variability in the ow is more pronounced
in the DMSP data. Evaluation of the SCHA-2 technique under periods of variable ow would
be better accomplished through comparison between instruments measuring at the same res-
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olution. For example, a comparison may be performed between convection calculated from
SuperDARN l-o-s velocities using the SCHA-2 and merge techniques.
3.7 Validation by comparison with merged vectors
A comparison was performed over periods of large-scale data coverage and for periods of
variable ow over a small spherical cap. For large-scale coverage, the merge technique was
applied at two-minute intervals of observation for an event on January 3, 2001 from 01:04
to 01:24 UT, where the IMF was steady at Bz   7 nT and By  0 nT. For this period
there are > 800 vectors constraining each map, and the SCHA-2 technique was applied on
a spherical cap of c = 25
   30 and Kmax = 6. Figure 3.9 shows a scatter plot of the
(a) north/south and (b) east/west components of the SCHA-2 versus merged convection
comparison. The agreement is excellent in the north/south direction (R = 0:88 and m =
0:85), and is somewhat reduced in the east/west component (R = 0:82 and m = 0:61).
However, the results may be improved to R = 0:83 and m = 0:68 if the maps are re-
processed with Kmax = 8. Increased values of Kmax may also be used, but for Kmax > 8,
the corresponding convection pattern becomes distorted due to an insucient number of
observations.
An identical comparison was performed for events having a high spatial variability
over a localized region. Fast ow streams are frequently observed over the Tiger/Unwin
SuperDARN radar pair in the southern hemisphere in the dusk sector. In 2004 and 2005, 18
events were identied during which fast ows were observed by the DMSP satellites and there
were overlapping Tiger and Unwin radar observations. From these 18 events, 57 two-minute
convection maps were generated using the SCHA-2 technique with Kmax = 4 for a spherical
cap size of roughly 10 centered over the region of data. Figure 3.7 shows an example of
such an event. Sample merged vectors are indicated in Figure 3.7b by the colored vectors.
Figures 3.9 c and d show a comparison of the SCHA-2 convection versus the correspond-
ing merged vectors. Despite the limited coverage, these events indicate good agreement in
both components of the ow with R=0.81 and m=0.71 in the north/south direction and
R=0.78 and m=0.69 in the east/west direction.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the (a,c) north/south and (b,d) east/west components of
SuperDARN-derived SCHA-2 convection vectors with merged convection vectors for (a,b)
good data coverage for Kmax=6 and (c,d) limited data coverage for Kmax=4. The slope of
the best-t line (blue line), correlation coecient, and number of points are indicated.
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3.8 Discussion
Currently, the FIT-technique is generally used for generating SuperDARN-inferred convec-
tion maps. The tting is done using a modied spherical harmonic analysis method as
described in Section 2.3.3. The relative performance of the FIT and SCHA-2 techniques
may be discussed by comparing maps of the convection determined using either technique.
All FIT maps generated in this comparison are constrained using a statistical convection
model according to the IMF conditions observed by the ACE satellite and using an HMB.
Figure 3.10a shows the observed l-o-s velocities for a 2-minute interval beginning at
22:52 UT on March 11, 2002. During this interval the IMF By and Bz were positive and
6 < Bt < 12 nT. The overplotted potential pattern indicates the statistical model derived
by Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1996) for these IMF conditions. The model shows a three
celled convection pattern with a reverse convection cell located on the dayside, poleward of
80 MLAT with sunward directed ow approximately aligned along the 14 MLT meridian.
The distribution of l-o-s velocities in 3.10a indicate several regions of overlap. In Figure
3.10b, overlapping l-o-s velocities have been combined using the merge technique. Like the
model pattern, the merged convection vectors indicate the presence of a reverse convection
cell in the high-latitude dayside ionosphere with sunward directed ow approximately aligned
along the 14 MLT meridian.
In Figure 3.10c, the FIT-technique was applied with FIT = 27
 and Kmax = 6. In
the FIT map, convection contours are smoothly closed near the equatorward boundary of
the plot. The regular dawnside and duskside convection cells reach maximum and minimum
values (red plus and cross) at coordinates of 80 MLAT and 0.2 MLT, and 75 MLAT
and 20.2 MLT, respectively. Flow reaches a maximum value of  900 m/s around the
equatorward portion of the duskside cell. There are two reverse convection cells centered
over 12 MLT with sunward directed ow reaching > 900 m/s approximately aligned along
the 10 MLT meridian at  85 MLAT. The general shape of the corresponding SCHA-2
convection map shown in Figure 3.10d has similarly located convection cells, but there are
noticeable dierences between maps. For example, in the SCHA-2 map, the magnitude of
the maximum velocity at the equatorward edge of the duskside convection cell reaches peak
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Figure 3.10: Convection maps based on SuperDARN observations (shown in (a)) for an
event on March 11, 2002 at 22:52-22:54 UT. Convection was mapped using the (b) merged
technique, (c) FIT-technique with Kmax = 6 and FIT = 27
, and (d) the SCHA-2 technique
with a spherical cap centered over the pole, Kmax = 6, and c = 27
. Contour lines in (a)
indicate the statistical model convection pattern (according to Ruohoniemi and Greenwald
(1996) for IMF By > 0, Bz > 0, and 6 < Bt < 12 nT) used to constrain the FIT convection
map shown in (c). MLT and MLAT coordinate labels in (a) apply to (b), (c), and (d). In
(a), (c), and (d), contours represent E with a 6 kV contour spacing and the plus and cross
signs indicate maxima and minima in E.
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Figure 3.11: Scatter plots of the two-dimensional (a) velocity magnitude and (b) azimuth of
the plasma ow calculated from SuperDARN l-o-s velocity vectors using the FIT technique
for Kmax=6 and DMSP ion drifts. The equation of the best-t line (heavy solid line),
correlation coecient of the data set and number of points of comparison are indicated.
velocities of > 1000 m/s, showing better agreement with the merged map shown in Figure
3.10b and the observed velocities shown in Figure 3.10a. The magnitude and orientation of
the sunward directed ow associated with the reverse convection cells agrees with the FIT
convection.
Large l-o-s velocities (> 1000 m/s) are observed in the dusk sector in the 70   75
MLAT band, suggesting the high velocity ow mapped by the SCHA-2 technique better
reects the true ow. This high speed ow channel was likely suppressed by the global
tting of the FIT-technique due to the low-velocity (< 400 m/s) ows observed at adjacent
latitudes. These local ows cannot be accommodated into a global solution which satises
the condition for a zero potential at the low-latitude boundary of the plot. This result
remains the same if the convection zone adopted in the FIT approximation is expanded by
setting FIT = 35
 (not shown).
The performance of the FIT and SCHA-2 technique may be further examined by re-
peating the comparisons presented in the previous section using the FIT technique and
comparing the results. Consider the comparison performed between the convection calcu-
lated using the SCHA-2 technique versus the 2-dimensional DMSP ion drift shown in Figure
3.8. Figure 3.11 plots the magnitude and azimuth of the convection calculated using the
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FIT technique for Kmax=6 and the DMSP ion drift. The results of the comparison in terms
of magnitude (m=0.45, R=0.59) and azimuth (m=0.81, R=0.50) are almost identical to the
previous results where convection was determined using the SCHA-2 technique (m=0.49,
R=0.51 for magnitude and m=0.78, R=0.55 for azimuth).
The comparison with merged velocities for periods of good data coverage shown in
Figures 3.9 a and b may be repeated using FIT convection vectors, see Figures 3.12 a and
b. The results of such work are slopes and correlation coecients of m=0.76 and R=0.86 in
the north/south direction and m=0.63 and R=0.79 in the east/west direction. As with the
DMSP comparison, the results of the merged comparison are very similar to those determined
using the SCHA-2 technique (m=0.85 and R=0.88 in the north/south direction and m=0.61
and R=0.82 in the east/west direction).
One might expect similarity between results of the DMSP and merged comparisons
with convection calculated using both the SCHA-2 and FIT techniques due to the criteria
used to select events. For the DMSP comparison, events were chosen where the satellite was
roughly centered within a given radar eld of view so there were multiple points to evaluate.
In the merged comparison, events with overlapping observations were chosen so that merged
vectors could be determined. To satisfy these criteria, events were chosen during periods
of good data coverage when the sampling region was typically poleward of 70 MLAT. The
convection vectors were therefore largely determined by the data, rather than the extra
constraints applied in the FIT technique which might otherwise lead to discrepancies. For
periods with poor data coverage, and at lower latitudes it is expected that the convection
pattern will be dierent for the FIT and SCHA-2 convection mapping techniques.
In regions lacking sucient data coverage, the shape of the FIT-determined convec-
tion pattern is constrained to follow a pre-determined statistical model (Ruohoniemi and
Greenwald , 1996; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald , 2005; Shepherd and Ruohoniemi , 2000). The
model is chosen based on the orientation and strength of the IMF By and Bz components.
Proper choice of statistical model is only possible when the IMF is both stable and can be
precisely determined. When the IMF is variable or undergoes rapid changes in polarity, the
plasma ow is also in transition and is therefore not likely to match the statistical model
convection pattern for particular IMF conditions. Although a statistical model may be used
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of the (a,c) north/south and (b,d) east/west components of the
SuperDARN derived FIT and merged convection vectors for Kmax=6 for periods of (a,b)
good data coverage and (c,d) limited data coverage. The slope of the best-t line (blue line),
correlation coecient, and number of points are indicated.
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with the SCHA technique, it is not necessary, as a spherical cap may be placed directly over
the observations without considering regions void of data. In this way, the FIT technique
is benecial in creating global maps of the convection, but is unable to resolve smaller-scale
features without distorting the global map. The SCHA technique is better able to resolve
structure over localized regions bounded by the extent of the data.
At low latitudes near FIT , the stretching procedure employed by the FIT technique
constrains the ow to be azimuthal. Therefore FIT must be carefully chosen to accurately
reect the low-latitude boundary of the convection pattern. If, for example, the boundary is
placed at too high a latitude, then ow that is supposed to cross the boundary of the plot
will be rotated by up to  90 in the FIT-mapped convection pattern. For example, the
merged convection vectors in Figure 3.10b indicate high velocity ow crossing 70 MLAT
nearly perpendicularly in the dusk sector. In the FIT convection map (Figure 3.10c), the
corresponding convection vectors are rotated so the ow is nearly parallel to 70 MLAT.
Fortunately, such constraints only dominate at the low-latitude boundary of the plot, and
may be avoided by the accurate selection of FIT . In contrast, the SCHA-2 technique allows
ow to cross the boundary of the spherical cap allowing for a more rigorous solution.
For events with poor data coverage, untypical ow, or points close to the low-latitude
boundary of the ow, it is likely that discrepancies will develop between the FIT and SCHA-2
convection patterns. Reconsider the event of September 28, 2005 where a stream of fast ows
were observed by the Tiger/Unwin SuperDARN radar pair (see Section 3.5) located between
60 and 70 MLAT in the southern hemisphere. Observations were available in a localized
region spanning an angular radius of  10. For such events, it is no longer expected that
the SCHA-2 and FIT vectors will yield similar results. To demonstrate, consider an example
taken at 09:52-09:54 UT. Figure 3.13 shows the input gridded l-o-s velocities and a spherical
cap of angular radius c = 9
, which will be used for analysis.
Figure 3.14 a and c show the convection calculated using the FIT and SCHA-2 tech-
niques, respectively. For the FIT comparison, FIT = 29
 is chosen to encompass the region
of interest, and Kmax = 6. In the SCHA-2 comparison, a spherical cap of c = 9
 is used
for a maximum degree-index of Kmax = 4. Note that dierent values of Kmax are used
for the FIT and SCHA-2 techniques to ensure similar wavelengths are mapped. The ow
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Figure 3.13: Gridded l-o-s velocity from the Tiger/Unwin SuperDARN radar pair on
September 28, 2005 for the interval 09:52-09:54 UT. The red circle indicates a spherical cap
of angular radius c = 9
 centered over the grid cells.
contours for the FIT map are smoothed in comparison to the corresponding SCHA-2 map.
Both techniques indicate ow that is largely azimuthal, but in the SCHA-2 map, there is
a north/south component in the ow at the most equatorward portion of the map. To
determine how the convection represents the original gridded l-o-s velocities input to the
convection mapping algorithm, scatter plots were generated to compare the projection of
the convection vector in the l-o-s direction to the gridded l-o-s velocity. Figures 3.14 b and d
show the results for the FIT and SCHA-2 convection vectors, respectively. For the SCHA-2
map, there is near-perfect agreement between input and convection velocity. The correlation
coecient is R=0.95, and the slope of the best t line to the data set is m=0.95. Agreement
is also good for the FIT convection map (R=0.91, m=0.86), but there is a cluster of low
velocity (<400 m/s) points (shown in red) indicating ow in the opposite direction. Such a
cluster of points is not present in the SCHA-2 convection comparison. Conicting points are
located in the most equatorward portion of the map (see Figure 3.15a) where the SCHA-2
convection map indicates ow across the low-latitude boundary and the FIT convection map
shows azimuthally aligned ow. Figure 3.15b shows the merged vectors calculated for this
event. In the region of disagreement, merged vectors also indicate ow having a north/south
component. Given the magnitude of the l-o-s and merged vectors for this event, it is unlikely
that the velocity represents E-region scatter, but further investigation is recommended.
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Figure 3.14: (a) FIT convection for Kmax = 6, FIT = 29
, and (c) SCHA-2 convection for
Kmax = 4, c = 9
 for the event considered in Figure 3.13. Contours in (a) and (c) represent
E with a 6 kV contour spacing. Scatter plot of the (b) FIT and (d) SCHA-2 convection
projected in the l-o-s direction versus the input gridded l-o-s velocity for the convection
diagrams shown in (a) and (c), respectively. Red dots in (b) indicate a population of results
having opposite polarity.
Figures 3.12 c and d show a comparison of the FIT and merged velocities for the 18
events previously considered in Section 3.7 where highly varying ow was observed by a
localized cluster of observations. The scatter plots show a slope and correlation coecient
of m = 0:48 and R = 0:70 and m = 0:57 and R = 0:73 for the north/south and east/west
components of the convection. Results for the east/west component of the ow show reason-
able agreement with the results of the SCHA-2 comparison shown in Figure 3.9d in terms of
the correlation coecient (R=0.78 for SCHA-2 convection), but the slope is reduced (from
m=0.69 for SCHA-2 convection). This indicates a tendency for the FIT convection to be
smoothed compared to the SCHA-2 convection. Results for the north/south component of
the ow show poor agreement with the results of the SCHA-2 comparison shown in Figure
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Figure 3.15: (a) Location of grid points for the comparison shown in Figure 3.14. (b)
Convection vectors calculated using the merge technique for the event considered in Figure
3.13.
3.9c (m=0.71, R=0.81). The slope of the best-t line for the FIT comparison indicates that
the FIT convection is  1
2
of the merged convection in the north/south direction due to a
large clustering of points near 0 m/s.
Events for this comparison all demonstrate fast plasma ows that are azimuthally
aligned according to the DMSP satellite observations of the cross-track ion drift, and the
azimuthal alignment imposed through stretching by the FIT-technique is therefore not a
large factor in explaining the disagreement between the FIT and SCHA techniques. For
these cases, inconsistencies can be explained by the relative dierence between the maximum
ow speed (> 1000 m/s) and the background ow ( 300 m/s). The fast ows are located
within only a few degrees of FIT , and there must therefore be a large gradient between the
zero velocity ow at FIT and the maximum ow speed of > 1000 m/s. A high value of
Kmax is necessary to properly map such data. For example, if the comparison is re-done
with Kmax = 8 the results improve slightly to m = 0:54 and R = 0:72 and m = 0:66 and
R = 0:74 for the north/south and east/west components. This example shows that the
SCHA-2 technique is better able to resolve ow that is both localized and highly variable
as the accuracy of the mapped convection is less dependent on the choice of processing
parameters.
The importance of choosing a reasonable low-latitude ow boundary may be illustrated
by re-examining the dierences between the FIT and SCHA-2 convection. Figure 3.16 shows
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a scatter plot of the (a) north/south and (b) east/west components of the FIT and SCHA-2
convection vectors previously compared to the merged vectors in Figures 3.9 a and b and
Figures 3.12 a and b.
In the east/west component of the ow, there is good agreement between convec-
tion calculated using either technique (m=0.94 and R=0.79). Agreement is worse in the
north/south component (R=0.53) as there is a signicant portion of points where the FIT-
technique had near zero values and the SCHA-2 technique indicated a wide range of values.
Such ows correspond to points in the low-latitude region of the plot where the SCHA-2
technique allowed the ow contours to cross the boundaries, whereas the FIT-technique con-
strained the potential to be zero at the boundary of the plot, thereby forcing the ow to be
azimuthally aligned at latitudes near FIT .
To test the above hypothesis, the convection was re-calculated using FIT = c = 40
 to
prevent the forced azimuthal alignment. Figures 3.16 c and d show the resultant comparison.
Agreement is improved in the north/south component of the plot with R = 0:74. The
grouping of points previously clustered along the y-axis shifts closer to the dashed bisecting
line, indicating that the shift in FIT has allowed the ow to rotate away from the east/west
direction and cross the  = 30 circle of co-latitude. Agreement in the east/west direction
of the plot has shifted slightly so that m = 1:10 and R=0.87, indicating a tendency for the
SCHA-2 velocity to be larger than the corresponding FIT velocity. These results suggest
there is a strong dependence of the FIT technique on the proper choice of FIT , particularly
for vectors at low latitudes. The SCHA-2 technique is free of this dependency and therefore
provides more consistent convection results.
3.9 Summary and conclusions
In this Chapter, spherical cap harmonic analysis was introduced for mapping ionospheric
convection using SuperDARN radar observations. It was shown that
1. The SCHA technique with (SCHA-1) or without (SCHA-2) a zero-potential boundary
condition at the border of the convection zone reproduced the expected convection
pattern for an arbitrarily generated test pattern that was characterized at a number
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Figure 3.16: (a,c) North/south and (b,d) east/west components of the SCHA-2 versus
FIT-based convection. In all plots, Kmax = 6, and FIT = c = (a,b) 30
 and (c,d) 40.
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of pre-selected points distributed either uniformly or at possible locations of radar
observations. A more realistic situation was simulated through the addition of noise
to both the magnitude and direction of the pre-selected vectors.
2. For periods of good coverage of SuperDARN measurements, the SCHA-2 technique
produces convection patterns consistent with expectations for various combinations of
IMF By and Bz.
3. Convection vectors calculated using SuperDARN measurements and the SCHA-2 con-
vection mapping technique agreed with the DMSP ion drifts for events selected during
periods of smooth temporal and spatial variations of the ow. The correlation coef-
cient and the slope of the best-t line for a scatter plot of the SCHA-2 convection
versus DMSP ion drift were R = 0:51 and m = 0:49 in terms of convection magnitude
and R = 0:91 and m = 0:88 in terms of convection azimuth.
4. For periods of both good and limited data coverage of SuperDARN measurements,
convection vectors inferred by the SCHA-2 technique agreed with the velocity vectors
determined using the merge technique. For events with good data coverage the cor-
relation coecient and the slope of the best-t line were R = 0:88 and m = 0:85 for
the north/south component and R = 0:82 and m = 0:61 for the east/west component
of the convection vectors. For events with fast plasma ows in localized regions the
correlation coecient and the slope of the best-t line were R = 0:81 and m = 0:71 for
the north/south component and R = 0:78 and m = 0:69 for the east/west component
of the convection vectors.
5. As a consequence of forcing the potential of the low-latitude boundary of the convection
zone to zero, the FIT technique requires ow near the boundary of the plot to be
azimuthally directed. Such an assumption requires that the shape and size of the
convection zone be known. The SCHA-2 technique is not limited by this constraint,
and it is possible to plot convection based solely on measured inputs.
6. The SCHA-2 technique performed comparably to the FIT technique for convection
maps over regions of good data coverage during periods of smooth spatial and temporal
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variations of the ow. However, for periods of spatially conned and variable ow, the
SCHA-2 technique provided a better representation of the convection pattern.
These results indicate that SCHA can be used as a tting technique for SuperDARN
data to produce maps of the ionospheric convection. The SCHA technique may be applied
to additional data sets to map convection. In the following Chapter, techniques for apply-
ing SCHA for mapping the ionospheric plasma ow based on magnetometer data will be
discussed.
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Chapter 4
Convection derivation from magnetometer
and SuperDARN data
In the previous Chapter a method was developed and reviewed for mapping ionospheric
convection using SCHA and SuperDARN measurements. Based on the results of Chapter
3, it was concluded that the SCHA technique is appropriate for convection mapping when
measurements are either scattered about the entire high latitude region, or conned to a
localized region in space. However, regardless of the tting technique, as the density of
measurements within the mapping region decreases, the reliability of the resulting convection
map is reduced. It is therefore worthwhile to consider improving a problematic data set by
introducing data from alternate sources, such as magnetometers.
Magnetometer sites span a larger region than the SuperDARN radars, and oer a
continuous time series of observations. Magnetometery may therefore be relied on to provide
a general overview of the convection pattern. This will be of particular importance where
there are gaps in the SuperDARN eld of view, or during events where there are drops in the
echo occurrence rate. In this Chapter, techniques for mapping the ionospheric convection
pattern based on magnetometer measurements or on joint magnetic and radar data sets will
be discussed.
4.1 Magnetometers
Originally created in the 1940s by Victor Vacquier, the uxgate magnetometer has become a
popular instrument for observing variations in the intensity of the Earth's magnetic eld from
ground-based stations and on satellites such as Magsat and rsted (Good , 2007). One of the
earliest uxgate magnetometers was developed by Paul Serson of the Dominion Observatory
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the XY Z and HDZ coordinate systems viewed from above
in a plane tangent to the Earth's surface. X^, Y^ , and Z^ point in the geodetic north,
east, and vertically downward directions, respectively. H^ points toward magnetic north
during magnetically quiet times and deviates during more active periods. The non-standard
HDZ coordinate system (blue) has a vector component H^NS pointing in the magnetic north
direction and a component E^NS pointing in the magnetic east direction.
(Serson, 1957). Descriptions of the basic uxgate magnetometer are available, for example,
in Serson (1957), Hargreaves (1992), Kivelson and Russell (1995), Campbell (2003), and
Good (2007).
Magnetometer observations are typically reported in either the XY Z or HDZ coordi-
nate system, see Figure 4.1. Both systems are dened in terms of the geodetic coordinate
system (see Appendix A.1). In the XY Z coordinate system, the X-axis is located in a plane
tangent to the surface of the Earth pointing toward the pierce-point of the Earth's spin axis
in the northern hemisphere. The Z-axis points vertically inward, perpendicular to the plane
holding the X-axis, and the Y -axis completes the right handed coordinate system.
In the HDZ coordinate system, H describes the horizontal component of the magnetic
eld in the XY plane. The angle between the X and H directions is called the declination
angle, D. The pointing direction of the H vector depends on the relative strengths of the
X and Y contributions to the measured eld. During periods of low magnetic activity, H
points toward magnetic north. The Z direction is identical to that of the XY Z coordinate
systems. In some cases, a non-standard (NS) orthogonal HDZ coordinate system is dened
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Figure 4.2: A cartoon illustration of the eastward and westward auroral electrojets (black
arrows) in the high-latitude ionosphere. Circles with crosses and dots indicate the direction
of eld-aligned currents owing into and out of the ionosphere, respectively. Red arrows
indicate the direction of the magnetic eld associated with the electrojets.
with HNS describing the component of the horizontal eld in the direction of the magnetic
pole in the northern hemisphere, and DNS describing the component of the horizontal eld in
the direction perpendicular to HNS toward the east. In the following, magnetic observations
have been converted to either the XY Z or standard HDZ coordinate system.
4.1.1 Observing magnetic activity
Variation in the magnetic eld observed by a ground-based magnetometer may be indicative
of the location of the magnetometer with respect to the ionospheric current system. In Figure
4.2, the black arrows on the duskside and dawnside indicate the directions of the eastward and
westward auroral electrojets, respectively. Circles show the direction of FACs owing into
(crosses) and out of (dots) the ionosphere, and the red curved arrows indicate the direction of
the magnetic eld produced by the electrojet current. Ground-based magnetometers observe
positive enhancements in the H-component of the magnetic eld when they are located under
the eastward electrojet, and reductions when they are located under the westward electrojet.
The z-component of the magnetic eld can be used to determine if the station is located
poleward or equatorward of the electrojet. Under the eastward electrojet, positive variations
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in the z-component of the magnetic eld indicate the station is located in the R2 FAC region
equatorward of the electrojet, and negative variations indicate the station is located in the
R1 FAC region poleward of the electrojet. Under the westward electrojet, positive variations
indicate the station is located under the R1 FAC region poleward of the electrojet, and
negative variation indicates the station is located in the R2 FAC region equatorward of the
electrojet.
In addition to observing the variation of the magnetic eld, it is desirable to know
the magnitude and direction of the perturbation in the magnetic eld. The magnetic eld
perturbation is determined by removing the variation for a quiet period from the measured
magnetic eld. The quiet level eld is determined by rst identifying the ve quietest days,
according to the AE index, in each of the two months most closely surrounding the day of
interest. Each component of the magnetometer data for those days are averaged to determine
an average magnetic eld value Qi at each time step, t. For magnetic data used in this
study t = 1 minute. The average curves are t with the following Fourier expansion to
obtain a function Q describing the quiet level curve
Q =
1X
k=0
[ak cos(kx) + bk sin(kx)] ; (4.1)
where ak and bk are tting coecients to be determined, and x represents the minute of the
day, in radians. In practice, the Fourier expansion will be truncated at 4 terms.
Once the quiet level magnetic eld is known, the magnetic eld perturbation is deter-
mined by subtracting the quiet level magnetic eld from the observed magnetic eld for the
day of interest. The quiet level curve is characteristic for a given station, and quiet levels
from one station cannot be used for another.
4.1.2 Magnetometer networks and data availability
Magnetometer stations are distributed worldwide in networks operated by various organiza-
tions and Universities. Measurements from these and many other stations are available from
the SuperMAG data repository operated by the John Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory (JHU APL) (Gjerloev , 2009). Magnetometer networks located in Canada include
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the Canadian Magnetic Observatory System (CANMOS), the Canadian Array for Real-time
Investigations of Magnetic Activity (CARISMA), and the Magnetometer Array for Cusp and
Cleft Studies (MACCS). Magnetic observatory data from around the world is also available
from the International Real-time Magnetic Observatory Network (INTERMAGNET), also
available through SuperMAG. Data are collected for all available stations and represented
in a single coordinate system with unit vectors pointing in the direction of local magnetic
north, local magnetic east, and in the vertical. For analysis purposes, these coordinates were
rotated by the local declination angle D, determined from the IGRF magnetic eld model,
to a geocentric coordinate system. Data are available in 1-minute increments for measure-
ments made in 1997-2008. Figure 4.3 shows the geographic coordinates of the magnetometer
stations included in the SuperMAG data repository.
4.2 Review of mapping electrodynamic parameters
from magnetometer data
The magnetic eld variations observed by ground-based magnetometers may be attributed
to sources internal and external to the Earth. The external source of magnetic perturbations
is normally modeled on a surface in the ionosphere where a current ows in the form of the
eastward and westward electrojet. When the current varies (e.g., due to particle precipita-
tion) the associated magnetic eld uctuates, inducing an electromotive force in the ground
which drives an internal current creating an internal source of magnetic eld perturbations.
Techniques have been developed to use observations of the perturbation magnetic eld
from ground-based magnetometers to globally map electric elds, plasma velocity, and cur-
rent systems in the ionosphere. These techniques range in complexity, with the simplest
representation involving a rotation of the measured perturbation magnetic eld vector by
90 counter clockwise to determine the convection direction (Friis-Christensen and Wilh-
jelm, 1975; Friis-Christensen et al., 1975; Clauer and Friis-Christensen, 1988; Benkevitch,
2006). Using this technique, the direction of the convection is known, but the convection
magnitude may only be represented in nT, instead of the desired units of m/s. In Benkevitch
(2006), agreement between the convection direction determined through such a rotation and
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Figure 4.3: Geographic locations of magnetometer sites available from the SuperMAG data
repository. INTERMAGNET, CARISMA, CANMOS, and MACCS magnetometer stations
are also indicated.
the convection direction derived using the SuperDARN FIT technique with constraints from
a statistical model and HMB was examined. Benkevitch (2006) showed that the convection
azimuth was within reasonable agreement (within 45) for 57% of the > 75; 000 points of
comparison considered over ve 1-day periods. Boteler and van Beek (1993) and Boteler and
van Beek (1999) discuss the equivalent overhead current technique. In this simplied ap-
proach, the equivalent current system is represented by an innitely long line current located
100 km above the Earth's surface.
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In this section, two more advanced mathematical techniques for mapping electrody-
namic properties will be presented. The Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrody-
namics (AMIE) technique will be presented rst followed by an equivalent current method
combined with the Kamide-Richmond-Matsushita (KRM) technique.
4.2.1 AMIE technique
The AMIE technique provides a procedure for mapping electrodynamic quantities in the
high-latitude region using both statistical models and a variety of direct and indirect obser-
vations from ground-based and satellite instruments (Richmond and Kamide, 1988; Rich-
mond , 1992; Lu et al., 2001). Mapped parameters include the electrostatic potential (E),
electric eld (E), height-integrated horizontal electric current density (J?), eld-aligned cur-
rent density (Jk), and magnetic perturbation eld (B). For a given time interval, each
parameter is expanded as a series of basis functions (Richmond and Kamide, 1988; Haines ,
1999)
E(; ) =
1X
k=0
kX
m= k
akmE;km(; ) (4.2)
E(; ) =
1X
k=0
kX
m= k
akmEkm(; ) (4.3)
J?(; ) =
1X
k=0
kX
m= k
akmJ?km(; ) (4.4)
Jk(; ) =
1X
k=0
kX
m= k
akmJkkm(; ) (4.5)
B(h; ; ) =
1X
k=0
kX
m= k
akmBkm(h; ; ); (4.6)
where , , and h represent co-latitude, longitude and altitude in the geomagnetic coordinate
system (see Appendix A.2), akm are constant coecients to be solved, and the remaining
terms represent basis functions. The rst four parameters are mapped at some reference
altitude, whereas the perturbation magnetic eld is height-dependent and cannot be simply
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mapped along the magnetic eld lines (Richmond , 1992). The basis functions km are
chosen to be a mathematically complete set to represent any electrostatic potential for the
high latitude region (poleward of co-latitude 0 = 34
) and to be continuous between the
equator and 0. Richmond and Kamide (1988) show these conditions are satised by dening
E;km as
E =
1X
k=0
kX
m= k
akmkm(; ) (4.7)
=
8<:
P1
k=0
Pk
m= k akmKkm1P
jmj
nk(m)
(cos )fm() : 0   < 0P1
k=0
Pk
m= k akmKkm2

tanm
 

2

+ cotm
 

2

fm() : 0 <   2
(4.8)
where Kkm1 and Kkm2 are normalization constants which ensure E(; ) is continuous at
0, P
jmj
nk(m)
(cos ) are the Associated Legendre Functions of integer order m and non-integer
degree nk(m), and fm() is given by
fm() =
8>>><>>>:
p
2 cos(m) : m < 0
1 : m = 0
p
2 sin(m) : m > 0
(4.9)
Basis functions in equations (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) are related to E(; ) through
E(; ) =  rE(; ) (4.10)
J?(; ) =   E(; ) (4.11)
Jk(; ) = rJ?(; ) (4.12)
(Richmond and Kamide, 1988; Haines , 1999), where  represents the height-integrated
conductance tensor (see Section 1.2.2). Coecients akm are determined by a least-squares
t to both observations and statistical models of the desired parameters.
The Hall (H) and Pedersen (P ) conductances needed to solve equations (4.11) and
(4.12) are based on a statistical conductance model (e.g., Hardy et al., 1987; Fuller-Rowell
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and Evans , 1987). The statistical conductance model for a specic period can be improved
through modications based on, for example, incoherent scatter radar observations of the
electron density, satellite observations of precipitating particles (e.g., DMSP), and optical
measurements from satellites (e.g., NOAA, UARS) (Richmond and Kamide, 1988).
The remaining basis functions Bkm(h; ; ) are found from J?km(; ) and Jkkm(; )
as well as a contribution from an induced Earth current. In these calculations, the magnetic
eld is assumed to be radially directed. Richmond and Kamide (1988) (and references
therein) estimate the assumption of a purely vertical magnetic eld introduces a dierence
of up to 10% from the results of a tilted eld. Contributions from magnetospheric currents
such as the ring current are also neglected.
The induced internal current source is evaluated by assuming a conducting layer lo-
cated at 250 km below the Earth's surface under a perfectly insulating layer (Richmond and
Kamide, 1988). Richmond and Kamide (1988) argue that any errors due to this assump-
tion are diminished by the relative magnitude and importance of the contribution of the
ionospheric current over the current induced in the ground.
To determine the electrodynamic parameters in equations (4.2)-(4.6), the AMIE pro-
cedure can use statistical models of the ionospheric convection to constrain the t in regions
not constrained by data, although this is not necessary (Lu et al., 2001). The convection
models used by AMIE include the Millstone Hill model (Foster et al., 1986), Heppner and
Maynard model (Heppner and Maynard , 1987; Rich and Maynard , 1989), Weimer model
(Weimer , 1995), and IZMIRAN model (Papitashvili et al., 1994). Lu et al. (2001) show that
the choice of statistical model has little inuence over regions well covered by data.
Combining measurements from multiple instruments makes AMIE an attractive method
for mapping electrodynamic properties. In practice, convection maps are generated using
magnetometer data in combination with statistical models while other data sets, such as the
SuperDARN radar data set, are often ignored.
The AMIE method is limited in that it is designed to calculate electrodynamic proper-
ties over the entire hemisphere, which requires a large number of measurements reasonably
spread throughout the hemisphere, particularly the high-latitude region. In the more realis-
tic case where observations are irregularly spaced, the convection is adequately constrained
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over the region of observation, but merely replicates model results over regions of sparse
measurement, making it impossible to track anything other than a general overview of the
convection over time. Another method will therefore be discussed for determining electro-
dynamic properties from magnetometer data which involves the application of equations
developed in the KRM technique to an equivalent current system mapped using either a
spherical elementary current system (SECS) or SCHA-2 approach.
4.2.2 Equivalent current and the KRM technique
In the KRM method, the ionospheric current system and associated electric eld are deter-
mined using ground-based observations of the perturbation magnetic eld in combination
with a conductance model (Kamide et al., 1981). Kamide et al. (1981) discuss how the full
ionospheric current density J cannot be determined by ground-based measurements alone.
By the Helmholtz theorem, any vector eld is comprised of both a curl-free (cf) and
a divergence-free (df) component. The horizontal ionospheric current i on the surface of a
spherical shell may then be written as
i = icf + idf ; (4.13)
where icf and idf represent the curl-free and divergence-free components of i, respectively. It
then follows that the current density J is written as
J = Jcf + Jdf : (4.14)
Magnetic eld-aligned current density (Jk) is given by Kamide et al. (1981)
Jk = r  i = r  icf ; (4.15)
and icf acts to close the eld-aligned currents. By Fukushima's theorem (Fukushima, 1971),
the current system represented by Jk and icf , or equivalently Jk and Jcf , produces no ob-
servable eects on the ground. It follows that the current system represented by Jdf is a
horizontal sheet current which produces the same magnetic eld on the ground as the real
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current system (Kamide et al., 1981; Vanhamaki and Amm, 2007). Such a current system
will be dened as the equivalent current system described by the equivalent current density
Jeq. It follows that r J is given by
r J = r Jeq: (4.16)
The ionospheric electric eld (E) is related to the above system of equations by relating
E to the electrostatic potential (E) by
E =  rE (4.17)
through Ohm's law in the form
J = PE+ H (r^  E) ; (4.18)
where r^ is the unit vector in the radial direction. Combination of equations (4.16)-(4.18)
yields a second order dierential equation in terms of E (Vanhamaki and Amm, 2007)
Hr2E +rH  rE + (rP rE)r^ = (r Jeq)r^ : (4.19)
Therefore, if Jeq, H , and P are known, E may be found from equation (4.19). The
electric eld and current system may be solved using equations (4.17), (4.18), and (4.15).
The assumptions made by this technique include an electrostatic electric eld, equipo-
tential eld lines, and radially directed magnetic eld lines. Contributions from ionospheric
winds, the ring current, and the magnetopause current are neglected. Such assumptions are
reasonably valid in the high-latitude region, but break-down at lower latitudes. The KRM
solution is therefore only valid for describing the high-latitude ionosphere.
This method requires that the equivalent current density Jeq rst be obtained from
ground-based measurements of the perturbation magnetic eld. The method of determining
Jeq is not explicitly discussed in Kamide et al. (1981). Examples in Kamide et al. (1981)
are presented based on an equivalent current system previously determined in Matsushita
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(1975) using a SHA approach. In the next sections the spherical elementary current system
(SECS) SCHA-2 techniques will be introduced as examples of how Jeq might be determined.
Spherical elementary current system
Amm (1997), Amm and Viljanen (1999), and Vanhamaki et al. (2003) introduce the SECS
method for determining Jeq. Using Helmholtz's theorem, they show the ionospheric current
density J may be uniquely constructed by a superposition of curl-free (Jcf ) and divergence-
free (Jdf ) spherical elementary current systems (SECS) distributed about the ionosphere.
Each SECS is described in its own spherical coordinate system (r0; 0; 0) using equations
Jdf (r
0; 0; 0) =
I0;df
4r0
cot

0
2

^0; and (4.20)
Jcf (r
0; 0; 0) =
I0;cf
4r0
cot

0
2

^0; (4.21)
where and I0;df and I0;cf are scaling factors to be determined. The spherical coordinate
system for each SECS is centered about the SECS pole, dened as the axis to the (r0; 0; 0)
coordinate system where 0 = 0. The poles of the SECS are distributed about the ionosphere
at coordinates (0; 0) in the (r; ; ) coordinate system at a radial distance r
0 = RI from
the center of the Earth, where RI is the radius of the ionosphere, which is assumed to exist
in a thin layer at 100 km altitude. Figure 4.4 illustrates the curl-free and divergence-free
elementary current systems. Note that the SECSs described by Jcf are associated with the
FAC owing radially inward or outward from the SECS poles and therefore produces no
magnetic eect below the ionosphere. Therefore, for the case of a perturbation magnetic
eld observable from the ground only, J cannot be determined (Fukushima, 1971). Instead,
the equivalent current density Jeq, equivalent to Jdf , may be determined.
To determine the ground magnetic eect of Jdf , the vector potential A(r
0) below the
ionosphere is determined, and the magnetic eld is expressed as B = r A. For r < RI ,
the magnetic eld due to Jdf owing at r = RI is given by (see Amm and Viljanen (1999)
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Figure 4.4: (a) Curl-free and (b) divergence-free spherical elementary current systems
(Amm and Viljanen, 1999).
for a full derivation)
Br0(r; 
0) =
0I0;df
4r
0BB@ 1r
1  2r cos 0
RI
+

r
RI
2   1
1CCA ; (4.22)
B0(r; 
0) =   0I0;df
4r sin 0
0BB@ rRI   cos 0r
1  2r cos 0
RI
+

r
RI
;
2 + cos 0
1CCA ; and (4.23)
B0(r; ) = 0: (4.24)
Equations (4.22) and (4.23) only represent the external ionospheric contributions to the
magnetic eld. Internal contributions may be represented by placing a second layer of SECS
in the ground (Vanhamaki et al., 2003).
The scaling factors I0;df are determined as follows (Amm and Viljanen, 1999). Consider
n measurements of the observed magnetic eld disturbance B on the ground irregularly
spaced at coordinates (rk; k; k),k = 1 : : : n. Place poles of m elementary current systems
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at coordinates (rl; l; l),l = 1 : : :m. Next, solve
T  I = Z; (4.25)
where Z is a (2n  1) vector of the observed quantities of Br0 and B0 , I is an (m  1)
vector of scaling factors, and T is a (2n  m) matrix of the  and  components of the
ground magnetic eect of the elementary current systems, where the pole of element Tkl is
located at rl for observation rk. The vector I may be solved using any matrix technique.
However, since the system is underdetermined (n < m), T is poorly conditioned, and Amm
and Viljanen (1999) therefore recommend using singular value decomposition to obtain the
matrix solution.
Spherical cap harmonic analysis technique
Haines and Torta (1994) introduce a method for determining Jeq based on the magnetic eld
perturbation determined using SCHA-2 (Haines , 1985a; Haines , 1988).
Consider the surface of a spherical Earth of radius RE on which the magnetic eld (B)
and magnetic scalar potential (B) are measured. In the atmosphere, the magnetic eld is
source-free because the atmosphere is non-conducting so no electric currents ow there
B =  rB: (4.26)
The geomagnetic potential is harmonic and satises the Laplace equation
r2B = 0: (4.27)
The geomagnetic potential may be determined using the normal method of separation of
variables for sources internal and external to the surface of the Earth. For internal sources,
B and
dB
dr
must go to zero as the radial distance r from the center of the Earth approaches
innity, and there will be a 1
r
dependence of B on r. For external sources, both B and
dB
dr
must be nite within the sphere and there will be a direct dependence between B and
r.
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The geomagnetic potential, separated for internal and external sources, is represented
by a series expansion using spherical cap harmonics (Haines , 1985a; Haines , 1988)
B(r; ; ) = RE
KimaxX
k=0
kX
m=0

RE
r
nk(m)+1 
gikm cos(m) + h
i
km sin(m)

Pmnk(m)(cos )
+RE
KemaxX
k=0
kX
m=0

r
RE
nk(m)
[gekm cos(m) + h
e
km sin(m)]P
m
nk(m)
(cos); (4.28)
where  and  are the geocentric co-latitude and longitude in the spherical cap coordinate
system. The function Pmnk(m)(cos) is the Associated Legendre Function of non-integer degree
k and order m, and Ki;emax is the maximum degree index (see Section 3.1). The tting
coecients gi;ekm and h
i;e
km are constants which must be determined to describe B(r; ; ) over
the entire spherical cap. Superscripts i and e indicate whether the indexed variable is for
internal or external sources.
The radial (r^), co-latitudinal (^), and longitudinal (^) components of the magnetic
eld may be derived by substituting the potential given by equation (4.28) into equation
(4.26). The magnetic eld components are easily found:
Br =  
KimaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
(nk(m) + 1)

RE
r
nk(m)+2 
gikm cos(m) + h
i
km sin(m)

Pmnk(m)(cos )
+
KemaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
nk(m)

r
RE
nk(m) 1
[gekm cos(m) + h
e
km sin(m)]P
m
nk(m)
(cos ); (4.29)
B =  
KimaxX
k=0
kX
m=0

RE
r
nk(m)+2 
gikm cos(m) + h
i
km sin(m)
 dPmnk(m)(cos )
d
+
KemaxX
k=0
kX
m=0

r
RE
nk(m) 1
[gekm cos(m) + h
e
km sinm]
dPmnk(m)(cos )
d
; (4.30)
B =
KimaxX
k=0
kX
m=0

RE
r
nk(m)+2 
gikm sin(m)  hikm cos(m)
 mPmnk(m)(cos )
sin 
+
KemaxX
k=0
kX
m=0

r
RE
nk(m) 1
[gekm sin(m)  hekm cos(m)]
mPmnk(m)(cos )
sin 
: (4.31)
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To determine the tting coecients, measurements from each magnetometer station
are transformed into the geocentric coordinate system with measurement components in the
r^, ^, and ^ directions. Coecients gi;ekm and h
i;e
km are determined by minimizing the equation
2 =
3NX
i=1
(Bmeasured  Bcalculated)2i ; (4.32)
where N is the total number of magnetometer stations, Bmeasured represents each of the three
components of the magnetic eld measured at each magnetometer station, and Bcalculated is
the magnetic eld calculated using equation (4.29), (4.30), or (4.31). The minimization is
performed using singular value decomposition. The above technique can also be applied to
nd the perturbation magnetic eld B.
The methods of Haines and Torta (1994) (summarized below) are used to determine
the equivalent current using the gi;ekm and h
i;e
km coecients to describe B. This method
assumes there are external and internal sources of magnetic perturbations.
External currents originate from a surface within the ionosphere located at some radius
R2 = RE + h2 whereas the internal currents are modeled by a surface within the upper few
100 km of the Earth at radius R1 = RE   h1. Typically, h2  110 km and h1  400 km
(Haines and Torta, 1994). The geomagnetic potential may be described in each region as
described below.
For some radius r > R2 the source of the magnetic perturbation is entirely internal:
B;2 = RE
KimaxX
k=0
kX
m=0

RE
r
nk(m)+1 
gi?km cos(m) + h
i?
km sin(m)

Pmnk(m)(cos ); (4.33)
whereas, for R1 < r < R2 there are both internal and external sources and the potential is
dened according to equation (4.28). For r < R1 the sources are entirely external:
B;1 = RE
KemaxX
k=0
kX
m=0

r
RE
nk(m)
[ge?km cos(m) + h
e?
km sin(m)]P
m
nk(m)
(cos ): (4.34)
Note that new coecients gi;e?km and h
i;e?
km have been introduced to describe the potential
B;1 and B;2. These coecients may be dened in terms of the g
i;e
km and h
i;e
km coecients,
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which have already been found in mapping the magnetic eld perturbations so that B;1
and B;2 may be fully described in terms of known parameters. This is accomplished by
assuming continuity of the vertical eld at each of the R1 and R2 boundaries, implying
@B1
@r

r=R1
=
@B
@r

r=R1
; and (4.35)
@B2
@r

r=R2
=
@B
@r

r=R2
: (4.36)
By substituting equations (4.28), (4.33), and (4.34) into equations (4.35) and (4.36),
gi;e?km and h
i;e?
km are solved as
gi?km = g
i
km  
nk(m)
nk(m) + 1

R2
RE
2nk(m)+1
gekm; (4.37)
hi?km = h
i
km  
nk(m)
nk(m) + 1

R2
RE
2nk(m)+1
hekm; (4.38)
ge?km = g
e
km  
nk(m) + 1
nk(m)

RE
R1
2nk(m)+1
gikm; and (4.39)
he?km = h
e
km  
nk(m) + 1
nk(m)

RE
R1
2nk(m)+1
hikm: (4.40)
The equivalent current density of the external sources Jeeq is determined by consider-
ing the behavior of the tangential component of the eld. From Maxwell's equations, the
magnetic eld B is described in terms of the current density J and the electric eld E
rB = 0J+ 0"0@E
@t
: (4.41)
By assuming B is radially directed (approximately true in the high-latitude ionosphere) and
steady state (@E
@t
= 0), the equation reduces to
rB = 0Jeq; (4.42)
where Jeq is the current density owing on a spherical shell perpendicular to r^. Rearranging
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equation (4.42)
Jeq =
1
0
rB
=
1
0
r^   (rB) ; (4.43)
where, since the current ows on a surface, r = rr = r^ has been used in the cross product,
and B has been substituted according to equation (4.26).
At r = R2, the external contribution to the perpendicular current density for external
sources is (Stratton, 1941; Section 1.13).
Jeeq =  
1
0
r^ rs(B;2   B)jr=R2
=   1
0

1
r
@(B;2   )
@
^  1
rsin
@(B;2   )
@
^

r=R2
; (4.44)
where the surface gradient (rs) has been taken because the vertical magnetic eld is con-
strained to be continuous through current layers. Substitution of B;2 and B lead to a
solution for the equivalent current for external sources:
Jeeq =
1
0
KemaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
2nk(m) + 1
nk(m) + 1

R2
RE
nk(m) 1
[gekm sin(m)  hekm cos(m)]
mPmnk(m)(cos)
sin
(4.45)
Jeeq =
1
0
KemaxX
k=0
lX
m=0
2nk(m) + 1
nk(m) + 1

R2
RE
nk(m) 1
[gekmcos(m) + h
e
kmsin(m)]
dPmnk(m)(cos)
d
: (4.46)
Similarly, at r = R1, the equivalent current density for internal sources is given by
Jieq =  
1
0
r^ rs(B   B;1)jr=R1
=   1
0

1
r
@(B   B;1)
@
^  1
rsin
@(B   B;1)
@
^

jr=R1 (4.47)
and equivalent current in the ^ and ^ directions of the internal sources are given by
J ieq =
1
0
KiX
k=0
kX
m=0
2nk(m) + 1
nk(m)

RE
R1
nk(m)+2  gikmsin(m) + hikmcos(m) mPmnk(m)(cos)sin (4.48)
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J ieq =  
1
0
KiX
k=0
kX
m=0
2nk(m) + 1
nk(m)

RE
R1
nk(m)+2 
gikmcos(m) + h
i
kmsin(m)
 dPmnk(m)(cos)
d
: (4.49)
Discussion of technique
Both the SCHA-2 and SECS techniques are similar in that they are able to map Jeq based
on a limited number of magnetometer stations over a localized region of measurement. In
Section 3.2, it was shown that the mapping resolution of the SCHA-2 technique is dependent
on the size of the spherical cap, the distribution of observations, and the maximum value of
Kmax that can map a given region. For an irregular distribution of observations, resolution
is limited by the least dense region of measurement within the mapping region.
Amm and Viljanen (1999) argues that the SECS technique is more adaptable than the
SCHA-2 technique as the mapping resolution of the SECS technique is determined by the
number and spacing of divergence-free SECS, which may vary over the region of interest. Al-
though SECS may be arbitrarily spaced over the region of interest, Vanhamaki et al. (2003)
suggest that the spacing between SECS be smaller than 1
2
the spacing between magnetome-
ters, and the area within which the SECS are placed not exceed the area of observation by
more than a few degrees. Amm and Viljanen (1999) suggest placing more poles over a region
of dense measurements and fewer poles over a more sparse region so more complex features
are illustrated when the density of measurements allows it. We argue that a convection map
generated with a resolution that varies across the map is misleading, and therefore imprac-
tical. For example, consider a complicated feature which spreads across the entire region
of interest. Over a region of dense measurement, the higher resolution map will be able to
represent the full complexity of the convection, whereas over the region of low resolution
the features will be articially smooth. To the untrained eye, the change in mapping reso-
lution may be attributed to the convection pattern, rather than the mapping algorithm. In
practice, it will be more useful to use a uniform distribution of poles in the SECS approach
based on limitations determined from the least dense region of measurement in the mapping
region. We therefore argue that the SCHA-2 and SECS techniques are comparable. The
SCHA-2 method will be used for mapping electrodynamic properties to be consistent with
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methods previously developed for use in this Thesis. A full comparison of the SCHA-2 and
SECS mapping techniques is suggested as a topic of future research.
4.2.3 Mapping convection based on Jeq using the SCHA-2
technique
The equivalent current system describes the direction of the equivalent convection by rotating
the Jeq vectors described by equations (4.45), (4.46), (4.48), and (4.49) by 180
, see Figure
4.6 to follow. The magnitude of the equivalent convection vectors is given in units of (A=km2)
rather than (m/s).
Provided the ionospheric equivalent current Jeq, and the Hall (H) and Pedersen (P )
conductance are known, or can be represented by a model, the electrostatic potential E
can be determined by solving the second order dierential equation (see Section 4.2.2)
Hr2E +rH  rE + (rP rE)r^ = (r Jeq)r^ : (4.19)
The right hand side of equation (4.19) is known and can be expanded as
(r Jeq)r^ =
1
r sin 

@
@
 
sin Jeeq
  @Jeeq
@

; (4.50)
where Jeeq and J
e
eq are given by equations (4.45) and (4.46), and r represents the radius of
the external ionospheric source of Jeq (typically 100 km). The left hand side of equation
(4.19) is entirely dependent on E and the Hall and Pedersen conductances, which will be
derived from the Hardy conductance model based on the Kp value of the event of interest
(Hardy et al., 1985; Hardy et al., 1987).
In Section 3.1, it was shown that the electrostatic potential on a spherical cap having
angular radius c centered at coordinates (N ; N) is represented by a series expansion of
Legendre polynomials (see equation (3.1))
E(; ) =
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
[Akm cos(m) + Bkm sin(m)]P
m
nk(m)
(cos ); (4.51)
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where  and  represent the co-latitude and longitude in the spherical cap coordinate system.
The tting coecients Akm and Bkm are determined by rst substituting equation (4.51) into
equation (4.19) and minimizing the dierence between the left and right hand sides of the
equation. The following equations are necessary for the expansion of the left hand side of
equation (4.19):
rP;H = 1
r
@P;H
@
^ +
1
r sin 
@P;H
@
^
= rP;H^ +rP;H^ (4.52)
(rP rE)r^ = rPrE  rPrE; (4.53)
rE = 1
r
@e
@
^ +
1
r sin 
@E
@
^
=
1
r
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
(Akm cos(m) +Bkm sin(m))
dP
d
^
+
1
r sin 
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
( Akm sin(m) +Bkm cos(m))mP ^
= rE^ +rE^ (4.54)
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r2E = 1
r2 sin 
@
@

sin 
@E
@

+
1
r2 sin2 
@2E
@2
=
1
r2 sin 
@
@
"
sin 
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
(Akm cos(m) +Bkm sin(m))
dP
d
#
+
1
r2 sin2 
@
@
"
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
( Akm sin(m) +Bkm cos(m))mP
#
=
1
r2 sin 
"
cos 
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
(Akm cos(m) +Bkm sin(m))
dP
d
+ sin 
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
(Akm cos(m) +Bkm sin(m))
d2P
d2
#
  1
r2 sin2 
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
(Akm cos(m) +Bkm sin(m))m
2P
=
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
(Akm cos(m) +Bkmsin(m))

cos 
r2 sin 
dP
d
+
1
r2
d2P
d2
  m
2
r2 sin2 
P

(4.55)
where the notation P = Pnk(m)(cos ) has been used.
After substituting equations(4.55)-(4.53) into the left-hand side of equation (4.19), the
only unknown variables to be solved are the tting coecients Akm and Bkm, which are
determined through a minimization of the dierence between the right and left hand sides of
equation (4.19) using the familiar method of singular value decomposition. Once the tting
coecients Akm and Bkm are known, the electrostatic potential, and therefore the electric
eld and velocity may be described across the entire spherical cap. Using this technique, the
convection is determined in the desired units of m/s.
4.3 Mapping convection based on magnetometer data
For the case of magnetometer-derived convection maps, electrostatic potential will be rep-
resented through contours limited to a region of constraint determined using the mask-
ing algorithm described in Section 3.2. There are generally fewer inputs used to generate
magnetometer-derived convection maps. To clearly illustrate the convection ow, vectors
will be plotted in a grid with a grid spacing of 1:5 of latitude within the entire region of
constraint.
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Three types of magnetometer-derived convection vectors will be considered. The sim-
plest convection pattern is derived by rotating the measured perturbation magnetic eld
by 90 counter-clockwise, and describing the magnitude of the convection in units of nT.
There is no separation of the internal and external magnetic eld sources and the convec-
tion is only dened in the direct region surrounding the measurements. Convection maps
generated using this technique will be referred to as perturbation convection maps. The
second is determined by rst nding the equivalent current by separating the internal and
external source contributions to the perturbation magnetic eld and tting the data using
SCHA-2 (see equations (4.45) and (4.46)). The equivalent current system is rotated by 180
to describe the magnitude of the convection in units of A=km2. Convection maps generated
using this technique will be referred to as equivalent convection maps. Finally, the KRM
technique is used to determine the convection based on the equivalent current density in-
ferred using the SCHA-2 technique and a conductance model. Convection maps generated
using this technique will be referred to as conductance-based convection maps. Unlike the
perturbation and equivalent convection mapping techniques, which only determine the di-
rection of the convection, the conductance-based convection mapping technique is able to
determine the full convection vector. The dierences between the perturbation, equivalent,
and conductance-based convection vectors will be discussed in this Section.
4.3.1 Comparison of perturbation, equivalent, and
conductance-based convection
Consider the magnetic perturbation measured on January 20, 2001 at 13:30 UT, when the
IMF Bz was steady at -5 nT. Figure 4.5 shows the perturbation convection vectors. Fig-
ures 4.6 a and b illustrate the equivalent and conductance-based convection patterns. The
equivalent convection shown in 4.6a was combined with the Hall and Pedersen conductance
determined from the Hardy model for Kp = 2 to generate the ionospheric convection pattern
shown in 4.6b.
In Figures 4.6 a and b, a spherical cap centered over the north geographic pole was
considered with c = 40
 and Kmax = 3. More complicated ow structures could be mapped
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Figure 4.5: Vector plot of the perturbation magnetic eld, rotated by 90 counter clockwise,
in the AACGM coordinate system for a two-minute interval beginning at 13:30 UT on
January 20, 2001.
using a higher tting degree, but this is not supported by the low density of magnetometer
stations. Calculations were performed in the geographic coordinate system and converted to
AACGM coordinates for plotting. Convection contours are plotted across the entire spherical
cap with regions eliminated by the masking algorithm shown in grey.
Both convection patterns shown in Figures 4.6 a and b indicate a two-celled pattern
with anti-sunward ow over the polar cap. In (a), the anti-sunward convection ow is
aligned along the noon-midnight meridian with convection vortices centered at 80 MLAT
and approximately 05 and 18 MLT. In (b) the anti-sunward convection ow is aligned along
the 10-22 MLT meridian with convection vortices centered at 72 MLAT and 03 and 15
MLT. The equivalent convection pattern does not include contributions from the ionospheric
conductance, which explains the dierence.
In an attempt to evaluate dierences in the directions of the equivalent convection
pattern shown in (a) and the conductance-based convection pattern in (b), the convection
direction was compared to the convection pattern derived by an alternate data set and
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Figure 4.6: Contour plots of the (a) equivalent and (b) conductance-based convection.
Black contour lines indicate those regions over which the contours are well constrained by
the data. Over the region of constraint (see text) vectors showing the (a) equivalent and (b)
conductance-based convection are plotted with a grid spacing of 1:5. All plots are in the
AACGM coordinate system.
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Figure 4.7: Contours of the electrostatic potential (6 kV spacing) derived using the Super-
DARN FIT technique with constraints from a statistical model and HMB for a two-minute
interval on January 20, 2001 beginning at 13:30 UT. The plus and cross signs indicate the
maximum and minimum of the potential. Magnetic eld perturbation vectors used in the
comparison are plotted in red.
technique. Similar to Benkevitch (2006), the convection patterns shown in Figure 4.6 were
compared with convection derived using the SuperDARN FIT technique. To generate the
SuperDARN convection plot, gridded l-o-s velocities were considered for all available north-
ern hemisphere SuperDARN radars and processed with Kmax = 6 and FIT = 40
 with
constraints from both a statistical model and an HMB. Figure 4.7 shows the SuperDARN
convection pattern for the same period considered in Figure 4.6. The inner two convection
cells represent the standard two-cell convection pattern typical for periods of southward
IMF, with anti-sunward ow over the polar cap approximately aligned along the 10-22 MLT
meridian. The normal dawn and duskside convection vortices are centered at 70 MLAT
and 02 MLT and 80 MLAT and 18 MLT, respectively. The locations of the dawn and
dusk convection vortices, and the orientation of the ow indicate better agrement between
the SuperDARN-inferred convection pattern and the conductance-based convection pattern
over the equivalent convection pattern.
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Comparisons were performed at the coordinates of magnetometer stations provided
(1) the magnetometer station produced a measurement, (2) the magnetometer station was
within 160 km of at least 6 SuperDARN gridded l-o-s velocities, (3) the magnitude of the
perturbation vector was > 15 nT to exclude noise, and (4) the magnitude of the FIT con-
vection velocity was at least 50 m/s. For the example illustrated in Figures 4.5-4.7, these
constraints limit the comparison to 17 vectors centered over the region of constraint, see red
vectors in Figure 4.7.
A large scale comparison was performed between the direction of the perturbation,
equivalent, and conductance-based convection patterns with the SuperDARN-inferred FIT
convection pattern. Convection maps were generated at two-minute intervals for January
23, 2000, January 20 and 21, 2001, June 09, 2001, and July 15, 2001. Events were selected
during periods of good data coverage for magnetic activity levels ranging from Kp = 0 to
Kp = 6. To ensure well constrained convection maps, the data set was limited to events
having at least 300 SuperDARN gridded l-o-s velocities. In addition, events were limited to
periods where 0 magnetic longitude (close to the Kapuskasing radar station) was between
7 and 12 MLT to ensure the SuperDARN radar network was approximately centered over
the dayside MLT sector so that convection cells would be adequately constrained.
Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of the scatter of the azimuth of the (a) perturba-
tion, (b) equivalent, and (c) conductance-based convection vectors against the azimuth of
the SuperDARN convection vectors determined by the FIT technique. Although a signi-
cant amount of scatter lies away from the diagonal bisector for the perturbation convection
plot, the correlation coecient is R=0.70 and the slope of the best-t line to the data set
is m=1.00. Scatter for the equivalent convection azimuth also lies close to the diagonal
bisector, but correlation is reduced (R=0.47, m=0.75), see Figure 4.8c. Figure 4.8e shows a
scatter plot of the azimuth of the conductance-based convection versus the direction of the
SuperDARN convection. In this case, scatter is more spread out (R=0.36, m=0.51).
Figure 4.8 shows histograms of the azimuthal dierence between the (b) perturbation,
(d) equivalent, and (f) conductance-based convection vectors and the convection vectors de-
termined using the SuperDARN FIT technique. There are > 16; 000 points of comparison.
The distributions have been normalized according to the maximum number of points ob-
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Figure 4.8: Scatter plots of the azimuth of the (a) perturbation convection (c) equivalent
convection, and (e) conductance-based convection against the SuperDARN convection for
multiple events (see text). Red lines in (a,c,e) indicate the bisector of perfect agreement.
Histograms of the azimuthal dierence between convection derived using the SuperDARN
FIT technique and the (b) perturbation (d) equivalent, and (f) conductance-based convec-
tion. The mean, standard deviation, number of points, and maximum of the distribution
are indicated, as well as the percent of points with azimuthal dierences of less than 45.
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served in a single bin. The distribution for the perturbation convection peaks at  11. The
distribution for the equivalent convection is double peaked with maximum values at  5
and  25. The distribution for the conductance-based convection has a maximum value at
 31. For the perturbation distribution, 67% of comparisons had azimuthal dierences with
magnitudes of < 45 compared to 57% and 45% for the equivalent and conductance-based
convection comparisons. The results of the perturbation comparison are better than the 57%
found by Benkevitch (2006), whereas the results of the equivalent convection are compara-
ble to Benkevitch (2006), and the conductance-based convection comparison are somewhat
lower.
The conductance-based convection maps are dependent on Kp level to determine which
Hardy conductance values are applied to determine the convection. In Figure 4.9 the events
considered to generate Figure 4.8 were separated according to the Kp index associated with
the interval. Although the days chosen spanned a variety of Kp levels ranging from 0 to 6,
the constraints applied to the data set limited those events to Kp=2, 3, and 4. For Kp=2,
the distributions for the perturbation convection is single peaked with a maximum at  1.
The equivalent convection distribution is wider with a maximum at  29. The histogram for
the conductance-based convection is double peaked with maximum values at  51 and 39.
For the perturbation, equivalent, and conductance-based convection 56%, 53%, and 47% of
points lie within 45, respectively. For Kp=3, the perturbation distribution has a peak at
 5, and 71% of points have azimuthal dierences within 45. The distribution for the
equivalent convection is similar with a peak at  7 and 67% of points within 45. The
conductance-based distribution is multi-peaked with its highest peak at  27 and 54% of
points within 45. For Kp=4, the perturbation and equivalent convection distributions are
wider and the conductance-based convection distributions becomes single-peaked compared
to the Kp=3 distributions. The percentage of points within 45 rises to 73% for the
perturbation distribution, and drops to 51% and 36% for the equivalent and conductance-
based distributions.
Both the perturbation and equivalent convection patterns show reasonable agreement
with the SuperDARN-inferred convection pattern, but are unable to provide estimates of the
magnitude of the convection. To generate conductance-based convection patterns, models of
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Figure 4.9: The same as the histograms shown in Figure 4.8, but for Kp values of (a,b,c)
2, (d,e,f) 3, and (g,h,i) 4.
the conductance and the KRM equations are applied to determine both the magnitude and
direction of the ionospheric plasma ow. However, the distributions for the conductance-
based convection pattern (which was based on data from < 100 magnetometers) indicates
a lower percentage of points showing reasonable agreement with the SuperDARN-inferred
convection pattern (which was derived from > 300 measurements), particularly for larger
Kp. These results suggest that although magnetometers can be used to map convection, the
low number of stations available means the resultant maps are not well constrained and it
is dicult to make comparisons with maps made from a large data set like SuperDARN.
The disadvantage of using magnetometer data to generate maps of the global convection
pattern is the large spacing between stations. Magnetometers are not able to achieve the
same kind of spatial resolution as the SuperDARN radars. This may be a serious problem
during periods of Bz > 0 when there are multiple convection cells, the size of which may be
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smaller than can be resolved by the magnetometers. For this reason, it will be more useful
to use magnetometer data to supplement the SuperDARN data set, rather than to generate
maps of the magnetometer-derived convection pattern. Such attempts will be discussed in
the following section.
4.4 Technique for combining SuperDARN and
magnetometer data sets for mapping the
ionospheric convection pattern
Before magnetometer and SuperDARN data sets are merged to generate joint convection
maps, it must be established that the SuperDARN and magnetometer instruments char-
acterize the same phenomenon. As was previously shown in Section 4.2.2, the ionospheric
current density J can be broken into curl-free and divergence-free components such that
J = Jcf + Jdf . It was further shown that the equivalent current system Jeq derived from
ground-based magnetometers represents the divergence-free portion of J such that Jeq = Jdf ,
where Jeq is a horizontal sheet current producing the same magnetic eld on the ground as
J.
In the high-latitude ionosphere, eld-aligned currents ow radially into or out of the
ionosphere. Electric elds in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic eld (E?) associated
with the inward or outward owing FACs are oriented away from or toward the inow or
outow point, respectively. Positive electric charges drift in the direction of E?, opposite
to the drift of electrons, forming the Pedersen current (Jp). Electrons drift in the E?  B
direction whereas ions are stationary, forming the Hall current (Jh). In the case of uniform
conductance, E? is purely divergent or convergent so that Jp is purely curl-free (Jp = Jcf )
and Jh is purely divergence-free (Jh = Jdf ).
For the case of uniform ionospheric conductance, the equivalent current system con-
structed from magnetometer data given by Jeq = Jdf is therefore due to the Hall current.
Since the SuperDARN radars measure the E? B component of the plasma drift, which is
associated with the Hall current, the best agreement between SuperDARN and magnetome-
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ter convection is expected on the dayside where the conductance is more uniform due to the
dominance of solar radiation.
Describing how the SuperDARN and magnetometer data sets may be merged to create
a joint convection map requires a better understanding of how the tting coecients are
determined for the SuperDARN and magnetometer data sets separately. For this purpose,
consider observations of some arbitrary parameter f(r; ; ) scattered across a spherical cap
or radius r which varies in terms of co-latitude () and longitude () with respect to the
spherical cap coordinate system
f(r; ; ) =
1X
k=0
kX
m=0
Akmc(r; ; ) +Bkmd(r; ; ); (4.56)
where k and m are the integer degree-index and order of the function, and Akm and Bkm
are constant tting coecients which are determined from the data set and c(r; ; ) and
d(r; ; ) are basis functions.
To model f(r; ; ) at any coordinate on the sphere, physical measurements (fi) must
be substituted into equation (4.56) to solve for the tting coecients. Consider, for exam-
ple, N observations of some measured quantity f . An equation may be written for each
measurement fi located at coordinate (ri; i; i)
fi(r; ; ) =
KmaxX
k=0
kX
m=0
Akmckm(ri; i; i) +Bkmdkm(ri; i; i); (4.57)
where the summation over k has been limited to some maximum degree Kmax, and there
are (Kmax + 1)
2 possible tting coecients. Expanding this over all points, an array of N
equations may be written as follows
f1 = A00c001 +    + AK0cK01 + A11c111 + B11d111 + A21c211 + B21d211 +   
f2 = A00c002 +    + AK0cK02 + A11c112 + B112d11 + A21c212 + B21d212 +   
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
fN = A00c00N +    +AK0cK0N +A11c11N +B11d11N +A21c21N +B21d21N +    ;
where the notation ckmi = ckm(ri; i; i) and K = Kmax has been used. Such equations may
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be written in matrix form as
0BBBBBB@
f1
f2
...
fN
1CCCCCCA =
0BBBBBB@
c001    cK01 c111 d111 c211 d211   
c002    cK02 c112 d112 c212 d212   
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
c00N    cK0N c11N d11N c21N d21N   
1CCCCCCA 
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
A00
...
AK0
A11
B11
A21
...
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
;
or in a more compact notation as
F = CD AB (4.58)
where F represents an N  1 matrix of the measured quantities, CD is an N  (Kmax + 1)2
matrix representing functions of r, , and , and AB is a (Kmax + 1)
2  1 matrix of the
Akm and Bkm tting coecients. For large data sets (N >> (Kmax + 1)
2), a method such
as singular value decomposition is used to solve the coecients by minimizing the dierence
between the measured and modeled parameters at known coordinates.
For deriving the ionospheric convection pattern based on N = NSD SuperDARN grid-
ded l-o-s velocities, equation (4.58) may be written as
FSD = CDSD ABSD; (4.59)
where FSD = vlos, and c(r; ; ) and d(r; ; ) are given by (see Section 2.3.3 and Section 3.1)
c(r; ; ) =
m sin(m)
rB sin 
Pmnk(m)(cos ) cos  +
cos(m)
rB
dPmnk(m)(cos )
d
sin  (4.60)
d(r; ; ) =
 m cos(m)
rB sin 
Pmnk(m)(cos ) cos  +
sin(m)
rB
dPmnk(m)(cos )
d
sin  (4.61)
where  is the azimuth of the l-o-s velocity, and B is the magnitude of the Earth's magnetic
eld.
The velocity matrix in equation (4.59) does not need to be limited to observations from
the SuperDARN instrument. Data from complementary instruments measuring velocity may
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be merged with the SuperDARN l-o-s velocities to create a joint data set. For example, in
Section 2.2 it was shown that DMSP ion drifts agree with SuperDARN l-o-s velocities, and
it was concluded that the data sets may be merged.
For deriving the ionospheric convection pattern based on N = 3NMAG measurements
of the three-dimensional magnetic eld from ground-based magnetometers, equation (4.58)
may be written as
FMAG = CDMAG ABMAG; (4.62)
where FMAG is given by equation (4.50), and it can be shown that
c(r; ; ) = H cos(m)

cos 
r2 sin 
dP
d
+
1
r2
d2P
d2
  m
2
r2 sin2 
P

+(rH +rP) cos(m)
r
dP
d
  (rH  rP) m sin(m)
r sin 
P (4.63)
d(r; ; ) = H sin(m)

cos 
r2 sin 
dP
d
+
1
r2
d2P
d2
  m
2
r2 sin2 
P

+(rH +rP) sin(m)
r
dP
d
+ (rH  rP) m cos(m)
r sin 
P; (4.64)
where the notation P = Pmnk(m)(cos ) has again been used, and rP;H and rP;H are
given by equation (4.52).
In equations (4.59) and (4.62), the tting coecientsABSD andABMAG are both used
to describe the electrostatic potential (see equations (3.1) and (4.51)). Provided the same
value ofKmax is used to describe theABSD andABMAG matrices, thenABSD=ABMAG=AB,
and equations (4.59) and (4.62) can be combined to create a joint data set described by the
matrix equation0@ FSD
FMAG
1A =
0@ CDSD
CDMAG
1A   AB  ; or (4.65)
FJ = CDJ AB; (4.66)
where FJ represents an (NSD + 3NMAG)  1 matrix of measured SuperDARN and magne-
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tometer values, CDJ is an (NSD + 3NMAG) (Kmax + 1)2 matrix representing functions of
r, , and , and AB is a (Kmax + 1)
2  1 matrix of the Akm and Bkm tting coecients.
Upon applying these techniques, it was found that the magnetometer data did not
contribute to the overall convection map. Closer examination of the data set revealed that
FMAG and CDMAG were several orders of magnitude smaller than FSD and CDSD. Figure
4.10 shows a histogram of the ratio of velocity (described by FSD) to (r Jeq) (described
by FMAG) for the events considered in Section 4.3.1. The distribution peaks at 1950
(m=s)
(A=km2)
.
The reason for the dierence can be seen by considering the units of the SuperDARN and
magnetometer terms. Velocity and (rJeq) are determined in units of (m=s) and (A=km2),
respectively. Based on analysis of units alone, the conversion of (A=km2) to (m=s) involves
multiplication by a conversion factor
 =
h
B
(4.67)
' 10
5m
(10 V s
km2
)  (10S) (4.68)
' 103m
s
km2
A
(4.69)
where h is the assumed height of external contributions to Jeq, B is the magnitude of the
magnetic eld near the surface of the Earth, and  is the ionospheric conductance. It can be
seen that  is a rough approximate of the peak in the ratio shown in Figure 4.10. To balance
the joint matrix equation, a weighting factor equal to 1950 (m=s)
(A=km2)
is therefore applied to
terms in both FMAG and CDMAG.
The complete algorithm for generating convection maps using the SCHA-2 technique
using both SuperDARN and magnetometer measurements will be illustrated by working
through an example for a two-minute interval beginning at 14:02 UT on January 20, 2001.
The SuperDARN contributions will be considered rst. Figure 4.11a shows the location
in geocentric coordinates of the 751 SuperDARN points for which gridded l-o-s velocities
were available for this event (black circles). The FSD, CDSD, and AB matrix elements are
determined using the methods previously outlined. A spherical cap centered over the pole
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Figure 4.10: Histogram of the ratio of Velocity (m/s) / [r Jeq] (A=km2).
with c = 35
 and Kmax = 6 is used. Figure 4.11b also shows the magnetometer station
location of the 83 magnetometers available for the event (grey circles). The perturbation
magnetic eld is determined in geocentric coordinates for magnetometer stations that are
not isolated where a point is dened to be isolated if a circle of radius 4c
Kmaxp
contains fewer
than p magnetometer stations. There are 26 isolated and 57 non-isolated magnetometer
stations. Due to the low density of points the FMAG, CDMAG, and AB matrix elements
are determined using Kmax = 3. Once the SD and MAG matrices have been separately
determined, they are merged to create the FJ , CDJ , and AB matrices. The elements of
the coecients matrix AB are found, and the electrostatic potential and convection velocity
may be determined within the entire region of constraint.
The light grey shading in Figures 4.11 a and b shows the region of constraint for the
SuperDARN-only and merged data sets, respectively. Visual comparison of Figures 4.11 a
and b indicates that the region of constraint is only slightly increased with the addition of
the magnetometer data set. Contributions from the magnetometer data set therefore serves
to shape the convection pattern rather than increase the overall region of constraint.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Location of SuperDARN grid points and corresponding l-o-s velocities
in geocentric coordinates for a two-minute interval beginning at 14:04 UT on January 20,
2001. Light grey shading indicates the region of interest for a spherical cap centered over
the pole with c = 35
. (b) Same as (a), with the addition of isolated (small grey dots) and
non-isolated (large grey dots) magnetometer stations.
Figure 4.12a shows the convection derived with the SuperDARN velocities shown in
Figure 4.11a using the SCHA-2 technique for a spherical cap centered over the pole with c =
35 and Kmax = 6. Contours for the electrostatic potential and the convection vectors have
been converted to the AACGM coordinate system for consistency with previous convection
diagrams, and convection vectors have been plotted over the entire region of interest at a
grid spacing of 1:5. During this interval the IMF is in a quasi-steady state with Bx '  2
nT, By ' 3 nT, and Bz '  5 nT. The convection pattern is two-celled with convection
vortices located at  75 MLAT. The dawn and dusk vortices are located at 05 and 15
MLT, respectively. There is a strong ow of 900 m/s along the dayside portion of the dusk
convection cell, and the cross-polar cap ow is anti-sunward at approximately 800 m/s.
Figure 4.12b shows the convection pattern derived using both the SuperDARN grid-
ded l-o-s velocities and the magnetometer perturbation data, the coordinates of which are
indicated in Figure 4.11b. The convection pattern also exhibits a two-celled structure. The
dawn cell is centered at  75 MLAT and 06 MLT. The duskside cell is centered at 78 and
15 MLT. The convection ow exceeds 1000 m/s along the dayside region of the duskside
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Figure 4.12: Convection patterns derived using (a) SuperDARN l-o-s velocities and (b)
SuperDARN l-o-s velocities and magnetometer perturbations using the SCHA-2 technique
with c = 35
 and Kmax = 6 for a two-minute interval beginning at 14:04 UT on January
20, 2001. The E is contoured with a 6 kV spacing and the plus and cross signs indicate the
maximum and minimum of the potential.
convection cell, and is anti-sunward over the polar cap with a magnitude of approximately
800 m/s.
There are dierences between convection patterns shown in Figures 4.12 a and b. The
dawnside convection vortex shifts sunward by one hour of MLT with the addition of the
magnetometer data, but the location of the duskside convection cell is not altered. The
CPCP changes only slightly from 45.7 kV to 46.1 kV with the addition of the magnetometer
data. The magnitude of the convection ow diers by a few 100 m/s in the dayside portion
of the dusk convection cell (stronger with the addition of magnetometer data).
To determine how the addition of the magnetometer data set aects convection map-
ping, it is necessary to compare the plasma ows calculated and measured. The DMSP
satellites measure discrete portions of the convection pattern along the satellite path, mak-
ing it an ideal instrument for comparison. As an example, Figure 4.13 shows the 2D ion
drifts measured by DMSP satellite F13 for a 10 minute interval centered over the two-minute
interval mapped in Figures 4.12 a and b. The DMSP ion drift indicates anti-sunward polar
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Figure 4.13: Two-dimensional ion drifts observed by DMSP satellite F13 at 13:58-14:08
UT on January 20, 2001.
cap ow reaching upwards of 1000 m/s. Neither the SuperDARN-only or the joint Super-
DARN/magnetometer convection plot is able to capture such high ows coincident with the
satellite trajectory.
Convection was next determined at the location of the DMSP measurements shown in
Figure 4.13 based on the maps shown in Figures 4.12 a and b. Histograms of the dierence
between the north/south and east/west components of the ow are shown in Figures 4.14 a
and b for velocity vectors determined using only the SuperDARN data set and a combination
of the SuperDARN and magnetometer data sets, respectively. There is little dierence
between the mean and standard deviations of the histograms (mean=-78.38 m/s and -85.66
m/s, =348.72 m/s and 341.63 m/s). This is likely due to the limited coverage of the
magnetometer data set compared to the excellent coverage provided by the SuperDARN
radars. It should be noted that if the DMSP data set shown in Figure 4.13 is added to the
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Figure 4.14: Normalized histogram of the di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components of the two-dimension ion drifts observed by DMSP satellite F13 at 13:58-14:08
UT on January 20, 2001 and convection velocity inferred from (a) SuperDARN and (b)
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SuperDARN and magnetometer data set to create a multi-instrument convection map the
result (not shown) is a convection map that looks nearly identical to that plotted in Figure
4.12 but with a larger velocities over the polar cap. In addition, the peak of histogram of the
dierence between velocities shifts closer to zero (mean=-8.79 m/s) and narrows (=278.34
m/s).
In the future, a more thorough analysis of the eects of adding magnetometer data to
generate convection maps will be performed with data sets having either more sparse Super-
DARN coverage or better magnetic coverage (see Section 6.2.3). Convection maps processed
in the remainder of this work have been generated from joint velocity and magnetometer
data sets where the SuperDARN data coverage is extensive.
This particular technique for combining magnetometer and velocity data sets is rela-
tively new and requires some validation. This will be performed by examining the relative
strength of the overall convection pattern as characterized by the size of the cross polar cap
velocity and CPCP. The velocity may be directly observed by SuperDARN and the CPCP
may be calculated using either the FIT or SCHA-2 techniques. In the next Section, another
method of assessing the convection strength will be explored by considering the polar cap
north (PCN) magnetic index derived from magnetometer measurements. Magnetometer and
SuperDARN results will be compared. Results of this assessment have been published in
Fiori et al. (2009).
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4.5 Assessing convection strength through the
PCN magnetic index
The polar cap (PC) index was originally introduced to characterize magnetic activity in the
polar cap (Troshichev and Andrezen, 1988; Troshichev et al., 2006). Subsequent investiga-
tions established strong correlations between the PC index and the CPCP and the average
anti-sunward convection velocity across the polar cap (Troshichev et al., 1996; Troshichev
et al., 2000; Lukianova et al., 2002; Ridley and Kihn, 2004). These results imply the in-
dex characterizes ionospheric convection. The PC index was rst produced for the southern
hemisphere based on data from the Vostok magnetometer (MLAT= 83:4), and later for
the northern hemisphere using data from the Thule magnetometer (MLAT=85:4).
During periods of southward oriented IMF, the horizontal current pattern is two-celled
with sunward directed current over the polar cap region closed by anti-sunward currents
at low latitudes in the dawn and dusk sectors (Vennerstrm and Friis-Christensen, 1991).
The near-pole stations used to calculate the PC indices are therefore always located in
the region of sunward directed current. The magnetic activity associated with this current
system is called the DP2 current system; it stretches in the dawn-dusk direction over the
pole (Troshichev and Andrezen, 1988). The PC index is meant to gauge the strength of
uctuations in the DP2 activity due to changes in the merging electric eld.
4.5.1 Calculation of the PC index
Calculation of the PC index begins by nding the magnetic disturbance F observed at
either Thule or Vostok as (Troshichev et al., 2006)
F = D  sin  H  cos; (4.70)
where D and H are orthogonal and represent the maximum deviation of the component of
the magnetic eld in the magnetic east and north directions from a quiet level, which is based
on an average of quiet intervals over a thirty day period (Troshichev et al., 2006). Angle 
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represents the station mean declination angle (Troshichev and Andrezen, 1988; Troshichev
et al., 2006)
 = DE + + UT; (4.71)
where  and DE represents the longitude and mean declination angles of the station of
interest. For Vostok, DE =  117, and for Thule, DE = 285 (Troshichev and Andrezen,
1988). Declination angle is dened as being positive toward the east and the plus (negative)
sign in equations (4.70) and (4.71) is used for the southern (northern) hemisphere. Angle 
represents the angle between the typical direction of the sunward current over the polar cap
and the noon-midnight meridian for the universal time (UT) and season of observation.
To remove diurnal and seasonal oscillations, F is described by
F = Em + ; (4.72)
where Em represents the merging electric eld given by
Em = VSW (B
2
z +B
2
y)
1
2 sin2

2
; (4.73)
where VSW is the solar wind velocity, By and Bz are the y and z components of the IMF,
and  represents the angle between the IMF and the Earth's dipole axis (Troshichev and
Andrezen, 1988; Troshichev et al., 2006).
The parameters  from equation (4.71), and  and  from equation (4.72) are deter-
mined based on several years of ACE observations of the solar wind for each season (summer,
winter, and equinox) and for each UT hour. These parameters are used to calculate the PC
index from
PC = 
F   

; (4.74)
where  = 1m=mV scales the PC index so that it is dimensionless (Troshichev et al., 2006).
Normalizing the PC index with respect to Em indicates that, unlike other indices which
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measure substorm or auroral activity, the PC index is a measure of the coupling of the solar
wind with the magnetosphere.
4.5.2 Previous characterizations of the convection strength using
the PC index
The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between the PCN magnetic index and
the average cross-polar cap convection velocity (CPCV) and the CPCP. This is to extend
earlier comparisons by Troshichev et al. (1996), Troshichev et al. (2000), and Lukianova et al.
(2002), which involved limited EB drift data sets obtained from the EXOS-D and DMSP
satellites. Although these studies demonstrated clear relationships between both the CPCP
and CPCV with the PC index, the quantitative conclusions drawn did not agree.
Troshichev et al. (1996) and Ridley and Kihn (2004) determine the relationship between
the CPCP and the PC index. Troshichev et al. (1996) found a linear relationship of
CPCP = 8:78 + 19:35  (PC); (4.75)
based on six months of observations spanning summer and winter months and PC indices of
-1 to 6. Ridley and Kihn (2004) determined the CPCP from magnetometer measurements
processed using AMIE, and found linear relationships of
CPCP = 38:20 + 16:22  (PC) (summer), (4.76)
CPCP = 27:12 + 15:50  (PC) (winter), (4.77)
for summer and winter months for PC indices ranging from -2 to 8. At PC=0, the results
of Ridley and Kihn (2004) are 20-30 kV larger than the results of Troshichev et al. (2006).
This dierence narrows to 7-20 kV at PC=3 and 5-11 at PC=6.
Troshichev et al. (2000) and Lukianova et al. (2002) examine the relationship between
the CPCV and the PC index. For the northern hemisphere, Troshichev et al. (2000) obtained
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the relationship
E =

9:00 + 4:50  PCN   0:17  PCN2 1:7; (4.78)
where E is electric eld in mV/m, and the factor of 1.7 scales observations from DMSP
satellite (840 km) to ionospheric altitudes. Lukianova et al. (2002) extended these results
by concentrating on periods of high magnetic activity and found
E =

6:0 + 3:0  PCN   0:06  PCN2  1:7; (4.79)
where the factor of 1.7 is similarly applied. More recently, Ridley and Kihn (2004) compared
the PCN index and the polar cap electric eld inferred from magnetometer data by applying
the AMIE technique. These authors observed a linear relationship between the PCN index
and electric eld and reported dierent relationships for the summer and winter months:
E = 29:69 + 5:79  PCN (winter) (4.80)
E = 48:52 + 5:20  PCN (summer) (4.81)
These relationships are signicantly dierent from those reported earlier in equations (4.78)
and (4.79). Equations (4.80) and (4.81) predict very high (>40-75 mV/m) polar cap electric
elds for low magnetic activity (PCN < 4), whereas Troshichev et al. (2000) and Lukianova
et al. (2002) report lower electric elds which saturate at 40-50 mV/m for higher magnetic
activities. Ridley and Kihn (2004) hypothesized that the seasonal eect could be partially
due to uncertainty in the ionospheric conductance in their AMIE derivations and suggested
making a more thorough comparison of the PCN index with electric eld data collected using
a `conductance independent source', such as SuperDARN.
The relationship between the PCN index and ionospheric convection is further in-
vestigated through comparison rst with the CPCV directly observed by the Rankin Inlet
(RKN) SuperDARN radar and then with the CPCP and CPCV determined through map-
ping observations from all available northern hemisphere SuperDARN radars using the FIT
technique. Observations are divided into summer and winter periods to examine the seasonal
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Figure 4.15: Location and eld of view of the Rankin Inlet HF radar (light shading) and
the Thule magnetometer. The dark shading shows the beam/gates of the radar data used
in this study as described in the text. Heavy lines represent AACGM latitudes of 60, 70,
and 80, respectively.
dependence of the results.
4.5.3 Geometry of observations and radar data handling
Figure 4.15 shows the eld of view of the RKN radar located at a geographic latitude and
longitude of 62:82N and 93:11W, respectively. The radar central beams are oriented toward
the magnetic pole making it convenient to monitor the cross-polar cap convection in the noon
and midnight sectors for which the ows are predominantly meridional. Here, focus will be
placed on observations in the noon sector where the conductance is more uniform and not
strongly aected by injections of energetic particles from the magnetotail.
Also shown in Figure 4.15 is the location of the Thule magnetic observatory (77:47N,
69:33W). The observatory zenith corresponds to beam 11 and gate 39 of the Rankin radar.
RKN observations over Thule are of primary interest in the rst part of this study as it is
natural to compare radar and magnetometer data collected from the same location. Unfor-
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tunately, insucient radar data have been accumulated over Thule. For this reason, Rankin
data were considered for the central region (beams 6-9, range gates 20-50) indicated by the
darker shading in Figure 4.15. The RKN velocity within the region of interest is represented
by the median value of the top 50% of all velocity values for each radar scan. Such a lim-
itation helps to eliminate low velocity magnitudes caused by both ground scattered echoes
and cross-polar cap ows with signicant azimuthal components.
For the rst comparison, the CPCV observed by the RKN radar was compared to
the PCN index at 1-min increments for summer (June 2007; July 2006, 2007; August 2006,
2007) and winter (January 2007; November 2006, 2007) months. For the purpose of this
research, events were limited to observations in the 10 MLT sector when the RKN radar
was most closely aligned along the anti-sunward convection ow across the polar cap for
a typical two-cell convection pattern. The data set was further ltered to periods of IMF
Bz <  1 nT and near-zero By to ensure that the convection pattern was two-celled with
anti-sunward ow approximately aligned along 10 MLT and that the PCN index could be
accurately determined.
The second comparison performed was between both the CPCP and CPCV and the
PCN index. In this approach, the average convection velocity over the polar cap is esti-
mated by dividing the CPCP by the distance along a spherical shell between the foci of the
convection cells. Contributions from the RKN radar help to close the gap in data coverage
over the polar cap typical for SuperDARN observations in the past. This approach has its
own diculties as the overall SuperDARN echo occurrence rates are not great for the en-
tire period of the RKN operation, and individual convection maps have limited numbers of
points. For example, occasions with > 300 points on a single convection map are quite rare.
To select data with the best possible coverage, the SuperDARN data base for 2006-2008 was
manually searched to locate periods when at least 200 points were available, the points were
reasonably spread over the throat region, the two-cell convection pattern was obviously in
eect, and the location of the convection foci seemed to be reliably determined. In total,
1170 two-minute intervals were identied for summer (June-August) and winter (November-
January) months during which time vortices in the convection ow were well constrained by
SuperDARN observations in the northern hemisphere.
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Figure 4.16: (a) Correlation coecients between the PCN 1 min index and the Rankin
median l-o-s velocity for the summer (white) and winter (black) months for measurements
in the central beam/gate region of interest. (b) Distribution of the dierence in azimuth
between the convection vector and the radar line of sight for observations in the 09 (bottom),
10 (middle), and 11 (top) MLT sectors.
4.5.4 Results and Discussion
To justify the selection of the 10 MLT sector for comparison, two analyses have been per-
formed. First, the correlation coecient between the RKN velocity and the PCN index were
determined for each MLT sector for periods of PCN > 0. Figure 4.16a shows the correla-
tion coecients obtained for summer and winter months. For both the summer and winter
months, the correlation peaks once a few hours before noon, and again near midnight. This
is consistent with the expectation that the radar beams would align with the cross-polar cap
ow during these periods. In general, correlation is better for the noon peak than for the
midnight peak, and for the winter months than for the summer months.
Figure 4.16a indicates that the best correlation occurs in the hours before noon. To
determine the pre-noon MLT sector in which the radar beams best aligns with the cross-polar
cap ow, the convection direction was compared with the radar beam azimuth in each region.
Convection maps were generated using observations of all SuperDARN radars and applying
the FIT-technique for all two-minute intervals for winter months. Then, the azimuth of the
convection vector located in the central region of the RKN radar (average of beam 7-8, gate
35) was compared with the azimuth of the radar look direction. To maintain reliability, only
convection maps with > 250 points were considered.
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Figure 4.16b shows histograms of the dierence between the azimuth of the convection
ow direction and the radar look-direction when RKN was located in the 09 MLT (bottom),
10 MLT (middle) and 11 MLT (top) sectors. For the 09 and 11 MLT sectors the distribution
is double peaked. Peaks are located near 0 and either  60 (09 MLT) or  30 (11 MLT).
This suggests that in the 09 and 11 MLT sectors a portion of the ow is observed along the
radar l-o-s, but for a signicant period of the time, the ow is also observed to be L-shell
aligned. The distribution in the 10 MLT sector is single peaked with a maximum near 0,
suggesting the radar l-o-s is aligned with the convection ow and the radar observes the full
convection vector. For this reason, further analysis will be performed on RKN data collected
in the 10 MLT sector.
Figure 4.17 summarizes the ndings of Fiori et al. (2009). Scatter plots were generated
of the CPCP and CPCV versus PCN index. The grey lled circles indicate scatter for the
(a,b) CPCP determined using the FIT technique and for the (c,d) CPCV measured by the
RKN radar in the central beam/gate region. Scatter of the CPCV determined by the FIT
technique is not shown. To emphasize trends in the relationship between variables, the scatter
was binned according to the PCN index in bins of width 0.33. For each bin, the average RKN
CPCV, convection CPCV and its standard deviation were determined, provided there were
at least 10 measurements within the bin. These average values and their standard deviations
are shown in Figure 4.17 using colored lled circles and lines. Figures 4.17 a and b show the
average CPCP (blue) for (a) summer and (b) winter months. Figures 4.17 c and d indicate
the average CPCV measured by RKN (red) and determined from convection maps (green)
for the (c) summer and (d) winter months.
The average velocity derived by the two independent methods (l-o-s observations and
convection maps) agree, although not entirely, for PCN values of 1-3. More signicant
dierences in the typical velocities, obtained by the two methods, were found for small PCN
values of less than 1. To explain these dierences, it should be pointed out that although
the central beam/gate region is expected to be aligned along the convection throat at 10
MLT, this will not necessarily be true at all times. For small PCN values, the merging
electric eld is small and the conditions in the ionosphere are weakly disturbed. For such
conditions, the convection cells shrink in size, and the RKN radar might monitor ows with
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Figure 4.17: Scatter plots of the (a,b) cross-polar cap potential and (c,d) RKN l-o-s velocity
at 10 MLT for Bz <  1, jByj < 2, and jBzj > jByj versus the PCN 1 min index for the
(a,c) summer and (b,d) winter months. The relationship between the CPCP and PCN 1 min
index as derived by Troshichev et al. (1996) (black line), Ridley and Kihn (2004) (dashed
line), Khachikjan et al. (2008) (black squares), and as derived from the FIT technique (blue
circles) are indicated. The relationship between the ow across the polar cap and PCN
1 minute index in the (c) summer and (d) winter months as derived by Troshichev et al.
(2000) (heavy black line), Lukianova et al. (2002) (thin black line), and Ridley and Kihn
(2004) (dashed line), and the SuperDARN-inferred velocity measured by the RKN radar
(red circles) and determined using the FIT technique (green circles) are indicated.
signicant azimuthal components, not stretched along the magnetic meridian. In this case,
even sunward polarity of the ow can be detected for IMF Bz < 0, especially if the By
component is large.
To show how previously reported relationships between average CPCV or CPCP and
PCN compare to the scatter plots, the appropriate empirical dependencies from Troshichev
et al. (1996), Troshichev et al. (2000), Lukianova et al. (2002), and Ridley and Kihn (2004)
are plotted in Figure 4.17. To present the results of the above papers in terms of the velocity,
and not the electric eld, a constant magnetic eld value of 0:5 10 4 T was applied. Note
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that Troshichev et al. (1996) did not sort data according to season. Also presented in Figures
4.17 a and b is the subset of the Khachikjan et al. (2008) measurements of the CPCP (black
squares and bars) collected for the period of January 31-February 10, 2002.
For both summer and winter months, observations of the CPCP (blue lled circles)
are close to those reported by Khachikjan et al. (2008) (black squares), within experimental
errors. Predictions of the CPCP by Ridley and Kihn (2004) for both seasons also agree
with the SuperDARN measurements with larger dierences during the summer months for
PCN > 2. The line by Troshichev et al. (1996) lies somewhat below the SuperDARN points
for small PCNs but agrees with them at large PCNs.
The empirical lines by Troshichev et al. (2000) and Lukianova et al. (2002) for the aver-
age CPCV lie somewhat away from both SuperDARN sets of points, but within the standard
deviations of the SuperDARN data. The empirical lines by Ridley and Kihn (2004) are sig-
nicantly above both the SuperDARN measurements and the trends from Troshichev et al.
(2000) and Lukianova et al. (2002). For both the summer and winter months, SuperDARN
shows best agreement with observations of Lukianova et al. (2002).
The following circumstances should be considered in attempting to understand dis-
agreements in Figures 4.17 c and d. Observations with drift meters on satellites are limited
as high-quality data are not readily available (Troshichev et al., 2000; Lukianova et al.,
2002). The statistics referenced here include 200-300 points. For these measurements, only
the cross-track component of the ion drift was considered for satellites passing approxi-
mately perpendicular to the noon-midnight meridian. SuperDARN observations show that
ows can deviate signicantly from a well-dened two-cell convection pattern with strictly
anti-sunward ow over the polar cap. Estimates of the transpolar ow velocities using the
AMIE technique also have limitations, largely based on the reliability of the ionospheric
conductance model applied; substorm periods are very dicult to handle properly using this
method.
Year-round observations by the RKN radar and the entire SuperDARN network allowed
the question of the seasonal variation of the CPCV-PCN relationship to be addressed. It was
shown that the slopes of the best linear t lines for the RKN data in the central beams were
about the same for the winter and summer observations. Similar slopes were also inferred
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from the CPCV data for the summer observations (see red versus green circles in Figure 4.17c
for PCN > 0:5). Despite some summer-winter dierences, data presented in this study do
not show signicant seasonal dierences. This implies that the AMIE modeling by Ridley
and Kihn (2004) are noticeably aected by the choice of conductance model.
Data presented in Figures 4.17a-d indicate that as the PCN index increases, both the
CPCP-PCN and CPCV-PCN dependencies show signs of saturation for PCN > 2. This
contrasts with Troshichev et al. (1996) and Ridley and Kihn (2004) who did not nd any
saturation eect in the CPCP data obtained from satellite measurements of the ion drift.
To better characterize the CPCV-PCN and CPCP-PCN dependencies, observations during
periods with PCN > 4 are highly desirable. Since the publication of Fiori et al. (2009),
such a study has been performed.
4.5.5 Examination of the CPCP saturation eect as a function of
the PCN magnetic index
The comparison between CPCP and PCN has been expanded to include periods of increased
magnetic activity by examining a wide range of events in 2000 and 2001 during the most
recent solar maximum. Various parameters, including the UT time of observation, IMF
Bz, PCN index, and number of observations were considered to select 4-minute intervals for
generating convection maps to ensure a wide range of events were included in the data set.
In total, 4605 intervals were selected. The FIT technique was used to map the observed
l-o-s velocities with constraints using a statistical model and an HMB, Kmax = 6, and FIT
between 50 and 66 MLAT, depending on the distribution of measurement coordinates.
Figure 4.18a shows a scatter plot of the CPCP determined using the FIT technique
versus the PCN index. Blue circles indicate the mean and standard deviation of points in
bins of 0.33 PCN. For PCN < 3 there is a linear relationship between the CPCP and the
PCN index, which agrees with results reported in the previous sections. However, as the PCN
index increases, the rate of increase of the CPCP slows, indicating a saturation of the CPCP
at  80 kV. This saturation is possibly due to limitations of the FIT technique. For example,
forcing the convection to zero at FIT prevents the convection foci from shifting to more
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Figure 4.18: CPCP determined using the (a) FIT and (b) SCHA-2 technique versus PCN
index forN convection maps. Blue circles and lines indicate the mean and standard deviation
of the scatter binned in increments of 0.33 PCN. Events in (b) come from a subset of those
used in (a) where the CPCP was well constrained by data.
equatorward locations, thereby limiting the maximum separation between convection cells,
and limiting the maximum CPCP that may be obtained. To evaluate if such a constraint is
important, the CPCP for the events shown in Figure 4.18a were also determined using the
SCHA-2 technique.
Of the 4605 intervals analyzed, 1819 were identied for which the convection vortices
were suciently constrained by data so that the CPCP could be reliably determined using
the SCHA-2 technique. Figure 4.18b shows a scatter plot of the SCHA-derived CPCP versus
PCN. For PCN < 4, there is a linear relationship between the CPCP and the PCN. For
PCN > 4, the CPCP determined using the SCHA-2 technique is not limited to 80 kV, but
there are not enough data points to observe a clear relationship between the CPCP and
PCN.
Figure 4.19a shows scatter plots of the SCHA-2 versus the FIT-derived CPCP. The
correlation coecient (R = 0:85) indicates excellent agreement between data sets. There
is a tendency for the CPCP to be larger when determined using the SCHA-2 technique
compared to the FIT technique, and the slope of the best-t line to the data set is m = 1:30.
Figure 4.19b shows the CPCP-PCN relationships derived using the FIT technique
(black), the SCHA-2 technique (grey), and reported by Troshichev et al. (1996) (grey) and
by Ridley and Kihn (2004) for the summer (red) and winter (blue) months. The FIT and
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Figure 4.19: (a)CPCP determined using the SCHA-2 technique versus CPCP determined
using the FIT technique for a subset of events from Figure 4.18a where the CPCP was well
constrained by data. The correlation coecient (R) and slope of the best-t line to the data
(m) are indicated. (b) Black and grey lled circles and lines indicate the mean and standard
deviations of the CPCP calculated using the FIT and SCHA-2 techniques plotted in Figure
4.18 (a) and (b). The green line shows the relationship derived by Troshichev et al. (1996).
The red and blue lines show the relationships derived by Ridley and Kihn (2004) for the
summer and winter months, respectively.
SCHA-2 are nearly identical for PCN < 4, and there is a linear increase from 40 to 80 kV.
As PCN increases above 4, the FIT-derived CPCP saturates at 80 kV. For 4 < PCN < 7,
the SCHA-derived CPCP shows signs of saturation at a slightly higher level of 90-100 kV.
For PCN > 7, saturation is somewhat less clear due to a reduction in the number of data
points and the more erratic shifting of the CPCP to minimum and maximum values of 70 to
110 kV. There is excellent agreement between both the FIT and SCHA-derived CPCP with
the results of Ridley and Kihn (2004) for the summer months prior to the saturation, as the
red line passes through or near the center of all the lled circles. The blue line showing the
relationship derived by Ridley and Kihn (2004) for the winter months also shows reasonable
agreement prior to saturation as it passes within one standard deviation of the mean values
derived using the FIT and SCHA-2 techniques. The results of Troshichev et al. (1996) show
worse agreement. None of the past relationships indicate a saturation of the CPCP for
increasing PCN.
As the PCN index increases, the number of SuperDARN echoes is reduced and it is
less likely that convection vortices are well constrained so that the CPCP may be accurately
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described. In such cases the location of the convection vortices, and the magnitude of the
electrostatic potential at the vortices mapped using the FIT technique are largely inuenced
by the statistical models added to constrain the data. The largest possible value of the CPCP
for the statistical model convection maps for a convection zone bounded at FIT = 60
 MLAT
is 75 kV, which nearly coincides with the saturation point of the FIT derived CPCP. These
results suggest that for high PCN when the number of vectors decreases, the ionospheric
convection pattern derived with the FIT-technique is highly dependent on, and even limited
by, the statistical model used to constrain the t. For convection mapped using the SCHA-2
technique, the convection is not well constrained due to the reduced number of observations,
explaining the loss of data as PCN increases. These results suggest that the addition of a
complementary data set would contribute to constraining the convection so that the CPCP
may be accurately determined using either the FIT or SCHA-2 techniques, without the
inuence of a statistical model.
4.5.6 Conclusions of the conductance-based convection assessment
In this section, the PCN index was assessed as a measure of ionospheric convection across
the polar cap by comparing it with convection measurements made using the SuperDARN
radars. For PCN < 4 it was shown that
1. The velocity estimated from the Rankin Inlet Doppler measurements increases with the
PCN index. The correlation coecient between the velocity and PCN index depends on
the magnetic local time of measurement, maximizing to 0.6-0.7 in the midnight and
noon sectors when the radar eld-of-view is roughly oriented along the noon-midnight
meridian. In the 10 MLT sector the dependence is approximately linear for PCN < 2,
but the rate of velocity increase slows as the PCN index increases above 2, possibly
indicating the onset of saturation.
2. The slope for the linear part of the average velocity-PCN dependence was found to
be 2 times larger as compared to previous publications by Troshichev et al. (2000),
Lukianova et al. (2002), and Ridley and Kihn (2004). However, if the RKN data
for PCNs < 1 are not considered (observations for low PCNs are expected to occur
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during periods of anti-sunward ows with signicant azimuthal ow components) than
the slopes for the RKN data become comparable to those from previous publications.
3. The cross-polar cap average velocity estimated from the cross-polar cap potential di-
vided by the distance between the two-cell convection foci shows a linear increase with
the PCN index for values between 0 and 2. The slope of the best t line agrees with
previous publications, particularly for summer months.
4. The observed relationships between the PCN index and the cross-polar cap velocity
derived from both line-of-sight observations and from the cross-polar cap potential did
not show signicant dierences between summer and winter months.
5. The cross-polar cap potential determined from 1170 convection maps (involving polar
cap Rankin Inlet radar data) also increases with the PCN magnetic index. The depen-
dence can be approximated by a linear function for PCN < 2. For larger PCNs, the
rate of increase slows down and the onset of the saturation eect is evident.
For an increased data set with PCN < 10  14 it was shown that
1. The cross-polar cap potential determined from 4605 convection maps for 0 < PCN <
14 using the SuperDARN FIT-technique indicated a linear relationship for PCN < 4.
As PCN increased above 4, the CPCP saturated at 80 kV.
2. For 1819 events where the convection was well constrained, it was shown that there
is a linear relationship between the FIT and SCHA-derived CPCP with a correlation
coecient of R = 0:85 for 0 < PCN < 4. There is a tendency for the CPCP derived
using the SCHA-2 technique to be larger than the CPCP derived using the FIT tech-
nique. For PCN > 4, there is some evidence of saturation at 90-100 kV, but the eect
is not obvious due to a reduction in the number of data points.
These results suggest that the PCN magnetic index is adequate in assessing the strength
of the convection strength for PCN < 4. At higher PC values, the relationship is less clear.
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4.6 Summary and conclusions
In this Chapter, magnetometers were introduced as an instrument for mapping the iono-
spheric convection pattern. Three dierent techniques of convection mapping were dis-
cussed. The simplest method involves rotating the observed perturbation magnetic eld
by 90 counter clockwise to determine the direction of the ionospheric convection. Maps
generated by this technique were labeled perturbation convection maps. Equivalent con-
vection maps were generated by determining the equivalent current due to external sources
using SCHA-2 and rotating the resultant vectors by 180. The equivalent convection pattern
was next combined with the Hardy conductance model to determine the conductance-based
convection pattern. All three methods are able to determine the pointing direction of the
convection, but only the conductance-based convection maps provide velocity magnitudes in
units of (m/s).
Perturbation, equivalent, and conductance-based convection maps were compared to
convection maps generated using the SuperDARN FIT technique with contributions from
a statistical model and an HMB following the methods of Benkevitch (2006). It was found
that for magnetic activities of Kp=2-4, the perturbation, equivalent, and conductance-based
convection maps all showed reasonable agreement between SuperDARN and magnetometer
results. The best agreement was found for the perturbation convection map. Based on
these results, it was concluded that the technique used to derive the conductance-based
convection maps is not properly constrained by the low number of magnetometer stations
available (<100) and that convection can not be reliably mapped based on magnetometer
stations alone. It was suggested that magnetometer data could be used for convection
mapping through combining the SuperDARN and magnetometer data sets to make a joint
convection map.
A technique for merging velocity and magnetometer data sets was presented. The
addition of magnetometer data did not cause dramatic changes to the overall convection
pattern. Instead, adjustments were made to the convection pattern, which was reected in
the location of the vortices of the convection cells, and the magnitude of both the ow speed
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and the CPCP. These changes, although small, indicate that the addition of magnetometer
data to the SuperDARN data set adds constraints to the resultant convection map.
The PCN magnetic index was examined for assessing the strength of the convection
pattern through a comparison to the CPCP and CPCV determined from SuperDARN mea-
surements. It was determined that the PCN magnetic index is able to predict the strength
of the convection for PCN<3. However, as the PCN index increases above 3, saturation of
the CPCP determined by SuperDARN makes the relationship less clear. As PCN increases,
the SuperDARN data set is reduced and the location and strength of the maximum and
minimum potential is not well constrained. In such a case, applying a statistical model to
constrain the map will potentially limit the value of the CPCP determined.
Constraining the convection with measurements from a complementary data set pro-
vides a better description of the convection over regions containing data, but does not nec-
essarily allow the convection pattern to be resolved over the entire high-latitude region.
Generating joint convection maps is, however, useful in lling out convection maps where
there are gaps in the SuperDARN data, or where it is necessary to dene parameters such
as the CPCP, which is dependent on accurate knowledge of the location of the convection
vortices. Such applications will be implemented in the next Chapter to study the convection
response to a southward turning of the IMF.
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Chapter 5
Response of ionospheric convection
inferred from magnetometer and radar
data to sharp southward IMF turnings
In Chapter 1 it was shown that ionospheric plasma circulation is driven by electric elds
established through the interaction of the IMF with the Earth's magnetic eld. Understand-
ing the structure of the convection pattern as a function of the IMF therefore provides
important information on solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.
When the IMF is in a quasi-steady state and southward, the ionospheric plasma ow
follows a well-known two-cell pattern. This pattern is driven by reconnection processes at
the front-side magnetosphere and in the magnetotail. When the IMF is northward, the
convection pattern is more complicated; there are often multiple convection cells driven
by interchange reconnection processes (see Section 1.1). Although steady state convection
patterns are well described, the evolution of the pattern between states is not well understood.
As the IMF changes, it is likely that various driving sources superimpose to produce the
resultant convection pattern. Whether or not this expectation is correct needs to be veried.
In this respect, cases where the IMF quickly changes its orientation from northward to
southward are of particular interest.
This Chapter investigates the reconguration of the convection pattern following a
sharp southward turning of the IMF from stable northward to stable southward Bz. Inves-
tigations in the past have been made using either measurements of the geomagnetic eld
(ground-based magnetometers) or the plasma drift (ground-based radars or satellites). In
this study, both magnetic eld (ground-based magnetometers) and ionospheric drift (Super-
DARN radars) measurements will be combined and examined.
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5.1 Review of previous work
Identifying the ionospheric eects due to an IMF transition is a complex problem. To
condently state whether or not a reaction observed in the ionosphere is an eect of the IMF
transition one must determine
1. The expected signatures of an IMF transition
2. The expected spatial scale of the ionospheric response and adequacy of observational
means to detect the signatures
3. Estimates of the disturbance propagation time from satellite measurements of the solar
wind taken between the Sun and the Earth
It is expected that the arrival of the transition would be followed (within tens of
minutes) by an overall intensication of the two-cell convection pattern and a ow reversal
over the dayside polar cap with sunward directed ow changing to anti-sunward directed
ow. The expected eects of a southward IMF transition therefore depend on the coordinates
(MLAT and MLT) of observations with respect to the ionospheric convection pattern, and the
instrument used to make the measurements. Stations for current magnetometer networks are
concentrated at auroral oval latitudes, and magnetometers are therefore expected to detect
enhanced magnetic eld perturbations in response to the transition. The SuperDARN radars
should see changes in the ionospheric convection pattern at all MLATs and in all MLT sectors.
More drastic changes should be observed at high latitudes where the convection is expected
to reverse from sunward to anti-sunward directed ow.
Changing the intensity of the ionospheric convection driver is not instantaneous. In the
ionosphere, ion motion is dependent on collisions with neutral particles that are not sensitive
to the external electric and magnetic elds (Kelley , 1989). Following an IMF transition,
inertial forces, caused by collisions between ions and neutral particles, drive convection
according to the pre-existing pattern of plasma ow, leading to a delay in the formation of a
new pattern. Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1998) and Hairston and Heelis (1995) refer to this
phenomenon as the ywheel eect. Even if the delay time for propagation of the transition
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from a satellite where it is observed to the ionosphere can be accurately determined, which
is a formidable task by itself, inertial eects (such as the ywheel eect) might cause a
delay in the detection of the response. The relative strength of the typical two-celled Bz
< 0 convection pattern compared to the weaker multi-celled Bz > 0 convection pattern
would suggest a longer delay in the convection reconguration associated with a northward
transition compared to a southward transition (Ruohoniemi and Greenwald , 1998).
Thus far, publications on the restructuring of the convection pattern in response to
a sudden transition in the IMF Bz component are somewhat contradictory. Dierences
center around two major focuses of investigation: (1) identifying whether the reconguration
process initiates either locally on the dayside or globally, and (2) describing the duration of
the restructuring process.
With respect to the rst focus of investigation, two scenarios have been identied to
describe the response of the ionospheric convection pattern to a sudden southward turning of
the IMF. In the rst scenario, the ionospheric response begins at the dayside cusp region and
propagates toward the nightside (Lockwood et al., 1986; Cowley and Lockwood , 1992; Saun-
ders et al., 1992). Under the second scenario, the entire high-latitude ionosphere responds
simultaneously to the IMF transition in all MLT sectors (Ridley et al., 1998; Ruohoniemi
and Greenwald , 1998; Shepherd et al., 1999; Huang et al., 2000; Nishitani et al., 2002; Lu
et al., 2002).
5.1.1 Scenario 1: Dayside-to-nightside progression of the
response
Lockwood et al. (1986) made observations of the plasma velocity at two separate locations
near 14 MLT using the EISCAT radar during a single IMF transition event. At both locations
they observed enhancements in the velocity magnitude approximately 11 minutes after a
southward IMF turning. The enhancement onset was observed at slightly dierent times for
each of the two locations, suggesting an eastward propagation of  1 km/s moving away from
the noon sector. Saunders et al. (1992) made similar conclusions by correlating oscillations
in the IMF Bz with the Y-component of the magnetic eld observed at four magnetometer
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stations. During a one hour period, seven IMF transitions were observed, with the magnetic
eld uctuating between 7 nT. Oscillations with similar time-scales were observed in the
magnetometer data. The magnetometer response was observed to have a 5 minute delay
for stations in the 08-12 MLT sector and a 10-15 minute delay in the 06-08 and 12-14 MLT
sectors. The oset in the onset time observed at each station suggested motion away from 10
MLT at 5 km/s which then slowed to 2 km/s. Cowley and Lockwood (1992) observed an
expansion of ow away from noon at 5 km/s, and a 15 minute delay in the establishment
of a new convection pattern.
Lockwood et al. (1986) and Cowley and Lockwood (1992) (and references therein) ob-
served that during a period of prolonged northward IMF the plasma ow was slower and
the convection pattern was contracted compared to cases of northward IMF. The arrival
of southward oriented magnetic eld lines stimulated dayside reconnection causing mag-
netic ux tubes to move equatorward, causing the rapid expansion of the open/closed eld
line boundary to lower latitudes. The newly opened eld lines are dragged anti-sunward,
explaining the anti-sunward progression of the convection response.
Using SuperDARN, McWilliams et al. (2001a) and McWilliams et al. (2001b) show
that regardless of the orientation of the convection pattern, the initial convection response
to a southward IMF turning following a prolonged period of northward IMF occurs close
to noon. Following the southward turning, a patch of high-power radar backscatter was
observed to propagate from noon to 18 MLT over a period of 30 minutes, corresponding to
an average speed of 0.87 km/s.
5.1.2 Scenario 2: Simultaneous response across all MLT
sectors
Contrary to Scenario 1, descriptions of Scenario 2 have been made either on plasma drift
measurements made by SuperDARN or through convection maps generated using both the
FIT and AMIE convection mapping techniques. Perturbations of the magnetic eld observed
by ground-based magnetometers have also been used to identify the ionospheric signature
of a southward turning in the IMF. Huang et al. (2000) studied magnetic traces for magne-
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tometers over a time interval containing several northward and southward transitions and
observed that the deviation in the magnetic eld increased for southward turnings, and de-
creased for northward turnings. Huang et al. (2000) reported that the primary change of the
convection pattern for dierent orientations of the IMF Bz was the location of the convection
foci and the magnitude of the overall convection ow. Flows were enhanced for southward
IMF and weaker for northward IMF. For a single southward turning, Nishitani et al. (2002)
determined that the onset observed by cusp and several polar cap magnetometers was si-
multaneous, indicating an immediate response of the transition wavefront over the polar
cap. Lu et al. (2002) observed a similar simultaneous response based on measurements from
magnetometer chains located at 00, 05, and 20 MLT. They also reported that the time to
reach a maximum perturbation was dependent on latitude, being faster at higher latitudes
than at lower latitudes.
Measurements of the SuperDARN l-o-s velocity also suggest a global and simultaneous
ionospheric response to a southward IMF transition. Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1998)
examined the l-o-s velocity measured by four northern hemisphere radars at beam/gate cells
separated in latitude near 11, 12, 19, and 21 MLT. Near noon, the IMF transition was
observed as a ow reversal from sunward to anti-sunward ow over a period of two minutes.
Away from noon, the transition onset was observed as a rapid enhancement in the magnitude
of the l-o-s velocity. The transition onset was observed simultaneously (within 2 minutes)
at all locations. Shepherd et al. (1999) showed a similar simultaneous response (within
30 seconds, based on the scan times of individual radars) based on the l-o-s velocity for
beam/gate cells spread over 7 hours of MLT. Nishitani et al. (2002) considered range-time-
intensity (RTI) plots for the Saskatoon and Stokkseyri radars in the northern hemisphere and
the Halley and Syowa South radars in the southern hemisphere for a single southward turning.
The ionospheric response to the IMF transition was identied as a change in the polarity or
magnitude of the l-o-s velocity, or in the latitudinal location of the ionospheric echoes. Based
on these parameters, the transition onset was simultaneously observed by all four radars. Lu
et al. (2002) considered the RTI plot of a single SuperDARN radar and observed that the
time of the transition onset, as indicated by a change in the velocity polarity, was consistent
with the onset observed at several magnetometer stations. In addition, they observed that
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the rate at which the velocity increased in magnitude (following the southward turning)
varied in latitude, being faster at higher latitudes than at lower latitudes.
The SuperDARN-inferred convection maps also show an immediate and global con-
vection response to a southward transition in the IMF. Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1998)
generated convection maps for a single southward turning event using the FIT-technique. To
avoid biasing of the results, they used a xed statistical model indicating a weak two-cell pat-
tern throughout the duration of the transition. They observed a ow change from sunward
to anti-sunward directed ow near noon and the emergence of a single duskside convection
cell (a gap in observations made identication of a dawnside convection cell unreliable), con-
sistent with a transition from a typical Bz > 0 to Bz < 0 convection pattern. Shepherd
et al. (1999) generated convection maps for another southward turning event, concentrating
on the dayside ionosphere where there were enough observations to reasonably constrain a
plot using the standard FIT technique. After the transition they observed an enhancement
in the overall velocity magnitude at all MLTs where ionospheric scatter was detected.
Ridley et al. (1998) studied the eects of IMF transitions on ionospheric plasma ow by
examining convection patterns generated using the AMIE technique based on magnetometer
data for transitions in both the IMF By and Bz. For all transition events, they observed
an instantaneous reconguration of the ionospheric convection pattern at the time of the
transition onset across the entire high-latitude region, rather than a gradual change spreading
out from the cusp, as described in Scenario 1. Ridley et al. (1998) explained that the entire
ionosphere reacts within a matter of seconds to the IMF electric eld mapped down to the
cusp. Lu et al. (2002) agrees with these results for a separate event analyzed using the AMIE
method, observing no propagation in the location of the convection foci and no evolution of
the convection pattern following the immediate reconguration after the transition.
Yu and Ridley (2009) examined the ionospheric response to the IMF by considering
both the magnetic perturbation observed on the ground and the high-latitude convection pat-
tern simulated using the Block Adaptive-Tree Solar-wind Roe-Type Upwind Scheme (BATS-
R-US) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) code to simulate a southward turning. They observed
a change of polar cap convection from sunward to anti-sunward simultaneously (within 2
minutes) in the noon and midnight sectors. There was no propagation of the convection foci
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associated with the convection reconguration. For magnetic perturbations at locations dis-
tributed in both MLT and MLAT, there was an immediate enhancement of the H component
of the magnetic eld corresponding to the arrival of the transition at the ionosphere. Max-
imum perturbations were reached rst at higher latitudes than lower latitudes and at local
noon than on the nightside. Their results show a fast onset followed by a slower evolution
to the nal convection state.
Ridley et al. (1998) suggest that a simultaneous (within 2 minutes) global response
indicates that the electric eld driven by the IMF is mapped down to the ionosphere by a
magnetosonic wave traveling at the Alfven speed. Shepherd et al. (1999) suggest the amount
of eld line draping may be responsible for the dierences in the convection response in
Scenario 1 and 2. Increased eld line draping would cause reconnection to occur over a larger
region causing the reconguration of the convection pattern to follow Scenario 2 rather than
Scenario 1.
5.1.3 Duration of the reconguration process
Published results on the second focus of investigation into the restructuring process, which
deals with the duration of the reconguration, are more consistent for both magnetometer
and radar results. To accurately describe the reconguration of the ionospheric convection
pattern, it is necessary to know when the transition wavefront arrives at the ionosphere.
It is dicult to determine exactly when the eect of the IMF transition observed by
satellites will be detected in the Earth's ionosphere. Established methods may be used to
determine propagation time for the IMF perturbation wavefront to travel from the satellite
to the magnetopause (for example, Weimer et al., 2003; Weimer , 2004), but propagation to
the ionosphere is less clear. Lu et al. (2002) observed an ionospheric onset 7 minutes after
the transition wavefront was calculated to reach the magnetopause which agrees with the
5-9 minute delay (with an error of 3 minutes) observed by Huang et al. (2000). Based on
simulations, Yu and Ridley (2009) predicted a  2:3  4 minute delay.
Some research indicates there is a delay from the time the transition wavefront reaches
the ionosphere to the time a response is observed in the convection pattern. Ruohoniemi
and Greenwald (1998) observed a 12-14 minute delay from the time a southward turning
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was expected in the ionosphere and the time of the response in the convection pattern.
McWilliams et al. (2001a) and McWilliams et al. (2001b) observed a 15-30 minute delay.
Hairston and Heelis (1995) attempt to determine the response time based on observations
from consecutive passes of the DMSP satellites. They observed a delay between the time
it took the transition to rst reach and then be observed in the ionosphere. The delay
was 17-25 minutes for southward turnings and 28-44 minutes for northward turnings. Both
Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1998) and Hairston and Heelis (1995) attribute a delay in the
convection reconguration to the ywheel eect.
Huang et al. (2000) reported that it took 10-20 minutes after the initial convection
response for the convection pattern to fully recongure to a steady state pattern. Ridley
et al. (1998) observed that, on average, the plasma ow took 12-13 minutes to completely
recongure to a new steady state. Nishitani et al. (2002) observed that the afternoon con-
vection cell formed immediately after the arrival of the IMF transition, but that the initial
reconguration was followed by a 25 minute period over which time the convection pattern
intensied to a nal steady state.
Based on this summary of the previously observed response of the ionospheric convec-
tion pattern to a quick southward turning of the IMF Bz, it is possible that inconsistencies
arise from considering magnetometer and SuperDARN data separately. In this Chapter, we
consider simultaneous radar and magnetometer observations and map the convection using
both the SuperDARN and ground-based magnetometer data. Our goal is to attain a more
comprehensive picture of the phenomenon. Two events will be examined in detail.
5.2 Investigation of two Bz transition events
A southward transition event was dened by a sudden (<5 min) turning of the IMF from at
least +5 to -5 nT immediately preceded and followed by a period of relatively stable IMF
Bz. Events were chosen provided data were available for the ACE satellite, magnetometers,
and SuperDARN, and > 500 SuperDARN measurements were available in the majority of
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Figure 5.1: IMF Bx, By, and Bz on January 20, 2001. A sharp southward turning in the
IMF is indicated by a vertical red line.
2-minute intervals within a 6 hour window surrounding the southward turning. The event
was required to occur in the late afternoon to ensure the radar data satisfactorily constrained
the convection vortices on the dayside. Based on these criteria, two events were selected for
analysis; January 20, 2001 and November 02, 2001.
5.2.1 January 20, 2001
Figure 5.1 shows the IMF Bx, By, and Bz measured by the ACE satellite on January 20,
2001. The vertical red line at 10:25 UT indicates a sharp southward transition in the IMF
Bz, accompanied by comparatively small changes in the Bx and By components. Using the
Weimer technique (Weimer et al., 2003; Weimer , 2004), the delay time for propagation of
the IMF from the location of the ACE satellite to the magnetopause was calculated to be 88
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Figure 5.2: Line plots of the perturbation in the H component of the magnetic eld for
a station location near (a) noon and (b) midnight. The site code and station MLT are
indicated in the bottom left corner of each plot. A vertical red line shows the expected
ionospheric onset of the southward transition indicated in Figure 5.1.
minutes. Accounting for a delay of  5 minutes for propagation between the magnetopause
and the high-latitude ionosphere (which will be later veried by measurement), the southward
transition is expected to aect the ionosphere at 11:58 UT.
Response observed by magnetometers
Line plots of the perturbation in the H component of the magnetic eld (H) were gen-
erated for all magnetometer stations. The quiet level for determining H was calculated
as described in Section 4.1.1 using the average of the 5 quietest days in January and in
February, according to the AE index: January 1, 2, 6, 18, 30, and February 3, 4, 5, 16, 25.
Figures 5.2 a and b show sample magnetometer traces of the perturbation magnetic
eld typically seen for stations located near noon and midnight, respectively. The vertical
red lines mark the expected ionospheric onset time of the transition wavefront, hereafter
referred to as the `expected onset'. On the dayside, H changes from 40 nT to -10 nT,
beginning at the expected onset. On the nightside, the perturbation magnetic eld begins
a gradual depression starting 7 minutes after the expected onset. In general, the observed
ionospheric onset of the transition wavefront, hereafter referred to as the `ionospheric onset',
is generally seen as a marked enhancement in the magnitude of H, sometimes accompanied
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Figure 5.3: Location of magnetometer stations available for the January 20, 2001 event in
MLAT/MLT coordinates at 12:00 UT. The green, blue, orange, and red lled circles indicate
magnetometer stations approximately aligned along the 14, 10, 05, and 03 MLT meridians.
by a change in polarity. The size and duration of the enhancement varies from station to
station.
The progression of the ionospheric onset was examined by considering H for mag-
netometers distributed in MLT. Figure 5.3 plots the locations of magnetometer stations in
MLAT/MLT coordinates at 12:00 UT. Green, blue, orange, and red lled circles in Figure
5.3 show magnetometer stations approximately aligned with the 14, 10, 05, and 03 MLT
meridians. Line plots for these specic stations are shown in Figure 5.4.
At CNL, YKC, SMI, and FMC (64:5 to 73:3 MLAT) the ionospheric onset is ac-
companied by an enhancement in H to more negative values, consistent with the location
of the stations with respect to the westward electrojet. At FMC, the ionospheric onset is
observed at the time of the expected onset, whereas there are 6 and 8 minute delays for SMI
and YKC, respectively.
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At 05 MLT the ionospheric onset is marked by an enhancement in H to more negative
values at the BLC, RAN, EKP, FCC, and GIM sites (66:8 to 74:1 MLAT). There is no
delay from the expected onset for the GIM station. Delays of 1, 3, 5, 8, and 10 minutes
are observed at FCC, EKP, RKN, BLC, and TAL, respectively. The maximum H is rst
observed at the lowest latitude stations and then at successively higher latitudes for both
the 03 MLT and 05 MLT stations. Along the 10 MLT meridian, the H measured at THL,
SVS, KUV, GDH, ATU, and GHB (74:7 to 85:6 MLAT) also enhanced to more negative
values in association with the southward turning with delays of 0 minutes for the ATU and
GDH stations, 1 minute for the KUV and GHB stations, 8 minutes for the THL station and
9 minutes for the SVS station.
Unlike the previous MLT sectors, stations along the 14 MLT meridian are located under
the eastward electrojet and, with the exception of the most poleward stations, the ionospheric
response is expected to be an enhancement in H to more positive values. There are clear
reactions to the southward turning observed at ALE, NRD, LYR, HRN, BJN, and KEV
(66:1 to 87:1 MLAT) by an increase in H. The delay in the response time varies from
5-6 minutes at HRN and LYR to 9-12 minutes at the remaining stations.
Response observed by SuperDARN radars
Figure 5.5 plots the location and eld-of-view of the 8 northern hemisphere SuperDARN
radars considered for the January 20, 2001 event. The black, orange, yellow, dark blue,
green, light blue, red, and purple points represent grid cells for which plots of the l-o-s
velocity were generated (Figure 5.5) for the Goose Bay, Saskatoon, Stokkseyri, Kapuskasing,
Kodiak, Prince George, Hankasalmi, and Pykkvibaer radars, respectively. Vectors in Figure
5.5 indicate the direction of positive ow (away from the radar). The ionospheric onset is
expected to manifest in the SuperDARN data as a marked change in the observed magnitude
or direction of the velocity.
Figure 5.6 shows line plots of the gridded l-o-s velocity observed at coordinates indi-
cated in Figure 5.5 for a period spanning from 11 to 14 UT. Due to changing observational
conditions, echoes are not continuously observed at many individual grid points for prolonged
periods of time, and there are gaps in the data not seen in the magnetometer plots.
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Figure 5.5: Location and eld of view (green shading) of the SuperDARN radars for the
January 20, 2001 event in MLAT/MLT coordinates at 12:00 UT. Colored vectors indicate
the location of grid points and corresponding l-o-s velocities sampled for this event and the
direction of positively oriented ow.
The rst column in Figure 5.6 corresponds to grid cells in the 02 MLT sector. The
Prince George radar observes an increase in the magnitude of the velocity to more negative
values, 10-15 minutes after the southward turning. According to the sample vectors plotted
in Figure 5.5 (light blue), this corresponds to an increase in the magnitude of the ow across
the polar cap. In the 69:5 and 70:5 MLAT grid cells, the Kodiak radar observes a change
from positive to negative velocities beginning ve minutes after the expected onset. At 70:5
MLAT, the change in polarity is accompanied by an increase in the magnitude of the velocity.
There is a small enhancement in the velocity at 68:5 MLAT, but no change in polarity.
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Data for Kapuskasing, Saskatoon, and Stokkseyri radars in the second column of Figure
5.6 represent observations for the 05-08 MLT sectors. Line plots for the Kapuskasing radar
indicate a change in the velocity polarity, without a corresponding change in magnitude, 
10 minutes after the expected onset. The ow reversal corresponds to a sudden ip from
plasma moving rst away from and then toward the Kapuskasing radar at  68 MLAT near
06 MLT (see dark blue vectors in Figure 5.5). At Saskatoon, the plasma ow changes from
-200 m/s approximately 5 minutes after the initial southward turning to +600 m/s 30
minutes later. Stokkseyri radar observations show a similar change in polarity beginning
5-10 minutes after the expected onset from velocities of +200 m/s to -600 m/s. Results
plotted for the Saskatoon and Stokkseyri radars show the same reaction, but with opposite
polarity, due to the opposite pointing direction of the radars. Data for the Saskatoon and
Stokkseyri radars indicate a reversal from ow moving from 12 MLT toward 06 MLT prior
to the transition to ow moving from 06 MLT toward 12 MLT approximately 5-10 minutes
after the transition.
The third column in Figure 5.6 shows the l-o-s velocity observed by the Goose Bay radar
in grid cells aligned along  09 MLT. For all latitudes the grid cells indicate a reversal in
the velocity polarity and an increase in the magnitude of the velocity from -100 m/s to +500
m/s beginning at the expected onset passing through 0 m/s after 1-3 minutes. According
to the Goose Bay radar, the ionospheric response is closely followed by a rotation of ow
across the polar cap from sunward to anti-sunward directed ow. These observations are in
agreement with descriptions given for the Saskatoon and Stokkseyri radars, but occur 5-10
minutes sooner.
The nal column in Figure 5.6 plots the velocity observed by the Pykkvibaer and
Hankasalmi radars in the late afternoon at 15-17 MLT (purple and red vectors in Figure 5.5,
respectively). Both stations indicate a change from positive to negative velocity accompanied
by an increase in velocity magnitude beginning at the time of the initial southward turning.
The rate of increase is the largest for these stations compared to stations at other MLTs.
Observations at Pykkvibaer and Hankasalmi correspond to ow pointing toward the radar
in the anti-sunward direction prior to the expected onset and away from the radar (in the
sunward direction) within 5 minutes of the expected onset.
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Table 5.1: Delay in the response observed by SuperDARN for the January 20, 2001 event.
Radar Number of Delay
Observations (minutes)
Prince George 41 11
Kodiak 39 11
Kapuskasing 9 11
Saskatoon 18 5
Stokkseyri 7 9
Goose Bay 20 2
Pykkvibaer 21 3
Hankasalmi 16 7
In response to the arrival of the transition wavefront, the gridded l-o-s velocities plotted
in Figure 5.6 changed in polarity or increased in magnitude (or both). Similar trends were
observed for additional grid cells not plotted in Figure 5.6. Table 5.1 lists the total number
of grid cells for which a response was clearly identied, and the average delay between the
expected and ionospheric onset times.
With the help of the vectors plotted in Figure 5.5, the line plots in Figure 5.6 may
be used to infer the conguration of the general convection pattern. Observations from the
Kodiak and Prince George radars indicate anti-sunward ow across the polar cap which
becomes sunward at more equatorward latitudes. With a delay ranging from 15 to 20
minutes after the transition onset, the magnitude of the ow enhances. Measurements from
the Kapuskasing, Saskatoon, Stokkseyri, and Goose Bay radars indicate a change in polarity
associated with the transition, passing through 0 m/s within 5 minutes of the expected
onset. The orientation of the ow suggests that prior to the transition, the grid cells are
located on a dawnside reverse convection cell, and 5 minutes after the expected onset, the
grid cells reect plasma ow typical of the dawnside cell of the Dungey convection pattern.
Observations made by the Pykkvibaer and Hankasalmi radars suggest the grid cells are
rst located under a duskside reverse convection cell and then under a Dungey convection
cell. Although the convection response is observed near the expected onset, it takes several
minutes for the convection pattern to restructure and the ow to reverse. Observations on the
dayside support the restructuring of the ionospheric convection pattern from a typical multi-
celled convection pattern having sunward directed ow over the polar cap (often observed for
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periods of northward IMF) to a two-celled convection pattern having anti-sunward directed
ow over the polar cap, more typical for periods of southward IMF.
Figures 5.7 a,c and b,d map the convection pattern determined from SuperDARN
gridded l-o-s velocities using the FIT and SCHA-2 techniques, respectively. Figure 5.7 a,b
shows the convection pattern determined for the two-minute interval beginning at 11:52 UT,
8 minutes prior to the expected onset when the IMF is northward at 5 nT. These maps were
processed with Kmax = 6 and FIT = c = 24
. Both FIT and SCHA-2 plots indicate a
multi-celled convection pattern with a clearly mapped dawnside convection cell. The vortex
of the dawnside convection cell is located near midnight, and the entire convection cell is
compressed on the nightside ionosphere. In the FIT map the dawnside cell stretches into the
duskside sector with high-latitude ow directed from dawn-to-dusk at midnight poleward
of 80 MLAT. The SCHA-2 map shows a convection cell conned to the dawnside and
convection ow is directed sunward in the region poleward of 80 at midnight, consistent
with observations of the gridded l-o-s velocities from the Kodiak and Prince George radar,
see Figure 5.6. The contradicting ow in the FIT map is explained by the inuence of the
statistical model used to constrain the gap in data in the 18-24 MLT region. The duskside
convection cell is not well constrained and has not been mapped by the SCHA-2 technique.
The red cross in the FIT map indicates an estimated location of the duskside convection
vortex based on contributions from a statistical model.
Both techniques map reverse convection cells on the dayside. The FIT map clearly
shows the complete dawnside reverse convection cell poleward of 80 MLAT in the 10-12
MLT sector with low-velocity ow (300 m/s) directed sunward over the polar cap region.
In the SCHA-2 convection pattern, the dawnside reverse convection cell is located in the
75   80 MLAT and 08-10 MLT region; the plasma ow is directed across the polar cap
with magnitudes of 400-500 m/s on the nightside reaching 600-700 m/s on the dayside.
Measurements from the Goose Bay, Saskatoon, and Stokkseyri radars all reect ow char-
acteristic of the reverse convection cell, and it is therefore likely that the location of the
convection cell plotted by the SCHA-2 technique is correct. Due to the large number of ob-
servations on the dayside, it is unlikely that the discrepancies between the FIT and SCHA-2
techniques regarding the dawnside reverse convection cell are due to the application of a
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Figure 5.7: Convection patterns determined from SuperDARN gridded l-o-s velocities
using the (a,c) FIT technique with contributions from a statistical model and HMB, and
(b,d) SCHA-2 technique for the two-minute interval beginning at (a,b) 11:52 UT and (c,d)
12:26 UT on January 20, 2001. All convection maps were processed with Kmax = 6 and
(a,b) FIT = c = 24
 and (c,d) FIT = c = 35. Contours show the electrostatic potential
E with a 6 kV spacing. The plus and cross signs indicate the maximum and minimum E,
respectively.
statistical model. Instead, the more poleward location of the reverse convection cell, and
reduction in the velocity magnitude for the FIT technique, are likely due to the compression
of the convection pattern on the dayside by the HMB.
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Figure 5.7 c,d maps the convection pattern for a two-minute interval beginning at
12:26 UT, 28 minutes after the arrival of the transition wavefront, when the IMF is directed
southward at -5 nT. Both the FIT and SCHA-2 maps indicate a two-celled convection pattern
typical for periods of southward IMF. The convection foci of the dawn and dusk convection
cells are similarly located, and the CPCP measured between the convection foci are similar
(CPCPFIT=55.5 kV and CPCPSCHA=49.6 kV). Although the direction of the plasma ow
is roughly the same in both maps, the magnitude of the velocity is dierent. For example,
the magnitude of the anti-sunward ow associated with the duskside convection cell reaches
peak values of > 850 m/s in the FIT map and 800 m/s in the SCHA-2 map. In contrast, the
SCHA-2 map indicates velocities 200-300 m/s larger than those reported by the FIT map
in the 00-02 MLT sector poleward of 80 MLAT. Reduced FIT convection is likely due to a
dominance of the statistical model and a data gap in the dusk sector.
5.2.2 November 02, 2001
Figure 5.8 shows the IMF Bx, By, and Bz components measured by the ACE satellite for a
second event on November 02, 2001. Vertical red lines at 11:07 UT and 11:11 UT indicate
a sharp southward transition from 7 nT to -6 nT. Throughout the interval the By and Bz
components are comparatively stable, but there are sharp changes in the By component in
association with the southward transition.
Using the Weimer technique (Weimer et al., 2003; Weimer , 2004), and accounting for
a 5 minute delay in traveling from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere, the propagation
delay time between the satellite and ionosphere was found to be 70 minutes at the time of
the southward transitions. The southward transition at 11:07 UT is therefore expected to
reach the ionosphere at 12:17 UT. From this point on only the initial transition will be
referenced.
Response observed by magnetometers
For this event, the magnetometer and radar stations were similarly located to those mapped
in Figure 5.3 due to the similarity in the ionospheric arrival time of the two events.
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Figure 5.8: IMF Bx, By, and Bz on November 02, 2001. Sharp southward turnings in the
IMF are indicated by vertical red lines.
Figure 5.9 shows line plots of H for stations approximately aligned along the 03, 05,
10, and 14 MLT meridians. Quiet level was determined based on magnetic measurements
made on October 7, 17, 18, 24, and 26, 2001 and on November 3, 27, 28, 29, and 30, 2001.
The rst column in Figure 5.9 indicates stations approximately located in the 03 MLT
sector under the westward electrojet. At the ionospheric onset the H at RES and CBB
stations (77:4 to 83:5 MLAT) increases, whereas the H at YKC, SMI, FMC, and MEA
stations (62:1 to 69:6 MLAT) begin a gradual decrease. Responses are delayed by 10
minutes from the expected onset at the RES and CBB stations, and 11, 15, and 17 minutes
for the FMC, SMI, and MEA stations, respectively. The maximum H is rst observed at
the lowest latitude stations, and then at successively higher latitudes.
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Stations located at 05 MLT (second column) are also located under the westward
electrojet. Data were not available for the TAL station. The ionospheric onset is marked by
a decrease at BLC, RAN, EKP, FCC, GIM, and PIN (60:6 to 74:1 MLAT). Responses were
observed with a delay of 10 minutes at BLC, 16 minutes at RAN, and 17 minutes at both
FCC and GIM stations. There is a trend of increased delay in the arrival of the maximum
magnetic perturbation with increasing latitude.
Along the 10 MLT meridian, the southward transition is marked by a decrease in the
THL, SVS, KUV, GDH, ATU, and GHB stations (70:7 to 85:6 MLAT). There was a delay
of 0-4 minutes at the THL, KUV, ATU, and GHB stations, 7 minutes at the GDH station,
and 16 minutes at the SVS station.
The nal column in Figure 5.9 shows H observed along the 14 MLT meridian under
the eastward electrojet. The ionospheric response is seen in H as a decrease at ALE and
NRD and an increase at LYR, HRN, BJN, KEV, and PEL (63:3 to 87:1 MLAT). The
ionospheric onset was delayed from the expected onset by 1 minute at ALE and HRN, 3
minutes at NRD, 6 minutes at LYR, and 11 minutes at KEV and PEL. In general, the
strength of the reaction decreases with decreasing latitude.
Response observed by SuperDARN radars
Figure 5.10 plots the location and eld-of-view of the 7 northern hemisphere SuperDARN
radars considered for the November 02, 2001 event. The black, orange, yellow, light blue,
green, red, and purple vectors correspond to grid cells considered from the Goose Bay, Saska-
toon, Stokkseyri, Prince George, Kodiak, Hankasalmi, and Pykkvibaer radars, respectively.
Figure 5.11 shows line plots of the ow observed at the grid cells indicated in Figure 5.10.
Observations for the Kodiak radar are located within the  02 MLT sector (green
vectors). According to the line plots in Figure 5.11, there is a change in the velocity from
 500 m/s to -500 m/s beginning 10-15 minutes after the expected onset and passing through
0 m/s after 5-10 minutes. This corresponds to ow moving rst sunward and then anti-
sunward over the polar cap. Grid cells for the Prince George radar are located in the 03
MLT sector (light blue vectors), and indicate ow changing from < 100 m/s to -400 m/s
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Figure 5.10: Location and eld of view (green shading) of the SuperDARN radars for the
November 02, 2001 event in MLAT/MLT coordinates at 12:00 UT. Colored vectors indicate
the location of grid points and corresponding l-o-s velocities sampled for this event and the
direction of positively oriented ow.
beginning 5 minutes after the expected onset. The direction of the ow observed at Kodiak
and Prince George agree.
Grid points for the Saskatoon radar (orange vectors) are located between the 04 and
06 MLT meridians. The rst two plots for the Saskatoon radar correspond to the two
vectors located just past 06 MLT. They indicate an increase in the velocity magnitude (to
more positive values) beginning approximately 10 minutes after the expected onset. Such
observations correspond to ow moving away from the radar toward 12 MLT. The lower three
line-plots correspond to the three orange vectors located closer to the 04 MLT meridian. In
these plots, there is a reversal in the polarity of the velocity from < 100 m/s to up to -500
m/s. The change in the velocity begins 5-10 minutes after the transition onset with the
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velocity passing through 0 m/s approximately 2 minutes later. Figure 5.10 indicates that the
l-o-s component of the ow at grid cells sampled for these plots is aligned in the meridional
direction. As such, the plasma ow associated with activity in the line plots indicates a
rotation from plasma moving rst toward, and then away from the magnetic pole.
Line plots in the third column of Figure 5.11 are for the Stokkseyri and Goose Bay
radars, located in the high-latitude region of the 06 MLT sector (yellow vectors) and 10
MLT sector (black vectors), respectively. The Stokkseyri radar indicates ow moving away
from the radar in the anti-sunward direction which increases in magnitude beginning at the
expected onset. At 10 MLT poleward of 80 MLAT, the Goose Bay radar observes a large
change in the velocity from -500 m/s to 1000 m/s beginning at the expected onset and
passing through 0 m/s 5 minutes later.
The Pykkvibaer and Hankasalmi radars are approximately co-located along the 17
MLT meridian. The Pykkvibaer radar shows two dierent features. For ow at 75:5 and
77:5 MLAT the ionospheric onset, indicated by a reversal from 200-300 m/s to <-500 m/s,
is delayed 10 minutes from the expected onset. Flow reverses from moving rst away from
and then toward 12 MLT along the  76 magnetic meridian. For ow at a slightly higher
latitude of 79:5 MLAT, there does not appear to be any clear reaction to the transition
onset. However, at 80:5 MLAT, the ow increases from -100 m/s to 500 m/s over 13 minutes,
beginning 4 minutes after the expected onset. This motion corresponds to a reversal of the
ow which moves rst toward 12 MLT along the 80:5 meridian and than away from 12
MLT.
In response to the arrival of the transition wavefront, the gridded l-o-s velocities plotted
in Figure 5.6 changed in polarity or increased in magnitude (or both). Table 5.2 indicates
the average delay observed for each radar.
Observations for the Kodiak, Prince George, and Goose Bay radars are consistent with
the reversal of plasma owing over the polar cap in the sunward direction prior to the transi-
tion and the anti-sunward direction after the transition, consistent with the establishment of
the dawnside cell of the Dungey convection pattern. Flow observed by both the Stokkseyri
and Saskatoon radars support this conclusion. The Kodiak, Prince George, and Goose Bay
radars contradict in their estimation of the time delay between the expected and ionospheric
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Table 5.2: Delay in the response observed by SuperDARN for the November 02, 2001 event.
Radar Number of Delay
Observations (minutes)
Prince George 3 5
Kodiak 36 16
Saskatoon 17 11
Stokkseyri 19 1
Goose Bay 18 2
Pykkvibaer 15 7
Hankasalmi 7 9
onset: 15-25, 1-2, and  5 minutes for Kodiak, Prince George, and Goose Bay, respectively.
The opposing direction of the most poleward and equatorward plasma ow observed by the
Pykkvibaer radar suggests counter-clockwise directed ow, characteristic of the duskside re-
verse convection cell. After the ionospheric onset the ow reverses. As with the January 20,
2001 event, observations on the dayside support the restructuring of the ionospheric con-
vection pattern from a multi-celled convection pattern during the period of northward IMF
prior to the arrival of the southward turning to a two-cell convection pattern.
Figure 5.12 shows convection maps determined using the (a,c) FIT and (b,d) SCHA-
2 convection mapping techniques based on SuperDARN data. In Figures 5.12 a and b
convection is mapped with Kmax = 6 and FIT = c = 31
 for the two-minute interval
beginning at 12:06 UT, 10 minutes prior to the expected onset when the IMF is northward
at 8 nT. Both maps show multi-celled convection patterns with a Dungey-like dawnside
convection cell with vortex located in the 05 MLT sector and  78 MLAT. The FIT-
technique maps an additional duskside cell with vortex approximately centered on the 18
MLT meridian poleward of 80 MLAT. Although plasma ow in this region is similar in the
SCHA-2 map, a convection cell has not been mapped. A pair of reverse convection cells
are mapped on the dayside using both the FIT and SCHA-2 techniques. The vortex of the
duskside reverse convection cell is located in the 14 MLT sector at 78 MLAT in both maps.
The vortex of the dawnside reverse convection cell is located in the 10 MLT sector at  75
MLAT for the FIT map and near the magnetic pole for the SCHA-2 map. Although the
exact location of the dawnside vortex varies between maps, both show a reverse convection
system with sunward directed ow over the polar cap.
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Figure 5.12: Convection patterns determined from SuperDARN gridded l-o-s velocities
using the (a,c) FIT technique with contributions from a statistical model and HMB, and
(b,d) SCHA-2 technique for the two-minute interval beginning at (a,b) 12:08 UT and (c,d)
12:42 UT on January 20, 2001. All convection maps were processed with Kmax = 6 and
(a,b) FIT = c = 31
 and (c,d) FIT = c = 34. Contours represent electrostatic potential
E with a 6 kV spacing. The cross and plus signs indicate the maximum and minimum E,
respectively.
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Line-plots for the Kodiak, Prince George, Saskatoon, Stokkseyri, Goose Bay, and Han-
kasalmi radars shown in Figure 5.11 and the three most poleward sampled grid cells of the
Pykkvibaer radar are consistent with the maps plotted in Figure 5.12. In the 75:5 grid cell,
the Pykkvibaer radar observes a component of the convection ow directed away from the
radar (away from 12 MLT) along 75:5 MLAT, which is not observed in the convection pat-
tern. This observation was used to identify a possible duskside reverse cell centered within
the Hankasalmi/Pykkvibaer points of observation which is not shown in the FIT convection
map. According to the FIT and SCHA-2 maps, this convection vortex is actually located at
14 MLT.
Figures 5.12 c and d map the convection pattern for the two-minute interval beginning
at 12:42 UT, 24 minutes after the expected onset, when the IMF is -6 nT. Both the FIT
and SCHA-2 maps indicate almost identical two-cell convection patterns. The dawnside
and duskside convection foci are similarly located and the CPCP are CPCPFIT=65.3 kV
and CPCPSCHA=64.3 kV. Although the direction of the plasma ow is roughly the same
in both maps, there are dierences in terms of the magnitude of the velocity within the
duskside convection vortex. The FIT convection map shows plasma ows of 400-700 m/s
in the dawn-to-dusk direction on the nightside portion of the convection vortex where the
SCHA-2 map shows magnitudes of 800-1000 m/s. Line-plots for all radars shown in Figure
5.11 agree with the convection patterns plotted in Figure 5.12.
5.2.3 Summary of the response observed by magnetometers
For two events, the response of the perturbation magnetic eld to a southward transition
of the IMF was examined. Measurements of the perturbation magnetic eld were organized
by MLAT for the 03, 05, 10, and 14 MLT sectors. For both events, the ionospheric onset of
the transition wavefront was observed as a marked increase or decrease to the perturbation
magnetic eld, sometimes accompanied by a change in polarity. The size and duration of
the enhancement varied from station to station. Stations at the most equatorward latitudes
in a given MLT sector showed little-to-no uctuation in the perturbation magnetic eld. In
the 03, 05, and 10 MLT sectors the increase in magnitude was observed by a drop to more
negative values. In the 14 MLT sector, with the exception of the two stations poleward of 80,
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the increase in magnitude was observed by a rise to more positive values. The ionospheric
response to the transition was observed at higher latitudes for the 10 and 14 MLT sectors
than for the 03 and 05 MLT sectors, corresponding to the more poleward location of the
auroral oval on the dayside (see Figure 1.7).
For the January event, the shortest delays were observed in the 10 MLT sector (0-1
minute) and the longest delay were observed in the 14 MLT sector (9-12 minutes). For the
November event, shorter delays were observed in the 10 and 14 MLT sector than the 03 and
05 MLT sector.
Plots of H in the 03 and 05 MLT sectors follow a specic pattern characteristic of
substorm activity. H is initially near zero, indicating little activity, and then drops to
more negative values corresponding to the onset of the substorm expansion phase. The
perturbation magnetic eld peaks after a few hours before returning to zero, corresponding
to the substorm recovery phase.
Figures 5.13 a and b show the AE index and Pi2 pulsations for the Meanook magne-
tometer located at 62:1 in the 03 MLT sector (at 12:00 UT) for the January and November
events, respectively. For the January event, the AE index begins a gradual increase 12 min-
utes after the expected onset, enhancing from near zero values at 12:10 UT to 100 nT at
12:54 UT. At 12:54 UT the AE index sharply increases, reaching a peak value of  500 nT
at 13:13 UT, 75 minutes after the initial southward turning. Pi2 pulsations are relatively
small until 12:47 UT, 7 minutes prior to the enhancement observed in the AE index. These
results indicate the onset of the substorm expansion phase at 12:50 UT.
For the November event, the AE index begins a gradual increase from near zero values
starting at 12:24 UT, 7 minutes after the transition onset, with a sharper increase beginning
at 13:05 UT. The peak AE index is reached at 13:50 UT, 93 minutes after the expected
onset. Pi2 pulsations pick up at 12:20 UT, 4 minutes before the gradual increase observed
by the AE index, become stronger at13:30, peaking after 14:15 UT. These results suggest
the onset of the substorm expansion phase occurs between 13:00 UT and 13:30 UT.
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Figure 5.13: AE index (black) and Pi2 pulsations (blue) observed by the Meanook mag-
netometer station for the (a) January 20, 2001, and (b) November 02, 2001 events. Vertical
red lines indicate the ionospheric onset of the southward turnings indicated in Figure 5.1
and Figure 5.8.
5.2.4 Summary of the response observed by SuperDARN
For both events, gridded l-o-s velocities from the northern hemisphere SuperDARN radars
were examined for a response to the southward turning of the IMF. The ionospheric onset of
the transition wavefront was observed in the gridded l-o-s velocity data as an enhancement
in the magnitude of the measured velocity sometimes accompanied by a ow reversal, or as
an independent ow reversal without an enhancement in the velocity, consistent with the
ndings of Ruohoniemi and Baker (1998). By examining the position of the radar grid cells
sampled and convection maps generated using the FIT and SCHA-2 techniques, the general
convection response was inferred. For both the January and November events, a Dungey
convection cell was observed on the nightside throughout the entire event. Flow within the
cell enhanced 15-20 minutes after the expected onset. Dayside measurements reected the
presence of two reverse convection cells with sunward-directed ow over the polar cap prior
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to the onset. Within 5 minutes of onset, grid-cells located over the dawnside reverse cell saw
a ow reversal resulting in anti-sunward ow over the polar cap.
Line-plots for the SuperDARN radars were generated for the 02, 06-09, and 17 MLT
sectors for the January event and the 02, 03, 04, 06, 10, and 17 MLT sectors for the November
event. For the January event, the delay in the ionospheric response observed in individual
grid cells varied from 0-5 minutes in the 09 and 15 MLT regions, 5-10 minutes in the 07
and 17 MLT regions, and 10-15 minutes in the 02 and 06 MLT regions for the January
20, 2001 event. These results indicate the ionospheric onset observed by the SuperDARN
radars is observed rst in the late morning sector and last in the early morning sector. For
the November event, the delay times are 0-5 minutes in the 06 and 11 MLT sectors, 5-10
minutes in the 03, 16, and 17 MLT sectors, and 10-20 minutes in the 02 and 07 MLT sectors.
The shortest delays were observed in the late morning and the longest delays were observed
in the early morning.
5.2.5 Progression of the response observed in both magnetometer
and SuperDARN data
To determine the MLT and MLAT dependence of the ionospheric onset of the southward
transition wavefront, line plots of H and the gridded l-o-s velocity were expanded to include
all available data. Results were only recorded if the data set examined was roughly continuous
over a two hour window centered over the expected onset, and a clear change in the trend
of the data was observed.
Figures 5.14 a and c show the ionospheric onset observed in the H by magnetometers
for the January 20, 2001 and November 02, 2001 events where 142 and 157 magnetometer
traces were examined and 38 and 26 events were identied as having clear transition onsets,
respectively. The red (blue) dots indicate line plots for which the perturbation magnetic
eld enhanced to more positive (negative) values. Horizontal lines indicate the expected
onset time predicted based on observations from the ACE satellite. The expected onset
corresponds to the initial ionospheric response observed by magnetometers, conrming the
predicted onset time.
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Figure 5.14: Ionospheric onset time of the southward transition wavefront in terms of
MLT as determined by (a,c) H from ground-based magnetometers and (b,d) SuperDARN
gridded l-o-s velocity for the (a,b) January 20, 2001 and (c,d) November 02, 2001 events.
Red (blue) lled circles in a and c indicate changes in H to more positive (negative) values.
Horizontal lines plotted at (a,b) 11:58 UT and (c,d) 12:17 UT indicate the expected onset
time. Additional lines show the best-t line to the data set.
The correlation coecient (R) and best-t line to the data (having slope m) were
determined for data in the [0,12] MLT range. Figures 5.14 a and c indicate there is an MLT
dependence of the transition onset time based on magnetometer measurements (R=-0.55
and R=-0.79). For both events, the ionospheric response is rst observed between 10 and
12 MLT at the expected onset time, and then progresses toward the nightside. This eect is
more strongly observed on the dawnside opposed to the duskside. According to the best-t
line for the January event, the ionospheric response reaches 00 MLT by 12:06 UT, 08 minutes
after the initial onset. For the November 02, 2001 event, the best-t line to the data indicates
a dayside-to-nightside progression which reaches midnight 15 minutes after the initial onset.
For the January and November events, the rate of change of the transition onset was m 1=-
1.72 MLT/min and m 1=-0.80 MLT/min, respectively. At 70 MLAT, this corresponds to
a motion of 16.4 km/s and 7.6 km/s, respectively. For both events, the transition onset was
generally identied by an enhancement in H to more negative values prior to 12 MLT, and
to more positive values after 12 MLT, consistent with enhancements of the westward and
eastward electrojets.
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Figure 5.15: Ionospheric onset time of the southward transition wavefront in terms of
MLAT as determined by (a,c) H and (b,d) SuperDARN gridded l-o-s velocity for the (a,b)
January 20, 2001 and (c,d) November 02, 2001 events. Data is separated for the dayside
(10 MLT  6 MLT) and nightside (22 MLT  6 MLT) (grey shading). Red (blue) lled
circles in a and c indicate changes in H to more positive (negative) values. Horizontal lines
plotted at (a,b) 11:58 UT and (c,d) 12:17 UT indicate the expected onset time. Additional
lines show the best-t line to the data set.
SuperDARN data also indicate a correlation between the ionospheric onset and the
MLT location of observation (R=-0.56 and R=-0.66)(Figures 5.14 b and d). Transition
onsets were clearly identied in the velocity measurements at 171 and 116 grid points. For
the January event, the ionospheric response is rst observed between 08 and 11 MLT at
the expected onset time. As time progresses, the ionospheric onset is observed closer to
midnight, reaching 00 MLT after 5-20 minutes according to the spread of the data, or 13
minutes according to the best-t line. The best-t line for the November data indicates a
delay of 17 minutes between the time the response is observed near noon and at midnight.
The rate of change of the observed response was -0.91 MLT/min and -0.66 MLT/min for the
January and November events, respectively. At 70 MLAT, this corresponds to a progression
away from noon at a rate of 9.0 km/s and 6.6 km/s, respectively.
The MLAT of measurement coordinates was examined for dependencies with the iono-
spheric onset time (see Figure 5.15). Data was separated for the dayside and nightside.
Although the best-t line to the MLT diagram suggests an initial onset of 12 MLT, the
spread in the data suggests an onset nearer to 10 MLT. The dayside and nightside were
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therefore dened as 10 MLT  6 MLT and 22 MLT  6 MLT. Based on magnetometer
data, there is no correlation between MLAT and the ionospheric onset time; correlation is
low on the dayside (R=0.08 and R=0.19), and there is an insucient number of points on
the nightside. The SuperDARN data set is much larger, and there appears to be a trend
of increasing delay away from the high-latitude region poleward of 80 MLAT. The trend is
unclear for the January event (R=0.03 on the dayside and R=0.15 on the nightside). The
low correlation is due to the overlapping of points between 12:00 UT and 12:18 UT that is
not obvious in the diagram. For the November event, there is a good correlation on both
the dayside (R=0.67) and the nightside (R=0.70). The slope of the best-t line to the data
indicates an equatorward progression of m 1 = 1:00 MLAT/min (1.9 km/s) on the dayside
and m 1 = 0:70 MLAT/min (1.3 km/s) on the nightside.
5.2.6 Response of the CPCP determined using a joint
velocity and magnetometer data set
Thus far, the evolution of the plasma ow observed at various magnetic latitudes in dierent
MLT sectors has been examined. The next step is to study the response of the ionospheric
convection pattern as a whole. The overall strength of the convection pattern in response to
changes in the IMF may be determined by examining the CPCP throughout each transition
event. Convection maps were generated in two-minute intervals based on the average grid-
ded l-o-s velocity measured by SuperDARN, DMSP measurements for a six-minute interval
centered over the two-minute interval, and the average magnetometer perturbation based
on the techniques described in Section 4.4 using the SCHA-2 technique with Kmax = 6 and
c = 35
. Vortices of the dawn and dusk cell of the two-cell component of the convection
pattern having anti-sunward ow over the polar cap were identied.
Figure 5.16a shows the MLT location of the dawn (black) and dusk (blue) convection
vortices for the January 20, 2001 event. Gaps in the plots indicate periods where the map
was insuciently constrained by data so that one or both convection foci could not be
reliably mapped. Prior to the initial southward transition, the dawnside convection vortex
was located at 02 MLT. At the southward turning the dawnside vortex shifted westward to
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Figure 5.16: (a) MLT location of the dawn (black) and dusk (blue) convection vortices
and (b) CPCP measured between vortices on January 20, 2001. Convection patterns were
determined using the SCHA-2 technique based on SuperDARN, DMSP, and magnetometer
observations with Kmax=6 and c = 35
. The red vertical lines indicate the expected onset
of the transition wavefront.
01 MLT over a period of six minutes, and then reversed and moved eastward to settle at 
04 MLT approximately 16 minutes after the southward transition. At 13:16 UT, the vortex
shifted from 04 to 01 MLT over 8 minutes where it remained until 13:38 UT. The location
of the duskside convection vortex was more variable. After the southward transition, the
location of the vortex stabilized at 16 MLT, with some variation after 13:40 UT.
Figure 5.17a shows the MLT location of the dawn and dusk convection vortices for the
November 02, 2001 event. Prior to 12:17 UT, when the IMF was northward, the dawnside
convection cell was located close to midnight. Approximately 16 minutes after the expected
onset, the convection vortex shifted eastward to 05 MLT. As with the January event, the
location of the duskside convection cell was more erratic prior to the expected onset of the
southward transition. However, at the expected onset, the duskside convection cell began
an eastward motion from 20 MLT at 12:16 UT to 16 MLT 19 minutes later. The duskside
convection cell remained near 16 MLT until 13:40 UT when it began a gradual shift toward
19 MLT.
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Figure 5.17: Same as Figure 5.16, but for the November 02, 2001 event.
There are similarities in the motion of the dawnside and duskside convection vortices for
the January and November events. For periods of northward IMF, the dawnside convection
foci was located close to midnight. The southward transition marked an eastward progression
of the vortex, which reached a steady position close to 06 MLT. For the January event, the
motion of the dawnside convection vortex from 01 to 05 MLT over 14 minutes following the
southward transition corresponds to an average eastward propagation of 6.9 km/s at 70
MLAT. For the November event, the transition from 02 to 06 MLT over a 16 minute interval
corresponds to an average eastward propagation of 6.0 km/s. For both events, the location
of the duskside convection cell was highly variable for periods of northward IMF prior to the
transition. For Bz > 0, the vortex was located closer to midnight than for periods of Bz < 0,
where the convection vortex seemed to settle near 16 MLT for both cases.
Figure 5.16b shows the magnitude of the CPCP measured between the dawn and
duskside convection vortices for the January 20, 2001 event. During the period of northward
IMF, the CPCP was < 40 kV. The CPCP began a gradual enhancement just prior to the
expected onset reaching 82.4 kV in the 12:36-12:38 UT interval.
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Figure 5.17b shows the CPCP for the November 02, 2001 event. Unlike the January
event, there are large gaps in the plot where the convection could not be reliably determined
due to gaps in the data. During the period of northward IMF prior to 12:17 UT, the CPCP
appeared to be < 40 kV. The expected onset marks the start of an increase in the CPCP
which peaked at 117.9 kV in the 12:56-12:58 UT interval.
Based on the statistical model of Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1996), the southward
transitions studied here would correspond to a change in the CPCP from 27 kV to 57 kV
for the January event, and 14 kV to 62 kV for the November event. Although both events
showed an instantaneous response, as seen by the start of an increase in the magnitude of
the CPCP, there was a delay in the time to reach a maximum value. For the January event
the CPCP increased from 20.2 kV to 68 kV over a 38 minutes, and for the November event
the CPCP increased from 8.3 kV to 117.9 kV over 43 minutes.
5.2.7 Analysis of the residual convection pattern
Changes in the ionospheric convection pattern are better visualized by considering the resid-
ual of the convection pattern. Lu et al. (2002) created such maps for a southward turning
event based on magnetometer data and the AMIE convection mapping technique. They
created a base convection pattern over a 12 minute interval of steady northward IMF and
subtracted the base pattern from the following maps over the transition period. They ob-
served the instantaneous (< 3 min) development of a two-cell convection pattern following
the southward turning. The foci of the emerging dusk and dawn convection cells snapped
to their nal locations following the ionospheric onset of the transition with no indication
of the dayside-to-nightside propagation indicated by Scenario 1 of the convection recongu-
ration described in Section 5.1. Ridley et al. (1998) similarly examined residual convection
maps for a number of northward and southward turning events based on magnetometer data.
They also observed an instantaneous development of a two-celled convection pattern which
enhanced with time, without any propagation of the dawn or dusk convection foci. By ex-
amining the value of the residual CPCP, they determined that the convection pattern took
17 (13) minutes to reach a nal steady state for a northward (southward) transition.
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Residual convection maps were generated for both the January and November events
discussed above using a joint velocity and magnetometer data set (Figure 5.18 and 5.19,
respectively). Red shading in Figure 5.18 and 5.19 highlight the emergence of a dawnside
residual convection cell. The rst map in Figure 5.18 shows the base convection pattern for
the January event. The base pattern is an average of 5 two-minute convection maps from
11:42-11:52 UT. Prior to the ionospheric onset of the southward IMF transition, the resid-
ual convection patterns are unstructured (not shown), similar to the maps shown for 11:58,
12:00, and 12:02 UT. A positive cell initially forms at 12:04 UT with a vortex approximately
centered at 01 MLT and 70 MLAT. The positive cell increases in size and shifts both pole-
ward and eastward over the next 4 intervals. At 12:14 UT, a second vortex becomes visible
at 07 MLT and 75 MLAT. This vortex marks the maximum of the dawnside convection cell,
which is clearly observed in the 12:16 and 12:18 UT intervals. After 12:14 UT, the location
of the convection vortex remains constant, but the convection cell itself continues to evolve,
becoming stronger and more dened.
The base plot in Figure 5.19 for the November event is taken over 5 two-minute intervals
beginning at 12:02 UT. The ionospheric onset of the southward transition is a two-stage
process with sharp transitions at 12:17 UT and 12:21 UT. In this example, two positive
dawnside vortices of equal magnitude develop at 12:22 UT just poleward of 70 MLAT
centered near 03 MLT and 07 MLT. The motion of the dawnside positive cells marks the
emergence of the dawnside cell of a typical two-cell convection pattern 4-6 minutes after
the initial 12:17 UT transition. In the next interval, the nightside vortex disappears, and
between 12:24 UT and 12:30 UT the dayside vortex shifts to  10 MLT and to 75 MLAT.
By 12:34 UT the dawnside convection cell reaches a steady location at 09 MLT and  75
MLAT where it remains in the following two intervals.
According to Figure 5.17a, the dawnside convection vortex is located near midnight
(< 04 MLT) between 12:18 UT and 12:32 UT, which contradicts the dayside location of the
vortex to the residual convection cell. The SCHA-2 convection maps used to generate the
statistics in Figure 5.17a indicate vortices in both the dawn and afternoon sectors throughout
the interval. The cell closer to midnight is slightly stronger (by < 3 kV) and was therefore
selected to represent the location of the convection vortex in Figure 5.17. Based on the
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Figure 5.18: Base and residual convection patterns for the January 20, 2001 event. The
expected onset occurs at 11:58 UT. Solid (dashed) contours indicate negative (positive)
residuals and are spaced at 6 kV intervals.
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residual diagram, it is evident that the sunward motion of the convection cell is much faster
than predicted by the vortex information alone. However, neither plot indicates a settling
of the dawnside vortex to a nal location until 12:34 UT.
The residual convection pattern clearly shows that the two-cell convection pattern
typical for periods of southward IMF develops over a period of time. After the transition,
the dawnside vortex takes 4-6 minutes to form, and then 10-12 minutes to move to a nal
location. For the January event, the dawnside vortex initially formed near midnight and
moved sunward. For the November event, the dawnside vortex immediately formed on the
dayside and the movement toward a nal location was less dramatic than for the January
event.
5.3 Discussion
The focus of this work has been to examine the restructuring of the plasma ow after a
sudden southward turning in the IMF Bz by identifying the ionospheric region where the
reconguration begins, and inferring the duration of the restructuring process. Simultaneous
radar and magnetometer measurements and maps of the ionospheric convection pattern have
been examined. Through comparing the results observed with those cited in past literature,
the following picture of the convection reconguration emerges.
5.3.1 Progression of the ionospheric response
Descriptions of the reconguration process in past literature disagree over whether the ini-
tial ionospheric response occurs on the dayside near noon and progresses toward midnight
(Scenario 1), or occurs simultaneously across the entire convection zone (Scenario 2). To
examine discrepancies between scenarios, the ionospheric response observed by individual
magnetometer stations and SuperDARN radar grid cells was examined.
The ionospheric response to the expected arrival of the transition wavefront was ob-
served as an increase in the magnetic eld perturbation or velocity, sometimes accompanied
by a change in polarity, consistent with the observations of Lockwood et al. (1986), Cowley
and Lockwood (1992), Saunders et al. (1992), Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1998), Shepherd
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et al. (1999), Huang et al. (2000),Lu et al. (2002), and Nishitani et al. (2002). Depending
on the location of individual SuperDARN and magnetometer measurements, a delay was ob-
served between the expected onset and the time the ionospheric response was rst observed.
Based on magnetometer data the response ranged from 0-18 minutes for the January event
and 0-10 minutes for the November event, in agreement with the 11 minute delay observed
by Lockwood et al. (1986) for two stations at 14 MLT, and the 05-15 minute delays observed
by Saunders et al. (1992) in the 06-14 MLT sectors. The spread in the SuperDARN data
was greater with delays of 0-30 minutes observed. Huang et al. (2000) reported delays of
5-9 minutes, which is consistent with the average spread of the SuperDARN data shown in
Figures 5.14 b and d. For both magnetometer and SuperDARN data, the shortest delays
were observed within two hours of 10 MLT with delay time increasing toward midnight.
The corresponding dayside-to-nightside progression of the ionospheric response was 9.0-16.4
km/s for the January event and 6.6-7.6 km/s for the November event, faster than the 1-5
km/s reported in the literature (Lockwood et al., 1986; Cowley and Lockwood , 1992; Saunders
et al., 1992; McWilliams et al., 2001b; and McWilliams et al., 2001a).
Lockwood et al. (1986) observed an initial response that occurred at the 10 MLT sector
instead of the 12 MLT sector. They explain this by the tilt of the convection pattern with
respect to the noon-midnight meridian, so that the throat of the convection ow follows
the 10-22 MLT meridian. Based on the pattern of convection shown in Figure 5.7 and
Figure 5.12, our results are consistent with this explanation. It might also be noted that
for these events, the tilt angle () of the IMF wavefront, as calculated using the methods
of Weimer et al. (2003) and Weimer (2004) was x = 60
 (55), y = 26 ( 26) and
z = 14
 ( 22) in the GSM coordinate system for the January (November) event. For
both events, x indicates the wavefront hits the magnetopause in the 10 MLT sector. For
the event discussed in McWilliams et al. (2001a) and McWilliams et al. (2001b), the IMF
was similarly skewed toward the morning sector, but they observed an initial response to a
southward turning closer to 12 MLT.
Figure 5.20 shows a two-dimensional representation of the delay between the expected
and ionospheric onsets based on a SuperDARN/magnetometer data set. For the January
event, observations along the 10 MLT meridian are observed before those near the 12 MLT
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Figure 5.20: Delay between the expected and ionospheric onset in MLT/MLAT AACGM
coordinates, as reported by magnetometer and SuperDARN instruments for (a) January 20,
2001 and (b) November 02, 2001.
meridian. For the November event, there is a cluster of points located in the 10-12 MLT
region at 80 MLAT which indicate short delay times. It is dicult to resolve the actual
location of the initial response as points are not as well distributed at lower latitudes.
The delay observed in Figure 5.20 b shows an equatorward progression of the iono-
spheric response in the 08 MLT sector for the November event. Similar trends are noted in
Figure 5.15 on the nightside for the January event and on both the dayside and nightside
for the November event. Such observations are based on SuperDARN measurements and
involve an equatorward propagation from latitudes as high as 85 at the expected onset to
latitudes of 66 MLAT on both the dayside and the nightside. This eect was only observed
in the SuperDARN data set. The question arises as to whether the progression is a true
phenomenon or originates from the limited latitudinal band of echo detection and temporal
shifts in the band location.
Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22 show range-time-intensity plots of the l-o-s velocity ob-
served by the Kodiak radar in beams 12 and 05 for the January and November events,
respectively. For the January event, the echo occurrence band expands equatorward after
the expected onset from 68:5 MLAT at 12:18 UT to 65 MLAT at 12:22 UT, a rate of
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Figure 5.21: RTI plot of the Kodiak l-o-s velocity in beam 12 for January 20, 2001. A
heavy black line marks the expected onset.
0.875 MLAT/min. For the November event the echo occurrence band expands from 71:5 at
12:18 UT to 69:5 6 minutes later, corresponding to a rate of 0.33 MLAT/min which is much
slower than the equatorward progression of 0.7-1.00 MLAT/min inferred from SuperDARN
velocities. Although the rates do not agree, it is likely that part of the progression eect
can be attributed to an expansion in the overall SuperDARN radar eld-of-view. Nishitani
et al. (2002) observed a similar equatorward expansion in the overall echo band at a rate of
3.8 km/s (2.1 MLT/min) in the echo occurrence observed on the dayside by the Saskatoon
radar, and attributed the eect to a shift of the cusp to more equatorward latitudes. For
this event a similar eect was not observed in the ionospheric echoes of the dayside radars,
despite the large occurrence of velocity measurements in the cusp region.
The observed dayside-to-nightside increase in the onset delay time is consistent with
the rst scenario of ionospheric reconguration (Lockwood et al., 1986; Cowley and Lockwood ,
1992; Saunders et al., 1992). This dayside-to-nightside progression contradicts the results
of Lu et al. (2002) and Nishitani et al. (2002) which describe Scenario 2 of the convection
conguration and observed simultaneous responses across the entire high-latitude region
in both magnetometer and SuperDARN data sets, and Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1998)
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Figure 5.22: RTI plot of the Kodiak l-o-s velocity in beam 05 for November 02, 2001. A
heavy black line marks the expected onset.
and Shepherd et al. (1999) who observed a simultaneous (within two minutes) response in
SuperDARN l-o-s velocities distributed in MLT. It should be noted that conclusions from past
literature describing Scenario 1 are based on limited data sets, as opposed to those describing
Scenario 2. It is therefore signicant that both events from this study, which contain a large
number of observations, follows the rst scenario of convection reconguration.
5.3.2 Duration of the reconguration process
Duration of the ionospheric reconguration process can be broken into 2 parts: (1) the delay
between the expected onset and motion of the dawn and dusk convection cells, and (2) the
overall enhancement of the convection pattern.
Prior to the IMF transition, convection was multi-celled, with the two-celled compo-
nent of the pattern compressed on the nightside and reverse convection cells on the dayside.
Approximately 4-6 minutes after the expected onset, the dawnside convection vortex shifted
from 01-02 MLT to 05-06 MLT over 14-16 minutes. For the November event, the dawnside
vortex simultaneously formed both in the early morning sector and on the dayside 04-06
minutes after the expected onset, and then remained on the dayside undergoing small cor-
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rections to its location until a nal position was reached after 08-10 minutes. These results
agree with Cowley and Lockwood (1992), Hairston and Heelis (1995) Ridley et al. (1998),
Huang et al. (2000), and Nishitani et al. (2002) who reported delays ranging from 10 to 25
minutes from the initial onset for the convection pattern to reach its nal conguration. The
convection vortices do not appear to `snap' to their nal positions as was reported by Ridley
et al. (1998), Lu et al. (2002), and Yu and Ridley (2009).
Both the January and November events show similar trends in the CPCP in response
to the change in polarity of the IMF Bz. The sudden transition from northward to southward
IMF was marked by an immediate increase in the CPCP. This is in agreement with Shepherd
et al. (1999), Huang et al. (2000), and Nishitani et al. (2002) who observed enhancements
in the convection pattern associated with the ionospheric onset of a southward transition.
Although the initial response was immediate, 38-43 minutes elapsed before the CPCP reached
a peak value, whereas the IMF transition occurred over a period of < 5 minutes. The 4-6
minute delay in the formation of the dawnside convection cell observed in the residual plots
contradicts the immediate CPCP increase shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. The immediate
reaction of the CPCP is likely driven by activity on the dayside which coincided with the
expected onset of the transition wavefront. Although the response is immediately recognized
in the CPCP, the global convection pattern does not immediately change, and the delay in
the observed initial formation of the two-cell convection pattern typically observed for periods
of southward IMF could be due to inertial eects, such as the ywheel eect discussed in
Ruohoniemi and Baker (1998) and Hairston and Heelis (1995).
5.3.3 Process of reconguration
Freeman (2003) explains that the two scenarios of the convection response to a southward
turning previously described in the literature are similar. Both involve a convection recon-
guration having an average reconguration time of 10-15 minutes. Under the rst regime,
which he calls the `Cowley and Lockwood paradigm', the convection pattern immediately
recongures to a two-celled pattern and the convection foci move azimuthally away from
noon toward midnight. The convection enhances over the reconguration period. Under the
second `Ridley et al. paradigm', the convection pattern immediately recongures to its nal
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two-celled state, and enhances over the reconguration period without a propagation of the
convection foci. Freeman (2003) states that velocity-time (or equivalently magnetic eld-
time) studies of the ionospheric response to IMF transitions are too subjective. Freeman
(2003) proposes models describing each of the two scenarios and demonstrates that the con-
vection determined following these models are consistent with the two paradigms described.
Freeman (2003) proposes that Scenario 2 is actually a special case of Scenario 1 in which
the convection foci jump to their nal locations.
Observations of the convection reconguration for the events described in this thesis
do not fully agree with either Scenario 1 or Scenario 2. Magnetometer and SuperDARN
results do suggest a dayside-to-nightside progression of the convection response, consistent
with the rst part of Scenario 1. However, there was not an associated dayside-to-nightside
progression of the convection foci. Observations here suggest the convection foci progress
from the nightside, where they are located during the period of northward IMF, toward
the dayside. This contrasts with Scenario 2 where the convection foci immediately jump
to their nal locations. After the observed progression, the convection strength enhances,
in agreement with Scenario 2. Based on the partial agreement observed between Scenario
1 and 2, we are inclined to agree with Freeman (2003) that the two proposed scenarios of
convection reconguration overlap.
Shifting of the convection foci from the nightside to the dayside in the residual con-
vection patterns is a signicant observation as it is consistent with motion suggested by
the statistical models of Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (2005) and the more recent model of
Pettigrew et al. (2010). In this study the IMF changed from IMF By=3 nT and IMF Bz=5
nT to IMF By=5 nT and IMF Bz=-5 nT for the January event and IMF By=5 nT and IMF
Bz=7 nT to IMF By=5 nT and IMF Bz=-7 nT for the November event. The Ruohoniemi
and Greenwald (2005) and Pettigrew et al. (2010) models indicate an expected shift in the
dawnside convection foci from 03 MLT to 05 MLT for 5  BT  10 nT. For the events
discussed here, the observed shift was from 01 MLT to 07 MLT (January) and 03 MLT to 09
MLT (November). Discrepancies could be attributed to ltering procedures used in creating
the statistical models. Both Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (2005) and Pettigrew et al. (2010)
require the IMF conditions persists for at least 36 minutes for data to be included in the
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statistical model. Under these circumstances, data associated with all IMF transitions would
be disregarded. This being said, one would expect the dawn and dusk convection foci to be
located where anticipated by the statistical model when the convection is in a quasi-steady
state 30 minutes prior to and after the IMF transition. Looking at the locations of the dawn
and duskside foci plotted in Figures 5.16 and 5.17, one can see that when the IMF is in a
quasi-steady state prior to the transitions, the dawnside convection cells are located at 02
and 01 MLT for the January and November events, respectively. After the transition the
foci settle at 04 and 06 MLT. These results are in closer agreement with Ruohoniemi and
Greenwald (2005) and Pettigrew et al. (2010).
To understand the reconguration of the high-latitude plasma ow, a time line of the
observed responses has been constructed, see Figure 5.23. Coincident with the expected
arrival of the transition wavefront a dayside-to-nightside progression was observed in both
magnetometer and SuperDARN data lasting 13-17 minutes, and the CPCP began to increase,
peaking after 38-43 minutes. Approximately 4-6 minutes after onset, the dawnside convection
cell began an eastward motion from a location near noon, eventually settling near 06 MLT.
Based on these results, the convection reconguration can be described as a two-stage
process. The rst stage (Stage 1) lasts 18 minutes. Within this time, the ionospheric
response is observed across the entire high-latitude region, beginning on the dayside. The
reverse convection cells typical for periods of northward IMF are over-powered and absorbed
into the two-cell convection pattern and the dawnside and duskside convection cells shift
sunward to a nal location at 06 and 17 MLT, respectively. In the second stage (Stage 2),
which lasts approximately 25 minutes, the overall strength of the convection increases, as is
evident by enhancements in the CPCP and the magnitude of the plasma ow.
Overall enhancements in the convection velocity and CPCP have been observed in
association with substorm related processes. Provan et al. (2004) generated maps of the
average convection pattern based on 67 individual substorms (by epoch analysis) for periods
of southward IMF (-2 nT). They show that the substorm growth phase lasts 18-20 minutes
and is characterized by enhancements in the anti-sunward ow over the polar cap and an
equatorward motion of the radar backscattering region, ending at the substorm expansion
onset. The expansion onset is followed by an immediate suppression of plasma ow on the
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Figure 5.23: Time line of the magnetometer, SuperDARN, and convection response to a
sudden southward transition in the IMF for events on (top) January 20, 2001 and (bottom)
November 02, 2001.
nightside, a subsequent overall intensication of the ow, and an enhancement of the CPCP.
The CPCP quickly increased from 40 kV two minutes prior to the expansion onset to 75 kV,
14 minutes later. For the events in this study, the expansion onset began 56 minutes (Jan-
uary) and 43-73 minutes (November) after the transition onset, well after an enhancement
in the CPCP and an equatorward expansion of the radar backscatter region were observed
to begin, and after the completion of both Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the reconguration pro-
cess. The signicant delay between the transition onset and the expansion onset, and the
low magnitude of the AE index (<60 nT) prior to the expansion onset (which implies the
transitions do not occur during the recovery phase of a previous substorm) suggests the ob-
served response to the southward turning is not due to the energy transfer (magnetosphere
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to ionosphere) associated with the expansion onset. However, based on the evaluation of
Provan et al. (2004), the substorm growth phase is expected to begin during Stage 2, and
although it is likely that the observed eects to the southward transition are directly driven
by the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction rather than the observed substorm,
contributions from a substorm related process cannot be entirely ruled out for the events
selected in this study.
The idea of a two-stage convection response is consistent with observations by Nishitani
et al. (2002). According to their results, the rst stage of the response is the immediate
formation of the convection foci. In the second stage, the overall convection pattern intensies
over a period of 25 minutes. Our two-stage process is similar, except we observed a delay of 4-
6 minutes in the initial formation of the convection foci. We propose that the reconguration
process observed by Nishitani et al. (2002) is the same process observed here with a delay of
0 minutes in the formation of the convection cells. This 0 minute delay is probably related to
the relative magnitude of the transition response observed by magnetometer stations. The
reason for the dierences are possibly related to the relative magnitude of the IMF Bz before
and after the transition. For the January event the IMF Bz changes from +5 nT to -5 nT
and for the November event the change is from +7 nT to -6 nT, whereas the event described
in Nishitani et al. (2002) involved a more sizeable transition from +6 nT to -19 nT.
The reconguration process described here can be explained by considering how de-
tails of the IMF are communicated between the solar wind, magnetosphere, and ionosphere.
Cowley and Lockwood (1992) describe the transfer of information in the magnetosphere-
ionosphere system using an open ux tube concept. In the high-latitude region the iono-
spheric plasma ow is driven by electric elds established by the interaction of the IMF and
the Earth's magnetosphere, which is largely parameterized by the orientation of the IMF.
When the IMF is southward, reconnection occurs on the front-side magnetosphere and open
magnetic eld lines are driven anti-sunward across the polar cap, which causes anti-sunward
ow across the polar ionosphere. Open magnetic eld lines eventually reconnect in the mag-
netotail creating closed eld lines which are driven toward the Earth and into the front-side
magnetosphere. The corresponding electric elds in the magnetosphere are mapped into the
auroral ionosphere and drive plasma sunward. The high-latitude ionosphere can therefore
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be thought of as containing three interconnected electrical circuits located over the (1) polar
cap (corresponding to anti-sunward directed ow) and (2) the dawnside and (3) duskside
auroral zones (corresponding to sunward directed ow). The combination of ow in these
regions leads to the familiar two-cell convection pattern that has been referenced throughout
this work.
Based on this description, Cowley and Lockwood (1992) points out that the convection
in the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere system is dependent on two driving forces. The
rst driving force is the dayside reconnection rate which directly drives the cross-polar cap
ow and is strongest when the IMF is directed southward. The second driving force is
magnetotail reconnection which drives the auroral return ow and is in general delayed from
the IMF driving the front-side reconnection. The delay between front-side and magnetotail
reconnection can be accounted for by the time it takes open ux tubes to travel between
reconnection points. For a solar wind speed of roughly 300-400 km/s (approximately true
for both the January and November events) and approximating the magnetopause location
at 8 Re sunward of the Earth and a magnetotail neutral line between 50 and 100 Re on
the nightside, the delay time is 15-38 minutes, in agreement with estimates by Cowley and
Lockwood (1992). Cowley and Lockwood (1992) estimate the transfer of information from
the magnetotail neutral point to the ionosphere at 10 minutes, based on a return speed
of 1000 km/s (Alfven speed). Using a magnetotail neutral point of 50-100 Re, we nd the
delay to be 5-10 minutes, making the total delay between front-side reconnection and an
ionospheric response in the auroral zone roughly 20-48 minutes.
The two-stage reconguration process identied can be explained by the open ux
tube model. In Stage 1, the arrival of the southward oriented IMF at the magnetopause
corresponds to increased reconnection on the front-side magnetosphere leading to an injection
of open magnetic eld lines which travel along the direction of noon-midnight ow (in this
case the 10/22 MLT meridian) toward the nightside. The open magnetic eld lines travel
through the polar magnetosphere and into the magnetotail where reconnection occurs. Stage
1 lasts18 minutes. Recalling that the expected onset was calculated by assuming a 5 minute
travel time between the magnetopause and ionosphere, a rough estimate of the delay between
the dayside reconnection and the expected ionospheric response is 23 minutes, which falls
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within the estimated range of 20-48 minutes. Stage 1 involves the complete transformation of
information from the front-side reconnection point, across the polar cap, to the magnetotail
reconnection point, and back to the ionosphere. Stage 2 of the reconguration process
begins once the IMF transition is communicated to the ionosphere from the magnetotail
following reconnection at the magnetotail neutral point. There is an overall enhancement of
the convection pattern until a steady state is reached.
Using the open ux transportation model, one might expect the dayside-to-nightside
progression to be limited to the axis of noon-midnight ow. However, Figure 5.20 shows that
the dayside-to-nightside progression is also seen in the distribution of points in the 68-80
MLAT region. One might also expect that the dawn and dusk cells of the two-cell convection
pattern would not move sunward until the start of Stage 2. The open ux transportation
model is simplied, whereas in reality the polar and auroral circuits are electrically linked
so that changes to the cross-polar ow are projected to auroral latitudes.
5.4 Summary and conclusions
In this Chapter, the reconguration of the ionospheric convection pattern associated with a
southward turning of the IMF was studied using SuperDARN and magnetometer measure-
ments. The following points can be made:
1. The ionospheric onset of the southward turning of the IMF was indicated by an en-
hancement in the perturbation magnetic eld. The delay in the observation of such
enhancements with the expected arrival time of the transition wavefront was shortest
(< 1 minute) at 10 MLT and largest (9-12 minutes) at 14 MLT. Enhancements were
observed at auroral latitudes in the 03 and 05 MLT sectors, but at higher latitudes in
the 10 and 14 MLT sectors. In general, the magnitude of the maximum perturbation
decreased with decreasing latitude.
2. The ionospheric onset of the southward transition was indicated by an increase in the
SuperDARN velocity magnitude and/or a reversal in the direction of the velocity. Grid
cells located on the nightside more often observed magnitude enhancements without
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associated direction reversals. The delay between the expected arrival time of the
ionospheric onset and a response varied from 0 to 20 minutes, with shorter delays
observed in the 09-15 MLT region and longer delays closer to 02 MLT.
3. For both magnetometer and SuperDARN data sets, the initial onset was observed near
noon and was coincident with the expected arrival time of the transition wavefront.
The ionospheric response to the southward transition then propagated toward the
nightside, reaching midnight 8 and 17 minutes later for the January and November
events, respectively. The dayside-to-nightside progression is consistent with the rst
scenario of ionospheric reconguration.
4. Convection maps generated using the SCHA-2 technique showed that prior to the
southward transition, the vortex of the dawnside convection cell was located close
to midnight. After the southward transition, the vortex of the dawnside cell shifted
eastward from 01-02 MLT and settled at 05-06 MLT within 14-16 minutes. The location
of the vortex of the duskside convection cell was erratic during periods of northward
IMF, but settled at 16 MLT within 16 minutes of the southward transition.
5. For periods of northward IMF, the CPCP was < 40 kV. A southward transition in the
IMF was immediately marked by an increase in the CPCP which reached a peak value
after 40 minutes. The potential increase was slow for the rst 15 minutes and more
rapid afterwards.
6. We suggest that convection reconguration following a southward turning of the IMF
is a two-stage process. In the rst stage, the transition wavefront impinges on the
front-side magnetosphere near noon, dragging open eld lines across the polar cap
and into the magnetotail. Newly formed closed magnetic eld lines return to the
Earth communicating the IMF transition to ionosphere after 20-48 minutes. Stage-1
processes include a dayside-to-nightside progression of the ionospheric onset over the
polar cap and the shift of the two-cell convection pattern from the nightside to the
dayside. In Stage 2 the entire convection pattern enhances.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and suggestions for future
research
In this thesis, spherical cap harmonic analysis techniques were developed to produce
high-latitude ionospheric convection patterns from ground-based SuperDARN HF radar and
magnetometer data. A validation of the new method of convection mapping was performed.
The SCHA technique was combined with other approaches to (1) investigate the relationship
between the average transpolar ow velocity and CPCP to the magnetometer-based PCN
magnetic index, and (2) study the high-latitude convection response to a sharp transition in
the IMF Bz from stable positive to stable negative values.
6.1 Conclusions
Conclusions are made on each of the objectives of this thesis separately.
6.1.1 Spherical cap harmonic analysis of SuperDARN
observations for generating maps of ionospheric
convection
1. Previous work (Drayton et al., 2005) showed that SuperDARN l-o-s velocities reason-
ably agree with DMSP ion drifts for regions of smooth spatial and temporal variations.
However, in this thesis, it was shown that convection vectors derived using the FIT
mapping technique are reduced in magnitude compared to direct measurements of the
ion drift made by the DMSP satellite. This reduction was attributed to internal pro-
cesses of the FIT technique, such as the addition of a statistical convection model
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to constrain regions void of observations, and forcing the convection and electrostatic
potential to zero at the pre-determined boundary of the convection zone. Such ac-
tions are necessary in the FIT-technique to obtain a global solution to the convection
pattern regardless of the data distribution, but compromise the accurate depiction of
convection over more localized regions.
2. A spherical cap harmonic analysis (SCHA) method was introduced as a new technique
for mapping the ionospheric convection pattern based on SuperDARN plasma velocity
measurements. Two methods were developed for mapping convection with (SCHA-1)
and without (SCHA-2) applying a zero-potential constraint at the boundary of the
convection zone. The SCHA-1 and SCHA-2 techniques were shown to reproduce ex-
pected convection patterns regardless of whether the arbitrarily generated test pattern
was characterized at points either uniformly distributed across the high-latitude region
or at the possible location of radar observations.
3. Using real measurements for periods of good SuperDARN data coverage, the SCHA-2
technique produced convection maps that were consistent with expectations for various
orientations of the IMF By and Bz.
4. During periods of smooth temporal and spatial variations of the ow, convection vectors
determined using the SCHA-2 technique were shown to reasonably agree with DMSP
ion drift vectors. As an additional test, convection vectors derived using the SCHA-2
technique were compared to velocity vectors determined using the SuperDARN merge
technique. Events were selected for two cases: (1) where SuperDARN measurements
were both numerous and widespread, and (2) where SuperDARN measurements were
limited to a localized region of fast ow. For both cases, convection vectors inferred
using the SCHA-2 and merge techniques were shown to agree.
5. The SCHA-2 and FIT techniques were shown to produce comparable results for con-
vection maps generated over regions of good data coverage during periods of smooth
spatial and temporal variations of the ow. However, the SCHA-2 technique provided
a better representation of the convection ow for localized regions of variable plasma
ow.
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Based on these results it can be concluded that both the SCHA-1 and SCHA-2 tech-
niques are suitable for mapping the ionospheric convection pattern based on SuperDARN
velocity data.
6.1.2 Deriving convection patterns from magnetic perturbation
data
1. It was shown that the SCHA-2 technique as applied to ground-based magnetometer
data is similar to the SECS approach and is expected to produce comparable results in
terms of equivalent currents. The SCHA-2 method was expanded to derive the electric
eld and plasma velocity patterns solely from magnetic perturbations recorded on the
ground under the assumption that the conductivity distribution is known.
2. Perturbation, equivalent, and conductance-based convection vectors were determined
based solely on magnetometer data and compared to convection vectors derived from
SuperDARN data based on the FIT technique. For Kp=2-4, all three convection esti-
mates showed reasonable agreement with the SuperDARN-inferred convection vectors.
The perturbation convection map showed the best agreement; processing the data
using the SCHA-2 technique did not improve the agreement.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that magnetometer data can be used to
produce convection maps. However, for the current station coverage (<100 stations), and
the available models of conductivity distribution, the quality of the inferred maps does not
provide signicant improvement over the perturbation vectors. Magnetometer data would
be best used in combination with the SuperDARN data set to create a joint convection map.
6.1.3 Deriving convection patterns based on both magnetometer
and radar data
An SCHA-based technique was developed for combining magnetometer and velocity data
sets to infer a global convection pattern. For a single event having excellent radar coverage,
it was shown that the addition of magnetometer data to the SuperDARN data set had little
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inuence on the resulting convection pattern. A more comprehensive study, especially for
periods of low or moderate radar coverage is left for future work.
6.1.4 PCN magnetic index, CPCP and average velocity of
transpolar ows
Comparison of the PCN magnetic index to the cross polar cap velocity (CPCV) mea-
sured by the Rankin Inlet SuperDARN radar and to the CPCV and CPCP calculated from
SuperDARN-inferred convection maps showed that
1. For a data set where the PCN<4, both the CPCV and CPCP linearly increased with
increasing PCN for 0  PCN 3. As PCN increased, the rate of velocity increase
slowed, indicating the onset of saturation.
2. For an increased data set with PCN index ranging from 0 to 14, it was shown that the
CPCP linearly increased with increasing PCN index for PCN < 4. As PCN increased
above 4, the CPCP saturated at 80 kV.
3. For a subset of the increased data set, there was a linear relationship between the FIT
and SCHA-derived CPCP with a tendency for the SCHA-derived CPCP to be larger.
The CPCP calculated using the SCHA-2 technique was shown to increase linearly with
increasing PCN index for PCN < 3. For larger PCN, there was evidence of saturation
at 90-100 kV, but the eect was less obvious than for the FIT-based data set.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that the PCN magnetic index adequately
asses the strength of the ionospheric convection for 0  PCN  4.
6.1.5 Magnetometer and radar study of the ionospheric
convection response to a sudden southward
turning of the IMF
1. The ionospheric onset of the IMF Bz southward turning was observed as an enhance-
ment of the H-component of the perturbation magnetic eld for stations spread along
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the 03, 05, 10, and 14 MLT sectors. The delay in the observed response from the
expected arrival time of the transition wave front was shortest (<1 minute) in the
10 MLT sector (expected sector of IMF impact with magnetopause) and largest (9-12
minutes) in the 14 MLT sector.
2. The ionospheric onset of the IMF Bz southward turning was observed as an increase
in the SuperDARN velocity magnitude, or a reversal in the velocity polarity. The
delay between the expected arrival time of the transition wave front and the observed
response varied from 0 to 20 minutes. The shortest delays were observed in the 09-15
MLT sector, and the longest delays were observed near 02 MLT.
3. For both magnetometer and SuperDARN data sets, the ionospheric response to the
arrival of the transition wavefront was shown to propagate from 10 MLT toward the
nightside.
4. According to global convection maps generated with the SCHA-2 technique, the dawn-
side convection vortex shifted eastward (toward noon) from 01-02 MLT and settled at
05-06 MLT after 14-16 minutes from the onset of the ionospheric response. The dusk-
side convection vortex settled at 16 MLT within 16 minutes of the onset. The arrival
of the southward transition was marked by an immediate increase of the CPCP from
40 kV prior to the transition to a peak value of approximately 60 kV 40 minutes
later.
5. Analysis of residual convection maps conrmed that the convection vortices do not sim-
ply `snap' to a nal position, as claimed in a number of previous studies. It was shown
that the dawnside convection vortex rst appeared 4-6 minutes after the transition
onset and moved toward noon, reaching its nal conguration after 8-10 minutes.
Based on the above points, it can be concluded that the convection reconguration
associated with a southward turning of the IMF is a two-stage process. In the rst stage
(18 minutes), the reverse convection cells associated with the northward IMF break down
and the foci of the new Dungey convection pattern are established on the nightside and shift
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toward the dayside. The reconguration process involves all MLT sectors. In the second
stage (25 minutes) the overall convection pattern experiences a simple intensication.
6.2 Suggestions for future work
There are several ways in which the work presented can be expanded. Of particular interest
is the further improvement of the SCHA-2 technique in the analysis of SuperDARN and
magnetometer data. There are several approaches to consider.
6.2.1 Comparison of the SCHA-2 and SECS techniques
for mapping ionospheric convection based on
SuperDARN measurements
Recently, Amm et al. (2010) reported a technique for mapping the ionospheric convection
pattern from SuperDARN velocity measurements using a Spherical Elementary Current Sys-
tems (SECS) approach. This is an expansion of previously published work where the SECS
approach was applied to magnetic data. Amm et al. (2010) state that the SECS technique
is not limited to a spherical cap (the high-latitude region) and is able to generate convection
vectors directly over the region of measurement based entirely on measurements without
contributions from a statistical model or boundary conditions. Note that similar statements
were made in this thesis regarding the SCHA-2 technique. Amm et al. (2010) tested the
performance of the SECS technique by comparing convection determined using the SECS
technique to convection estimated using the SuperDARN merge technique. They showed
that SECS convection vectors had a better agreement with merged vectors than convection
vectors determined using the SuperDARN FIT technique.
The SECS and SCHA-2 techniques were discussed in Chapter 4. It was argued that
the SECS and SCHA-2 techniques are comparable for generating global-scale maps of the
ionospheric convection pattern. It would be highly desirable to test this statement by re-
peating the comparison performed in Amm et al. (2010) using convection vectors calculated
with the SCHA-2 technique. A collaborative project with Olaf Amm has been discussed.
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6.2.2 Determination of ionospheric convection based on
measurements from the Swarm satellite
In 2012 the European Space Agency plans to launch the Swarm satellite mission to provide a
survey of the geomagnetic eld and a global representation of its variation on time scales from
hours to years (Friis-Christensen et al., 2006; Friis-Christensen et al., 2008). The Swarm
mission will comprise a side-by-side lower pair of polar orbiting satellites at an altitude of
450 km and a single higher altitude satellite at 530 km. Each satellite will carry a Canadian
Electric Field Instrument (EFI) to make continuous observations of the ionospheric plasma
drift at a sampling resolution of 16 Hz. Such a resolution corresponds to roughly 20, 000
measurements across the high-latitude region for each satellite, making it possible to examine
the plasma ow along the satellite track in detail
The SCHA convection mapping technique will be of particular benet in mapping
measurements from the Swarm satellites over a localized region where the upper and lower
satellites cross. Preliminary work on limited data sets has shown that the combination of
Swarm and SuperDARN data sets increases both the region of convection constrained by
measurements, and the accuracy of the resultant convection maps that could be generated
based on data from either instrument alone. An expansion of this work is currently underway.
6.2.3 Evaluating the contribution of magnetometer data to
convection mapping
In Chapter 4, a technique for generating global-scale convection maps by combining measure-
ments of the plasma drift and perturbations of the Earth's magnetic eld was developed. It
was argued that although the magnetometer data set does not contain enough information to
create a detailed convection map on its own, it can serve as a constraint to the SuperDARN
data set where there are gaps in the data. Examples presented in this thesis came from
a data set where there was signicant radar coverage, and the eect of adding the magne-
tometer data set was minimal in the resulting convection maps. Additional events should be
considered for data sets where the radar coverage is poor. The quality of convection mapping
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can be further improved by adding contributions from magnetometer data from satellites.
An excellent data source to be explored is the Iridium satellite project. There are currently
>70 Iridium satellites in polar orbits at 780 km in altitude ying in 6 dierent orbital planes
(Anderson et al., 2008). Currently, magnetic data are provided at a resolution of 1 sample
every 19.4 s (every 1 MLAT) with occasional periods of high resolution data with 1 sample
every 2 s (every 0:1 MLAT)
Future work would involve a detailed analysis of the eect of adding magnetometer
data to the SuperDARN data set by comparing convection derived with and without the
magnetometer data. To determine whether or not the resultant convection is improved with
the addition of magnetometer data, a comparison should be made to a direct measurement
of the plasma ow, as might be provided by the DMSP or Swarm satellites.
6.2.4 Potential science topics
Several examples of potential research projects in which the SCHA technique would be
advantageous are suggested.
1. Expansion of the IMF transition study: The study of the ionospheric response to tran-
sitions in the IMF Bz should be expanded to include more cases. Eects of northward
transitions and of the IMF By would be interesting topics of investigation.
2. Structure of plasma ows equatorward of the auroral oval: The current statistical con-
vection model does not include measurements at low geomagnetic latitudes. Because
of low echo occurrence rates, it would take several years for an appropriate data base
to be accumulated. Meanwhile, processing data with SCHA can be performed on a
routine basis.
3. Convection patterns within the polar cap: For the current period of low magnetic
activity, the majority of SuperDARN echoes are obtained in the polar cap. For such
conditions, the FIT technique is inappropriate as it relies on restrictions to the plasma
ow at the low-latitude boundary. Development of a regional polar cap convection
model is suggested.
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4. Geomagnetically induced current hazard assessment: Coronal mass ejections from the
sun cause shock-waves in the solar wind. When the enhanced plasma reaches the
Earth, there is a temporary enhancement in the magnetopause current, as is evident
by a temporary intensication in the magnitude of the magnetic eld observed at
low-latitude magnetometer stations and can be followed by a geomagnetic storm. Geo-
magnetic storms induce currents in long conductors such as power systems or pipelines
potentially causing damage. Studying the response of the magnetopause current (from
ground-based magnetometers) and the ionosphere (from maps of the ionospheric con-
vection inferred from SuperDARN data using SCHA) to sudden storm commencement
signatures is suggested.
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Appendix A
Coordinate systems
A.1 Geodetic and geocentric coordinate systems
In the geodetic coordinate system the Earth is modeled by an ellipsoid, see Figure A.1a. The
semi-major axis (a) is along the equatorial plane and the semi-minor axis (b) is perpendicular
in the vertical plane along the spin axis. The World Geodetic System for 1984 (WGS
84) reference ellipsoid with semi-major axis a = 6378137:0 m and semi-minor axis b =
6356752:3142 m is used. The surface of the ellipse is dened as the equilibrium surface of
sea water.
For a point P above the surface of the Earth, latitude (D) is dened as the angle
between the equatorial plane and a line which passes through P and crosses the surface of
the ellipsoid at right angles. Height (h) is dened as the length of this line above the surface
of the ellipsoid. Longitude (D) is the angular distance of a vertical plane passing through
the center of the ellipsoid and P from a reference plane passing through the former Royal
Observatory in Greenwich, UK. In this system the xD and yD axes lie in the ecliptic plane
such that yD = 0 at the reference meridian. The zD-axis points perpendicular to the ecliptic
plane through the North Pole.
Consider some vector parameter Q measured at point P . The components of Q may be
resolved into components in the north, east, and vertical directions. The vertical direction
(v^D) points inward along the line dening latitude as shown. The north direction (n^D)
points toward the north pole perpendicular to v^D, and the east direction (e^D) completes a
right-handed coordinate system.
In the geocentric coordinate system, the Earth is modeled by a sphere centered at the
Earth's center of mass, see Figure A.1b. The z-axis is aligned with the Earth's spin axis,
and the x and y axes point at right angles along the equatorial plane. For some point P
above the surface of the Earth, latitude () is dened as the angle between the equatorial
plane and a line connecting the origin and P . Height (h) is dened as the length of this line
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Figure A.1: (a)Representation of the geodetic coordinate system where D is the geodetic
latitude, a is the semi-major axis, b is the semi-minor axis, h is height from the surface of the
Earth, and n^D, e^D, and v^D represent unit vectors in the north, east, and vertical directions.
(b) Representation of the geocentric coordinate system where  is the geocentric latitude,
RE is the radius of the Earth, h is height from the surface of the sphere, and n^, e^, and v^
represent unit vectors in the north, east, and vertical directions.
above the surface of the sphere. Longitude () is the angular distance between the x-axis
and a semi-circle joining the north and south poles through P , measured along the equatorial
plane. The x-axis points toward the meridian passing through the former Royal Observatory
in Greenwich, UK.
Consider some vector parameter Q measured at point P . The components of Q may be
resolved into components in the north, east, and vertical directions. The vertical direction
(v^) points radially inward as shown. The north direction (n^) points toward the north pole
perpendicular to v^, and the east direction (e^) completes the right-handed coordinate system.
To transform coordinates of a point from the geodetic to the geocentric coordinate
system, consider a point P some height h above the surface of a reference ellipsoid with
semi-major axis a and semi-minor axis b. The coordinates of P are (D; D) in the geodetic
coordinate system and (; ) in the geocentric coordinate system, see Figure A.2. Geodetic
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Figure A.2: Transformation from geodetic to geocentric coordinates.
coordinates may be converted to geocentric coordinates x; y; z using the formulas
x =

a

+ h

cosDcosD; (A.1)
y =

a

+ h

cosDsinD; (A.2)
z =

a(1  e2)

+ h

sin; (A.3)
where e is the eccentricity of the ellipse given by
e2 = 1  b
2
a2
; and (A.4)
 =
p
1  e2sin2: (A.5)
The geocentric coordinates r, , and , where  = 90   , are then
r =
p
x2 + y2 + z2; (A.6)
 =    acos
z
r

; (A.7)
 = atan
y
x

: (A.8)
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Next, consider some vector measurement at P having components in the n^D, e^D, and
v^D directions in the geodetic system. The n^D, e^D, and v^D directions may be transformed
to the geocentric directions n^, e^, v^ which point as shown. The angle  between similar
directions is
 = D   ; (A.9)
The directional unit vectors may be represented using the trigonometric identities
n^ = cosn^D   sinv^D; (A.10)
e^ = e^D; (A.11)
v^ = sinn^D + cosv^D: (A.12)
Note that the transformation from geodetic to geocentric coordinates involves a single
rotation about the e^D unit vector, and e^ and e^D therefore point in the same direction.
A.2 Geomagnetic coordinate system
The geomagnetic coordinate system is similar to the geocentric coordinate system. The only
dierence is a rotation of the geocentric axes x, y, and z to x0, y0, and z0 so that the z0-
axis is aligned along the magnetic dipole axis as dened by the International Geomagnetic
Reference Field (IGRF) model, and the y0 axis points perpendicular to the z axis (Kivelson
and Russell , 1995). Table A.2 lists the geographic coordinates of the magnetic dipole axis
for the years indicated.
For the transformation from geocentric to geomagnetic coordinates, consider a sphere
of radius r described by both the geocentric coordinate system x; y; z and the corresponding
geomagnetic coordinate system x0; y0; z0 where the z0 axis pierces the sphere at some latitude
 and some longitude  measured in the geocentric system. The translation from geocentric
to geomagnetic coordinates is equivalent to rotating x; y; z rst by an angle  about the z
axis and then by an angle  = 
2
   about the already rotated y axis using the following
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Table A.1: Geographic coordinates of the magnetic dipole axis.
Year Latitude Longitude
1945 78.47 291.47
1950 78.47 291.15
1955 78.46 290.84
1960 78.51 290.53
1965 78.53 290.15
1970 78.59 289.82
1975 78.69 289.53
1980 78.81 289.24
1985 78.97 289.10
1990 79.13 288.89
1995 79.30 288.59
2000 79.54 288.43
matrix transformation function0BBB@
x0
y0
z0
1CCCA =
0BBB@
coscos cossin  sin
 sin cos 0
sincos sinsin cos
1CCCA 
0BBB@
x
y
z
1CCCA
:
Consider some vector measurement located at point P having north, east, and vertical
unit vectors n^, e^, v^ in the geocentric coordinate system. The corresponding components in
the geomagnetic coordinate system are then given by0BBB@
n^0
e^0
v^0
1CCCA =
0BBB@
coscos cossin  sin
 sin cos 0
sincos sinsin cos
1CCCA 
0BBB@
n^
e^
v^
1CCCA
:
The radius of the geocentric spherical earth is taken to be RE = 6371:2 km.
A.3 AACGM
When describing phenomena dependent on the Earth's magnetic eld, it is convenient to use a
magnetic-eld dependent coordinate system. The corrected geomagnetic (CGM) coordinate
system was developed for this purpose (Gustafsson et al., 1992).
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Figure A.3: A cartoon illustrating mapping of a point P1 in the geocentric coordinate
system with coordinates (; ) to the CGM coordinates (0; 0) at point P2. The conversion is
performed through a mapping of P1 along the IGRF magnetic eld line to the equatorial plane
and back along the corresponding dipole magnetic eld line. Although it is not indicated in
this diagram, there may also be a deviation in the longitudinal coordinate  to 0.
To the rst order the Earth's magnetic eld may be represented by a magnetic dipole
(Hargreaves , 1992). Although not strictly accurate, this approximation is useful for rep-
resenting the inner magnetosphere within a few Earth radii (RE). For a more accurate
representation, it is common to express the geomagnetic eld due to both internal and ex-
ternal sources by a spherical harmonic expansion over the surface of the Earth (Blakely ,
1995). The IGRF ts all available observations of the Earth's magnetic eld using spherical
harmonic analysis up to a degree and order of at least 10 to generate a model of the Earth's
magnetic eld due to internal sources (Blakely , 1995). Since the Earth's magnetic eld is
constantly changing, coecients for the spherical harmonic expansion are recalculated every
ve years. Coecients in-between years are linearly interpolated from adjacent models, and
coecients following the last calculated model are predicted.
To map a point in the geocentric coordinate system to the CGM coordinate system
both the dipole and the IGRF models are considered. Consider some point P1 on the surface
of a spherical Earth of radius RE=6371.2 km (Figure A.3). The geocentric coordinates (; )
are mapped to the CGM coordinate system by following the IGRF magnetic eld line passing
through P1 to the dipole equator, and then following the dipole eld line back to the surface
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of the Earth at point P2. The new coordinates (
0; 0) represent the CGM coordinate system.
Transformation tables have been developed for speedy conversion from geographic to CGM
coordinates (Gustafsson et al., 1992).
The CGM coordinate system is limited. Points located above the Earth in the ge-
ographic coordinate system must rst be mapped to the surface of the Earth before they
can be transformed. Since the IGRF eld line is mapped to the dipole equator, conjugate
points in the northern and southern hemispheres are not mapped to conjugate locations
in the CGM coordinate system, meaning points on the same IGRF eld line are assigned
dierent CGM coordinates. In addition, the CGM coordinate system is non-orthogonal; the
reverse transformation from CGM to geocentric coordinates is not simple to perform. A new
coordinate system was created to solve these problems.
The altitude adjusted corrected geomagnetic coordinate system (AACGM) (originally
the Polar Anglo-American Conjugate Experiment (PACE) Geomagnetic (PGM) coordinate
system) was adapted from the CGM coordinate system, and is described in Baker and Wing
(1989) and Bhavnani and Hein (1994). Mapping point P1 to P2 is very similar, but P1 and
P2 may be located on a shell of radius r=[RE,RE+2000 km], and the IGRF eld line required
for mapping is followed all the way down to the ground in the opposing hemisphere so that
all points on the same IGRF eld line have the same AACGM coordinates.
Field line mapping is a time consuming process; it is desirable to calculate AACGM
coordinates directly from geographic coordinates (, ). Baker and Wing (1989) accomplish
this by rst mapping an evenly spaced grid of coordinates (>2000 locations) at points (, )
in the northern hemisphere along IGRF eld lines to the ground in the southern hemisphere
at points (m, m). The mapped coordinates in the southern hemisphere do not represent
a similar evenly spaced grid and a relationship must be established between the geographic
coordinates in the northern hemisphere, and their corresponding locations in the southern
hemisphere. Before describing this relationship the northern and southern hemisphere co-
ordinates undergo coordinate transformations. In the northern hemisphere, the geographic
coordinates (, ) are converted to a new coordinate system (r, r) having its z-axis aligned
along the dipole axis of the CGM coordinate system. This is done by rst rotating the geo-
graphic coordinate system about its z-axis by  70:6, and then by 11:20 about the newly
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rotated y-axis. In the southern hemisphere, coordinates (m, m) are transformed into rect-
angular coordinates xm, ym, zm. The AACGM coordinates are then represented using a
fourth order spherical harmonic expansion (Baker and Wing , 1989):
xA =
LX
l=0
lX
m=0
(Almxcosmr +Blmxsinmr)P
m
l (cosr); (A.13)
yA =
LX
l=0
lX
m=0
 
Almycosmr +Blmysinmr

Pml (cosr); (A.14)
zA =
LX
l=0
lX
m=0
(Almzcosm R +Blmzsinmr)Pml (cosr); (A.15)
where r = 90
   r, Almx;y;z and Blmx;y;z represent coecients to be determined, Pml (cosr)
are the Associated Legendre Functions, and Baker and Wing (1989) truncate the series at
L=4. The northern and southern hemisphere coordinate transformations described above
improve convergence of the series and avoid singularities at the magnetic pole. Coecients
Almx;y;z and Blmx;y;z are determined by minimizing the dierence between xm, ym, zm and
xA, yA, zA. Once the coecients are determined, xA, yA; and zA may be dened for any (,
) location on the sphere and transformed to spherical coordinates (A,A). Coecients are
determined for altitudes of 0, 150, 300, and 450 km and can be interpolated for heights of 0-
600 km (Baker and Wing , 1989). Bhavnani and Hein (1994) suggest solving the coecients
for altitudes of [0, 300, 1200] km and interpolating for altitudes of 0-2000 km. Since the
magnetic eld changes with time, the AACGM coecients must be calculated for each set
of IGRF coecients, and care should be taken in using the correct coecients for the year
of observation. Bhavnani and Hein (1994) note that the AACGM coordinate system is not
accurately dened at low latitudes or in the region of the South Atlantic Anomaly as closed
magnetic eld lines near the Earth are limited in altitude. They have developed an adapted
AACGM technique to deal with these problems.
Figure A.4 shows the geocentric coordinate system on a rectangular grid with corre-
sponding AACGM latitudes and longitudes overlaid (blue). It is important to realize that
the conversion from geocentric to AACGM coordinates is not accomplished through a sim-
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Figure A.4: Contours of constant AACGM latitudes and longitudes (blue) plotted in 10
increments in the geographic coordinate system (black).
ple series of rotations, and it is therefore dicult to transform vector directions between
coordinate systems. A simple approximation may be performed by transforming both the
head and tail of a given vector from one coordinate system to another and using spherical
geometry to dene the new azimuth.
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Figure A.5: A cartoon illustrating the transformation of a north-pole centered coordinate
system to a system with an arbitrary pole.
A.4 Redening the coordinate system about a
central latitude
When measurements are made at coordinates roughly centered about some arbitrary loca-
tion, it may be computationally helpful to re-dene a spherical coordinate system about the
central region of measurement or the `central pole' opposed to the north pole. Consider
a vector observation at point P having coordinates (, ) with azimuth  in the original
coordinate system, see Figure A.5. The central pole is located at (P , P ). The coordinates
(0, 0) and pointing direction 0 of the observed quantity are re-dened with respect to the
central pole using spherical trigonometry from the following equations
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cos0 = coscosp + sinsinpcos(  p); (A.16)
cos(180   ) = cos0cos(180  p) + sin0sin(180  p)cos0; and (A.17)
0 =  + ; where (A.18)
cosP = coscos
0 + sinsin0cos; (A.19)
where  is the angle formed between  and 0, as shown in Figure A.5.
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